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Background and aims 

 

Setting 
For several decades, evidence-based medicine (EBM) has been advocated to support 

clinicians in taking care for patients [1]. The central tenet underlying EBM is that the 

available clinical evidence should be used in a conscientious, explicit, and judicious manner. 

While EBM is still the leading paradigm for clinical decisions, new initiatives and methods 

are required to deal with the complexity of healthcare delivery and the requirements of 

stakeholders. Health technology assessment (HTA) and comparative effectiveness research 

(CER) are built on the foundations of EBM but aim to improve patient outcomes and 

processes of care delivery across the whole spectrum of healthcare instead of only at a 

clinical level [2]. In HTA and CER, evidence
1
 from different sources is combined to help a 

variety of decision makers (patients, clinicians, payers, and policy makers) make informed 

decisions based on the best available evidence. While this applies to clinical decisions, it 

also is relevant for drug and medical device regulation (i.e. market access and 

reimbursement), for public health campaigns, and for prevention programs. 

 

In recent years, healthcare policy decisions have been criticized for a lack of transparency 

regarding how the decisions were reached given the available evidence [3]. The distinction 

between confirmed clinical evidence and expert judgment is also not always clear and this 

is especially a relevant concern when large amounts of clinical evidence are being 

evaluated [4]. Given the criticisms, it is not surprising that decision makers are increasingly 

looking at quantitative decision models to guide evidence-synthesis and decision-making 

processes [5]. 

  

The role of evidence in healthcare policy decision making 
Because clinical evidence is seldom a single piece of information, it is more useful to speak 

about an evidence base consisting of multiple pieces of evidence. Examples of such pieces 

of evidence are empirical evidence from randomized trials, observational trials using 

multiple clinical outcome measures, patient registries, results from consultation processes, 

input from clinical experts, political information regarding opportunity and crises, and 

                                                                 
1
 In this thesis we define clinical evidence to be “clinically relevant research, often from the basic sciences of 

medicine, but especially from patient centered clinical research into the accuracy and precision of diagnostic tests 

(including the clinical examination), the power of prognostic markers, and the efficacy and safety of therapeutic, 

rehabilitative, and preventive regimens.”[17] 
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economic information [6]. Normative aspects of how evidence is used in policy-making 

have undergone considerable debate [7]. However, it is generally agreed that evidence is 

used by regulators to update their prior beliefs about the outcomes of the decision at hand 

[8]. How the various pieces of evidence are combined is called evidence synthesis, of which 

a meta-analysis as part of systematic reviews is a well-known example. Evidence synthesis 

yields objective information about clinical outcomes, but that alone is not enough to 

actually make the decision. Inevitably, value judgments must be made about what these 

outcomes mean for those who will experience them [9]. Consider for example the trade-off 

that has to be made between the beneficial and adverse outcomes of a drug or between 

various types of adverse outcomes. What trade-offs are acceptable for someone is a 

personal and highly subjective value judgment about the clinical evidence base. There is no 

scientific study that can prove that it is ‘correct’, for example, to be risk averse or risk 

neutral. 

 

Stated-preference methods to gather stakeholder preferences 
The main challenge in healthcare policy decision making, therefore, is to make value 

judgments over multiple sources of evidence about the relative benefits and harms of 

interventions while taking into account the perspective of the most important stakeholders, 

i.e. patients or participants in public health programs
2
. Over the years, several frameworks 

have been proposed and used to estimate the value of interventions for these stakeholders 

[10]. One example of a patient-based value-framework is cost-effectiveness analyses, 

where quality-adjusted life years represent the value of an intervention. However, the 

QALY may not capture all elements that people ultimately value such as equity 

considerations or the process of care delivery [11]. By expanding value frameworks to 

incorporate these elements, a more holistic view of what stakeholders value can be 

obtained. Consequently, this enables policy makers to make decisions that are in 

accordance with stakeholder needs. Although individual patient representatives have been 

involved in for example regulatory committees, stated preference methods are increasingly 

seen as a more representative approach for gaining insight into what stakeholders value 

[12]. Stated preference methods are structured and transparent methods that can inform 

policy makers on what attributes of interventions are valued by stakeholders and what 

tradeoffs stakeholders would be willing to make between attributes [13]. The main 

advantage of stated preference methods is that they are survey-based, which makes it 

possible to measure the preferences of a large group of stakeholders. Preferential evidence 

obtained with stated preference methods may be used by policy makers to update their 

                                                                 
2
 From now on we will use the term ‘stakeholder’ to denote these two groups. 
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prior values, much in the same way as clinical evidence can be used to update their prior 

beliefs about the outcomes. 

 

Multi-criteria decision analysis to translate evidence into value 
In this thesis we pose that multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is useful for assessing the 

value of interventions by different stakeholders. How MCDA can be used becomes clear if 

the four main steps taken during an MCDA are considered: structuring, scoring, weighting, 

and aggregating [14]. In the first ‘structuring’ step, the decision context and the set of 

attributes on which to evaluate the intervention(s) are identified and structured. Attributes 

are mostly identified through literature and expert consultations, and usually include 

clinical attributes (such as symptom reduction or side effects) as well as attributes relating 

to the process of healthcare delivery (such as waiting time or mode of administration). In 

this way, a framework of what constitutes value for stakeholders is established in a 

structured and explicit manner. In the second step of MCDA, clinical evidence or expert 

opinion is used to assign numeric scores to the performance of each intervention on all 

included attributes. This means it is explicitly recorded what sources of evidence were used 

and how these sources are thought to inform the performance of interventions.  After 

scoring, each attribute is assigned an importance weight that indicates its importance 

relative to the other attributes. The relative importance of attributes is subjective and could 

be informed by including results from stated preference research. By doing so, the views of 

large groups of stakeholders are included into the value assessment in a clear and 

structured manner. In the final step of MCDA, scores and weights are aggregated into an 

overall value for each choice alternative. When in the scoring and weighting steps clinical 

evidence was used to inform the scores and when stated preference research was used to 

inform the weights, the obtained overall values indicate the evidence-based value of 

interventions according to stakeholders. 

This thesis 

Rationale: MCDA for integrating evidence  

and value assessment under uncertainty 
While the integration of stakeholder views and clinical evidence in one value framework is 

the main objective of the present thesis, the analytic approach to combine clinical evidence 

and stated preference research is particularly challenging because of the impact of 

uncertainty in the evidence and preferences on the outcomes. Here we distinguish 

stochastic uncertainty, heterogeneity, parameter uncertainty, and structural uncertainty 
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[15]. Stochastic uncertainty is random variability between otherwise identical people. 

Stochastic uncertainty in (preferences for) clinical outcomes should be considered to 

enable policy makers to understand the proportion of patients for whom the benefits of an 

intervention may outweigh the risks [16]. This is even more poignant if different treatment 

outcomes can be attributed to observable patient characteristics like age or genetic profile, 

i.e. if there is heterogeneity. Parameter uncertainty in preferences or clinical evidence may 

be reduced by more research but the question is if more research and thus less parameter 

uncertainty would actually lead to different decisions. Finally, structural uncertainty can 

exist, for example, about what attributes of interventions to include in the decision. Not 

taking into account these types of uncertainty may imply decisions are taken that are not in 

line with what is valued by stakeholders. 

 

Aim and outline 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the various types of uncertainty impact the 

outcomes of a stakeholder-based value framework for comparing medical interventions. 

Our MCDA-based approach will be developed over three sections. 

 

First, we will investigate how previous studies have considered uncertainty in the context of 

MCDA. For this purpose, Chapter 2 will introduce an MCDA-specific theoretical framework 

of uncertainty and review the scientific literature to identify approaches for dealing with 

the various types of uncertainty. Of the five identified approaches, we consider the 

probabilistic approach the most suitable for our aims mainly because it allows for the 

simultaneous consideration of multiple sources of uncertainty. 

 

In the second section, we will further develop the probabilistic MCDA approach for building 

stakeholder-based value frameworks. In Chapter 3, parameter uncertainty in the clinical 

performance of antidepressants is weighted using a simulated patient preference dataset. 

Monte Carlo simulations are introduced as a method for combining the uncertainty from 

multiple sources. Chapter 4 builds on this by extending the MCDA model of chapter 3 to 

also include stochastic uncertainty in preferences for the case of antiretroviral treatments. 

Both chapters will investigate the relative impact of the types of uncertainty by performing 

scenario analyses. 

 

In the third section a stakeholder-based value framework is developed for the case of lung 

cancer screening. This application area is introduced in Chapter 5 where we discuss the 

notion that preference-related barriers to entry into a voluntary screening program for lung 

cancer are important but under-researched. Chapter 6 investigates preferences for 
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attributes of lung cancer screening programs according to a large public sample from the 

Dutch population. Heterogeneity in preferences for these attributes is explored by 

identifying five preference subgroups using hierarchical cluster analysis. How correlations in 

preference data between preferences for different attributes can be taken into account in a 

probabilistic MCDA is investigated in Chapter 7, where we introduce copulas for modeling 

multivariate preference data and compare the copula approach to conventional methods. 

In Chapter 8 we apply the probabilistic MCDA model developed in the second section to the 

case of lung cancer screening. For this, we gather clinical evidence about screening 

programs and combine this evidence with the preference data gathered in chapter 6 to 

obtain value estimates for three different screening programs. In our analyses we model 

parameter uncertainty in the estimates and take into account heterogeneity in preferences 

by estimating the value of the screening programs according to various subgroups in the 

public sample. 

 

Finally, Chapter 9 provides a discussion of the work performed in this thesis, relates it to the 

broader literature, and suggests avenues for further research. 
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Abstract 

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is increasingly used to support decisions in health 

care involving multiple and conflicting criteria. Although uncertainty is usually carefully 

addressed in health economics evaluations, whether and how the different sources of 

uncertainty are dealt with and with what methods in MCDA is less known. The objective of 

this study is to review how uncertainty can be explicitly taken into account in MCDA and to 

discuss which approach may be appropriate for healthcare decision makers. A literature 

review was conducted in the Scopus and Pubmed databases. Two reviewers independently 

categorized studies according to research areas, the type of MCDA used, and the approach 

used to quantify uncertainty. Selected full text articles were read for methodological 

details. The search strategy identified 569 studies. The five approaches most identified 

were fuzzy set theory (45% of studies), probabilistic sensitivity analysis (15%), deterministic 

sensitivity analysis (31%), Bayesian framework (6%) and grey theory (3%). A large number 

of papers considered the Analytic Hierarchy Process in combination with fuzzy set theory 

(31%). Only 3% of studies were published in healthcare-related journals. In conclusion, our 

review identified five different approaches to take uncertainty into account in MCDA. The 

deterministic approach is most likely sufficient for most health care policy decisions 

because of its low complexity and straightforward implementation. However, more 

complex approaches may be needed when multiple sources of uncertainty must be 

considered simultaneously. 
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Introduction 

Over the last decade, researchers in outcomes research have increasingly suggested multi-

criteria decision analysis (MCDA) as an approach to support healthcare decisions [1]. MCDA 

is an extension of decision theory that supports decision makers (policy makers, regulators, 

managers, etc.) who have multiple (possibly conflicting) objectives by decomposing the 

decision objectives into criteria [2]. These criteria are given a numeric importance weight 

and decision alternatives such as drugs or treatments are scored on each of the criteria. 

The criteria weights and performances scores are then aggregated into an overall score 

which is used to rank the alternative treatments. For a more detailed overview of the 

subsequent steps in MCDA, the reader is referred to Belton and Steward [2] and Hummel et 

al. [3]. MCDA is considered to be a transparent and flexible approach [4–7]. MCDA has 

been used to support a wide range of decisions, such as in portfolio optimization, benefit-

risk assessment, health technology assessment and shared decision making [8–13]. 

Although the objectives differ, these decisions share three characteristics. First, they are 

characterized by possibly conflicting decision criteria where trade-offs between criteria 

influence the decision. Second, the criteria to operationalize can be qualitative, 

quantitative, or a combination of both. And finally, these decisions and underlying criteria 

weights and performance scores are characterized by uncertainty. 

 

In principal, several sources of uncertainty can be distinguished and have been clearly 

described by different authors [14,15]. In their comprehensive taskforce report, Briggs et 

al. define four types of uncertainty: stochastic uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, 

heterogeneity, and structural uncertainty [15]. Although their report discusses uncertainty 

in decision analytic models in general, this classification is almost identical for MCDA. 

However, in MCDA the four types of uncertainty are relevant to consider for both the 

weighting of criteria and the scoring of alternatives. Criteria weights are always elicited 

from decision makers, and stochastic uncertainty in weighting is therefore random 

variability in weights as assigned by otherwise identical persons. Parameter uncertainty 

refers to the estimation error of an estimated quantity, for example the mean weight given 

by a group of decision makers to a criterion. Heterogeneity is explainable variation in 

weights, for example due to a person’s background characteristics. Finally, structural 

uncertainty occurs when decision makers are unsure if all relevant decision criteria are 

included and how these criteria are structured [14]. 
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  Definition Briggs et al. [15] MCDA-specific definition 

Ty
p

e 
o

f 
u

n
ce

rt
ai

n
ty

 

Stochastic 
uncertainty 

Random variability in outcomes 
between identical patients 

Random variability in criteria weights or 
performance scores as assigned by identical 
persons 

Parameter 
uncertainty 

The uncertainty in estimation of 
the parameter of interest 

The uncertainty in estimation of the 
parameter (criterion weight or performance 
score) of interest 

Heterogeneity 
The variability between patients 
that can be attributed to 
characteristics of those patients 

Variability in criteria weights or 
performance scores that can be attributed 
to a person’s characteristics 

Structural 
uncertainty 

The assumptions inherent in the 
decision model 

Uncertainty about if all relevant criteria are 
included, if they are properly structured and 
which transformations are used 

  
Table 1: overview of types and sources of uncertainty in the context of MCDA-supported decision making. On the 
left are the types of uncertainty, as introduced by Briggs et al. [15]. In MCDA, uncertainty is related to both the 
determination of criteria weights and performance scores. Criteria weights are always elicited from stakeholders 
or decision makers while performance scores can either be elicited from stakeholders or derived from other data 
sources such as registries and clinical trials. 

 

Like criteria weights, the performance scores of alternatives can be obtained through 

elicitation. Alternatively, performance scores can be obtained from other data sources such 

as registries or clinical trials. If performance scores are elicited from decision makers, 

generally the same sources of uncertainty apply as in the weighting step. If data is obtained 

from other data sources (such as an odds ratio comparing two drugs derived from a clinical 

trial), stochastic uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and heterogeneity stems from 

variation or uncertainty in the source data. Structural uncertainty, however, is relevant to 

consider in these instances as it refers to how the outcomes are measured and how the 

data is transformed to a performance score in the MCDA. Often, performances scores are 

assigned based on a structured appraisal of available evidence. In that case, both 

elicitation-specific and data-specific uncertainties are relevant, of which the mix depends 

on the amount of available evidence. An overview of the types of uncertainty and their 

source in MCDA is presented in Table 1. 

 

A recent systematic review by Marsh et al identified 41 applications of MCDA in healthcare 

and found that decision makers are positive about the possibilities of MCDA but that 

guidance on its application is lacking [16]. Twenty-two studies considered uncertainty, 

predominantly with deterministic sensitivity analysis. Previous studies outside the area of 

healthcare reviewed approaches to take into account uncertainty in MCDA-supported 

decisions. Durbach and Stewart reviewed different approaches to take into account 
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uncertainty in the scoring of alternatives [17]. They identified: probability-based 

approaches, fuzzy numbers, risk-based approaches and scenario analysis. Finally, a review 

by Kangas and Kangas in the field of forestry identified the frequentist, Bayesian, evidential 

reasoning, fuzzy sets, probabilistic, and possibility theory approaches [18]. 

 

Although the use of MCDA is emerging and uncertainty clearly is a relevant issue in MCDA 

models, there currently is no guidance on how uncertainty should be taken into account. To 

account for uncertainty in MCDA, three separate steps are proposed. First, the sources of 

uncertainty need to be identified, followed by (2) an assessment of the magnitude of the 

uncertainty and finally (3) by an evaluation whether the uncertainty would eventually lead 

to a different decision. 

 

The objective of the present study is threefold. First, the study aims to identify common 

approaches to account for uncertainty. The second objective is to classify the identified 

approaches according to their mathematical approach and according to how the estimates 

for uncertainty are derived. Finally, the approaches will be compared, and their applicability 

for healthcare decisions will be discussed. In this discussion the focus will be on approaches 

that deal with elicitation-related uncertainty. 

 

Methods 

Identification of studies 
A literature search in the SCOPUS and Pubmed databases was performed for the period 

between 1960 and 2013 using the following search terms: (MCDA OR multi criteria decision 

analysis) AND (methodological OR parameter OR structural OR stochastic OR subjective OR 

*) uncertainty, multi criteria decision analysis AND (sensitivity OR robustness OR scenario) 

analysis, and uncertainty AND X and sensitivity analysis AND X. In these strings, an asterisk 

represents a wildcard that can be matched by any word, and X was replaced with each of 

the individual MCDA method names, written both in full as well as in abbreviated form (see 

also Table 3). In addition to the database search, we also searched reference lists. Non-

English studies, studies that did not apply or discuss MCDA and studies with an application 

of MCDA where uncertainty was not taken into account were excluded. 
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Classification 
Following the identification, all included studies were classified by research area. This was 

done by coding the publications (journals and conference proceedings) in which the studies 

were published with their top-level All Science Journal Classification (ASJC). If publications 

were associated with multiple classifications, all were used for the coding. To examine 

applications in healthcare, sub-level ASJC codes related to healthcare were used (available 

from authors on request). 

 

Secondly, the studies were classified by the MCDA method used. Only MCDA methods 

which were identified twice or more were put in separate categories, all methods which 

were used only once were put in the “other” category. MCDA methods were separated 

into: value-based, outranking, reference-based or other/hybrid methods. Value-based 

methods construct a single overall value for each decision alternative. Low scores on one 

criterion can be compensated by higher scores on another criterion. In outranking 

methods, low scores on one criterion may not be compensated by higher scores on another 

criterion. Furthermore, incomparability between the performance scores of alternatives is 

allowed. Reference-based methods calculate the similarity of alternatives to an ideal and 

anti-ideal alternative. The categorization was performed independently by three reviewers 

(HB, CG, MH) and disagreements were resolved through discussion. Full text articles were 

accessed when the used MCDA method could not be identified from the abstract alone or 

in case of continued disagreement between reviewers. 

 

Third, two reviewers (HB, CG) independently classified the studies by their approach to take 

into account uncertainty. An initial list of approaches was defined based on the authors’ 

past experiences. On this initial list were the deterministic, probabilistic, Bayesian, and 

fuzzy set approaches. Newly identified approaches were added to the list. For every unique 

combination of an MCDA method and an uncertainty approach, the most recent full text 

article was read. If needed, references of these articles were also read to find 

methodological details or to identify textbooks. 

 

Results from the literature review 

Identification and classification of studies 
A total of 569 studies were identified which were published between 1986 and 2013. The 

number of published studies increases sharply after the year 2000 (Figure 1). Top-level ASJC 
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research areas which accounted for more than 10% of the included studies are engineering 

(21%), computer science (17%) and environmental science (12%), as presented in Table 2. 

Only 3% of the included studies are published in a publication with an ASJC related to 

healthcare. Most studies (88%) use one MCDA method while 11% use two and 1% uses 

three. As seen in Table 3, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used most often (52%), 

followed by the Technique for Order of Preferences by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 

(9%) and the Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation 

(PROMETHEE) (7%). For 15% of studies the MCDA method used could not be identified 

from the abstract alone and therefore required full text reading. 

 

Description of identified approaches for uncertainty analysis 
Following the identification of studies, five distinctly different approaches were identified: 

deterministic sensitivity analysis, probabilistic sensitivity analysis, Bayesian frameworks, 

fuzzy set theory and grey theory. Fuzzy set theory was most commonly identified (45% of 

studies). The frequency with which the identified approaches were used in various research 

and application fields is presented in Table 2, and Table 3 presents how often the 

uncertainty approaches were combined with various MCDA methods. For a comprehensive 

demonstration of the different approaches, please be referred to the Excel file in the 

supplementary material found with the online version of the published paper based on this 

chapter. 

 

Deterministic sensitivity analysis 

Three types of deterministic sensitivity analyses were identified: simple sensitivity analysis, 

threshold analysis and analysis of extremes [19]. In simple sensitivity analysis, one model 

parameter (a criteria weight or a performance score) is varied at a time, and the impact of 

variation on the rank order of alternatives is observed. If the induced variation does not 

change the rank order of alternatives (i.e. the preference of one alternative over the other), 

the decision is considered robust [20,21]. Both threshold analysis and analysis of extremes 

are aimed at determining how much model parameters need to change before a different 

rank order of alternatives is obtained [22]. 

 

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis requires decision makers to define probability distributions 

for model parameters. To assign probability distributions for performance scores, decision 

makers can refer to descriptive statistics or patient-level data from patient registries or 

clinical trials [23,24]. Methods to formally elicit probability distributions from (clinical) 

experts are available [25]. 
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ASJC research area 

Bayesian 

framework DSA 

Fuzzy set 

theory 

Grey 

theory PSA n (%) 

Agricultural and 

Biological Sciences 
- 8 4 - 5 17 (2%) 

Business, 

Management and 

Accounting 

4 27 31 3 15 80 (8%) 

Chemical Engineering - 4 3 - 3 10 (1%) 

Chemistry - 1 4 - 4 9 (1%) 

Computer Science 11 35 103 4 12 165 (17%) 

Decision Sciences 8 33 30 2 27 100 (10%) 

Earth and Planetary 

Sciences 
3 3 5 - 2 13 (1%) 

Economics, 

Econometrics and 

Finance 

- 8 11 1 1 21 (2%) 

Energy - 20 5 1 4 30 (3%) 

Engineering 9 56 121 8 17 211 (21%) 

Environmental 

Science 
3 43 42 1 26 115 (12%) 

Materials Science - 9 10 - 1 20 (2%) 

Mathematics 8 26 43 2 22 101 (10%) 

Medicine 1 10 8 - 4 23 (2%) 

Physics and 

Astronomy 
- 1 3 1 2 7 (1%) 

Social Sciences 3 13 19 - 9 44 (4%) 

Other - 6 7 1 3 17 (2%) 

Table 2: Research areas of publications in which identified studies were published, as coded with the all science 
journal classification (ASJC), and the division of identified approaches over the research areas. Note that a 
publication can be associated with more than one ASJC. DSA=deterministic sensitivity analysis. PSA=probabilistic 
sensitivity analysis 

For model parameters for which there is little or no evidence, non-informative distributions 

such as a uniform distribution can be used [26].  

After propagating the uncertainty through the MCDA model with Monte Carlo simulations, 

probability distributions are obtained for each alternative’s overall score, and probabilistic 

statements such as the probability of a particular rank order of alternatives can be made 

[26–28]. 
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Bayesian framework: Bayesian networks and Dempster-Shafer theory 

Both Bayesian networks and Dempster-Shafer theory use the Bayesian framework to 

estimate the impact of uncertainty on the outcome of an MCDA-supported decision. 

Bayesian networks allow decision makers to explicitly model the interdependency of 

decision-related elements (for example, patient characteristics that may impact treatment 

performance) as a directed acyclic graph. Associated with each node in the graph are edges 

(arrows between nodes) that show the conditional relationships between the node and its 

parents. If there is no information about the conditional probabilities, prior distributions 

can be assumed. With more evidence, these prior probabilities can be updated using Bayes’ 

theorem [29,30]. 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of identified studies by their year of publication and divided into the approach in which 
they were categorized. 

 

Dempster-Shafer theory is an evidential reasoning-based method which is an extension of 

the Bayesian framework [31–33]. The five basic elements of Dempster-Shafer theory are: 

the frame of discernment, probability mass assignments, belief functions, plausibility 

functions and Dempster’s rule of combination. The frame of discernment is a set of 

hypotheses from which one hypothesis with the most evidential support has to be chosen. 

In the context of MCDA, choice alternatives can be considered as the hypotheses; and the 

aim becomes to select the choice alternative for which the most evidential support for 

being the best choice (either for the whole decision or for a specific criterion) exists [34]. 

The first step in such an elicitation process consists of decision makers assigning a 

probability mass to (sets of) hypotheses in the frame of discernment, for example by 
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indicating that there is evidential support for treatment A and B being the best performing 

treatments on a particular criterion. Then, lower and upper bounds of evidential support 

(termed belief and plausibility) are calculated per hypothesis, for example ‘the evidential 

support for this hypothesis is between 50% and 80%’. Finally, probability mass assignments 

from different evidence sources (for example, different decision makers) can be combined 

with Dempster’s rule of combination. An agreement metric between decision makers can 

also be calculated. 

 

Fuzzy set theory 

In fuzzy set theory, elements have a degree of membership to a set [35,36]. The degree of 

an element’s membership to a fuzzy set is expressed as a number between zero (not a 

member of the fuzzy set) and one (completely a member of the fuzzy set). Degrees of 

memberships between zero and one indicate ambiguous set membership. Consider as 

examples of fuzzy sets the sets of “very important criteria” or of ”low criteria weights”. If all 

memberships are equal to either zero or one, fuzzy set theory reduces to conventional set 

theory. 

 

When applying fuzzy set theory for MCDA, decision makers first have to identify ambiguous 

elements (such as particular criteria weights) in their decision problem. They then have to 

define fuzzy sets and the membership functions to capture the identified ambiguity. For 

example, the pairwise comparisons to establish criteria weights in the AHP are 

conventionally numbers between 1 (“equivalence”) and 9 (“extreme preference”) [37]. 

When decision makers use AHP in combination with fuzzy sets, statements such as 

“extreme preference” can be ambiguous. The ambiguity in such statements can be 

represented with fuzzy sets [38,39]. 

 

Grey theory 

In Grey theory, uncertainty can be represented with ranges termed black, white or grey 

numbers [40]. The ‘shade’ of a number indicates the magnitude of uncertainty. Black 

numbers represent a complete lack of knowledge (range is from minus infinity to plus 

infinity), whereas white numbers represent complete knowledge (range is a single 

number). Grey numbers are between these extremes, for example a grey number with a 

lower bound of 1 and an upper bounds of 5. Like fuzzy sets, grey numbers can be described 

by verbal statements: for example, a performance score between 0 and 0.3 on a particular 

criterion may be defined as “low” [41]. In an MCDA context, grey theory requires decision 

makers to provide lower and upper bounds for criteria weights or performance scores. 

These yield bounds on the overall treatment scores. 
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MCDA Method 
Bayesian 

framework 
DSA 

Fuzzy set 

theory 

Grey 

theory 
PSA n(%) 

Outranking       
*
DRSA[77] - - - - 2 2 (0%) 

*
ELECTRE[72] 1 10 9 - 3 23 (3%) 

*
PROMETHEE[72] 1 17 14 1 17 50 (7%) 

       

Value-based       

*
AHP[72] 18 116 174 6 34 

348 

(52%) 

ANP[72] - 7 10 - - 17 (3%) 
*
MACBETH[72] 1 1 - - 1 3 (0%) 

*
MAUT[72] 1 8 - - 5 14 (2%) 
*
MAVT[2] - 6 - - 5 11 (2%) 

OWA[78] 3 1 12 - 2 18 (3%) 

SAW[78] - 4 2 1 2 9 (1%) 

SMAA[66] - - - - 10 10 (1%) 
*
SMART[79] - 2 - - 1 3 (0%) 

WSM[78] - 4 - - 3 7 (1%) 

       

Reference-based       

ER[77] 7 4 17 5 6 39 (6%) 

TOPSIS[72] - 6 45 2 4 57 (9%) 

VIKOR[80] - 2 5 - - 7 (1%) 

       

Other/hybrid       

DMCE[81] - 2 1 - - 3 (0%) 

TODIM[82] - 1 1 - - 2 (0%) 

Other 5 9 16 8 8 46 (7%) 

       

n(%) 37 (6%) 
200 

(30%) 

306 

(46%) 
23 (3%) 

103 

(15%) 

669 

(100%) 
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Table 3 (on previous page): This table shows how often the identified uncertainty approaches were combined 
with existing MCDA methods, the total number of abstracts per approach and the total number of abstracts per 
MCDA method. A single reference to a relevant textbook is added next to each one of the MCDA method names 
(if available, else a paper is cited). Note that it was possible for studies to apply more than one MCDA method. 
Some studies applied more than one MCDA method and where counted for each method. *the name of this 
MCDA method was used in the search strategy. The (English) meanings of the MCDA method abbreviations are 
as follows. DRSA=Dominance-based rough set approach. ELECTRE=Elimination and choice translating reality 
method. PROMETHEE=Preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation. AHP=Analytic 
hierarchy process. ANP=Analytic network process. MACBETH=Measuring attractiveness by a categorical-based 
evaluation technique. MAUT=Multi-attribute utility theory. MAVT=Multi-attribute value theory. OWA=Ordered 
weighted average. SAW=Simple additive weighting. SMAA=Stochastic multi-criteria acceptability analysis. 
SMART=Simple multi-attribute rating technique. WSM=Weighted sum method. ER=evidential reasoning. 
TOPSIS=Technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution. VIKOR=Multicriteria Optimization and 
Compromise Solution. DMCE=deliberative multi-criteria evaluation. TODIM=Interactive and multicriteria decision 
making. DSA=deterministic sensitivity analysis. PSA=probabilistic sensitivity analysis 

 

Applications in healthcare 
Nineteen applications of the approaches in healthcare-related publications were identified. 

Of these, seven are related to healthcare policy decisions. Nine studies in healthcare used 

the deterministic approach [5,42–49]. Of these, four studies were in the context of 

(research) portfolio optimization [42,46,47,49], early health technology assessment [46], 

and benefit-risk assessment [5]. The other studies applying the deterministic approach 

were in emergency management [43] and drinking water systems [44,45].  Four studies in 

healthcare were categorized as probabilistic [9,23,50,51], of which two focus on benefit-

risk assessments [9,51], one on infectious diseases [23] and one on water transport (safety) 

[50]. Four fuzzy set theory studies considered environmental health issues [52–55], while 

one considered diagnostics [56]. Finally, one study applied a Bayesian framework for 

diagnostics [57]. 

 

Discussion 

Comparison of approaches 
The present review was performed to identify and classify the different approaches to 

quantify uncertainty in MCDA. Five distinct approaches were identified: deterministic 

sensitivity analysis, probabilistic sensitivity analysis, Bayesian framework, fuzzy set theory 

and grey theory. To guide our discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of these 

approaches for healthcare applications, we will discuss them with respect to six criteria that 

are derived from earlier studies that assessed the applicability of uncertainty approaches 

for: operations research [58], forestry [18], engineering [59], and health economic models 

[60]. Criteria relating to what extent approaches can represent uncertainty are inputs and 
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outputs (how can decision makers assign uncertainty to model parameters and what 

additional information does the approach then yield) and the number of uncertainty 

sources that can be taken into account. More practical considerations are the versatility of 

the approaches with regard to combining them with MCDA methods, time considerations, 

and prerequisite knowledge. 

 

Deterministic sensitivity analysis implies that weights are varied as a single value and is 

therefore easy applicable to both uncertainty in performance scores [20] and uncertainty in 

criteria weights [61,62]. If there is heterogeneity in criteria performance scores and/or 

criteria weights, scenario analysis can be used to compare the outcomes for relevant 

subgroups [46,63]. Drawbacks of deterministic sensitivity analysis are that the range over 

which weights or performance scores are varied is usually arbitrarily chosen and that it is 

assumed that all parameter values in the range are equally probable. These drawbacks may 

lead to a biased view of the impact of uncertainty on the decision. Probabilistic sensitivity 

analysis can address these particular drawbacks by allowing decision makers to assign 

probability distributions estimating both stochastic and parameter uncertainty. 

 

Bayesian networks are especially relevant when there are conditional relations in the 

evidence sources which obviously is present if confounded clinical endpoints obtained from 

clinical studies are transformed to a performance score. Bayesian networks seem therefore 

mostly useful as a method to investigate the evidence before the scoring step of 

alternatives in an MCDA. Dempster-Shafer theory is most useful when little or no evidence 

is available and an elicitation method is used to gather expert opinion on the performance 

scores of treatments. Because human judgment is often characterized by ambiguity 

[35,64], decision makers may accept fuzzy set theory more readily than approaches that 

denote variation in criteria weights as uncertain using terms like ‘deviation’ and ‘error’ [35]. 

In grey theory, ranges can be defined for both criteria weights and performance scores 

easily. However, this gives information only about the bounds of model parameters such as 

overall treatment scores and does not give insight into the likelihood of values in between 

the bounds. 

 

Widening the application of uncertainty analysis in MCDA for 

healthcare 
In an attempt to develop guidance for practitioners of MCDA, the five approaches can be 

compared in terms of how the required input is elicited and what additional information 

the approaches yield about the magnitude and impact of uncertainty. Three input modes 
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are defined: changing values, specifying ranges and specifying distributions. In “changing 

values”, decision makers simply take other values for the criteria weights and performance 

scores. Although theoretically this can be done with any approach, it is what deterministic 

sensitivity analysis was designed specifically for. The output of such an analysis can give 

decision makers more insight in the impact of the induced variation on the overall 

treatment scores and on the rank order of treatments. In “specifying ranges”, decision 

makers have to specify lower and upper bounds of model parameters. This can be done 

with the probabilistic, grey and fuzzy set approaches. Grey theory was specifically designed 

for this input mode. In probabilistic sensitivity analysis, a uniform distribution between the 

lower and upper bounds can be assigned. In fuzzy set theory, uniform fuzzy sets can be 

defined between the lower and upper bounds. The outputs yielded by the approaches 

differ when using the “specifying ranges” input mode. Grey theory approach will only 

provide insight into bounds for treatment overall scores while the probabilistic and fuzzy 

approaches also yield the distribution of treatment overall scores between the bounds. 

Finally, by “specifying distributions”, decision makers state how values are distributed over 

a range. Distributions can be specified in probabilistic sensitivity analysis and fuzzy set 

theory. As output the decision makers will gain insight into the distribution of overall 

alternative scores. The overlap between the distributions of treatment overall scores can 

be used to assess the impact of uncertainty on the rank order of treatments. In the 

probabilistic and Bayesian approaches, this is operationalized as the probability of 

particular rankings occurring. 

 

Deterministic sensitivity analysis is the only approach that cannot take into account a larger 

number of uncertain model parameters simultaneously and thus does not consider the 

cumulative impact of uncertainty in multiple model parameters. The probabilistic and 

Bayesian network approaches can simultaneously take into account uncertainty from 

multiple sources of uncertainty with Monte Carlo simulations. In Dempster-Shafer theory, 

Dempster’s rule of combination is used to combine the probability mass assessments of 

multiple decision makers. Fuzzy sets and grey numbers can be combined using the known 

mathematical operations on sets and ranges [35,65]. 

 

In this review, approaches to take into account uncertainty are identified and classified 

according to their ability to capture and represent uncertainty in the elicitation of criteria 

weights and performance scores. However, the applicability of these approaches are 

sometimes strictly dependent on the specific form of MCDA used. Some MCDA methods 

such as stochastic multi-criteria acceptability analysis are very closely tied to one specific 

uncertainty approach (in this case, the probabilistic approach). Some other MCDA methods 
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allow the use of multiple approaches for uncertainty while AHP and PROMETHEE can be 

used with all approaches. It is yet unclear whether other gaps in combinations are due to 

fundamental methodological mismatches or if the combinations are theoretically possible 

when there is more familiarity with the MCDA methods and/or uncertainty approaches. 

 

With regard to time considerations, little time is required for simple deterministic 

sensitivity analysis (assuming only one or two parameters are changed simultaneously). The 

process of assigning probability distributions in the probabilistic approach can be time-

consuming for analysts (when a large amount of data has to be modelled) and decision 

makers (when distributions are elicited from them). This duration can be reduced by 

assigning distributions only to specific parameters. An example of when this is relevant is 

when clinical data is available but decision makers are unable or unwilling to provide 

criteria weights [9,27,51,66]. Time requirements in Bayesian framework are more 

demanding because of the assignment of not only probability distributions but also of 

dependence relations in the form of conditional probabilities. Fuzzy set theory requires the 

definition of fuzzy sets which takes time. Yet, when these are agreed upon they can be used 

over multiple decisions. Grey theory is straightforward to use in a group discussion setting 

[67]. If there is disagreement about the value of model parameters in the group, the lowest 

and highest of those can be used as bounds for the Grey number. 

 

A final practical consideration is the knowledge required to implement an uncertainty 

approach or to interpret its results. Deterministic sensitivity analysis requires no additional 

knowledge apart from knowledge about the MCDA method that is used. Grey theory 

requires decision makers to be able give define and interpret ranges of values. Probabilistic 

sensitivity analysis requires that decision makers are familiar with probability distributions. 

This is also the case with Bayesian frameworks, which in addition require knowledge about 

Bayesian statistics. Analysts applying the Bayesian framework need knowledge about 

Bayesian programming languages such as WINBUGS. Decision makers should be familiar 

with set theory to be able to understand and apply fuzzy set theory. When there is a 

disparity between the decision maker’s current knowledge and the knowledge required 

from the approach, there is a knowledge gap. This gap may lead to a lack of confidence in 

the results of an (uncertainty) analysis [68,69], and bridging the gap can be time-

consuming. Apart from the required knowledge, visual representations of uncertainty are 

important factors for ease of interpretation. Decision makers applying deterministic 

sensitivity analysis can obtain a tornado graph which ranks model parameters on their 

ability to change the overall scores of alternatives. For probabilistic and Bayesian 

approaches, scatter plots or density plots can be used and Bayesian networks can also be 
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shown. Fuzzy sets can be visualized through membership function plots similar to 

probabilistic density plots. Since the outcomes of Dempster-Shafer theory and grey theory 

analysis are lower and upper bounds of overall scores of treatments, graphs may be less 

useful. 

 

Limitations 
Although the present review identified many applications, the list is unlikely to be 

exhaustive due to the large amount of work on MCDA in different fields. Furthermore, 

studies that did not mention uncertainty in their title or abstract may have been missed. 

Although these are potential limitations, the sample of studies provides sufficient 

information to stimulate a discussion about the use of approaches for uncertainty 

assessment. Approaches that our review did not classify as such but that were mentioned 

in the earlier reviews are risk-based approaches [17] and possibility theory [18]. In risk-

based approaches, an alternative’s performance score on a criterion will become lower 

when that performance is uncertain (‘more risky’). Possibility theory combines fuzzy set 

theory and evidential reasoning [70]. Although these approaches were classified as distinct 

approaches in the earlier reviews, there is considerable overlap with our classification. 

 

The aspects on which we compared the uncertainty approaches are based on earlier 

literature, yet it is important to acknowledge that for real-world decision making other 

aspects, depending on the specific decision and decision maker(s), may be relevant. Further 

empirical research with decision makers is needed to better assess the usefulness and 

specific requirements of the approaches for real-world decision making. 

 

Following the classification of sources of uncertainty, all approaches that were identified 

can be used to assess uncertainty in the criteria weights and performance scores as 

assigned by decision makers. However, no approaches were identified to deal with 

structural uncertainty [2,71–73]. One explanation for this is that MCDA already facilitates 

an informed discussion and that this addresses structural uncertainty. However, further 

work is recommended to identify approaches to take into account structural uncertainty 

and ways to develop MCDA models to incorporate these approaches [74,75]. 

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

To our best knowledge, our review is the first to give an overview of approaches to take 

into account uncertainty in MCDA-supported decisions with a focus on the approaches’ 
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applicability to the context of healthcare decision making. The review identified five 

approaches to take into account uncertainty in MCDA-supported decisions. In conclusion, 

the deterministic approach seems most appropriate if the criteria weights or performance 

scores are varied as a single value. The grey approach seems most appropriate if only lower 

and upper bounds are elicited. The other approaches can be used flexibly across all three 

input modes. In a group decision process where the opinions of several decision makers are 

combined, the distribution input mode seems most relevant, and this would argue for the 

probabilistic and fuzzy set approaches that allow distributions [76]. From the review it is 

concluded that the deterministic sensitivity analysis will likely be sufficient for most 

decisions and has the advantage of a straightforward implementation. It also is an intuitive 

approach and applicable for multiple MCDA approaches. Although deterministic sensitivity 

analysis is useful in many applications, the more complex approaches are especially useful 

when uncertainty in multiple parameters has to be taken into account simultaneously, 

when dependence relations exist, or when there are no prohibitive time constraints for 

uncertainty modeling. 
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Abstract 

Background: Estimating the value of medical treatments to patients is an essential part of 

healthcare decision making, but is mostly done implicitly and without consulting patients. 

Multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) has been proposed for the valuation task, while 

stated preference studies are increasingly used to measure patient preferences. In this 

study we propose a methodology for using stated preferences to weigh clinical evidence in 

an MCDA model that includes uncertainty in both patient preferences and clinical evidence 

explicitly. 

 

Methods: A probabilistic MCDA model with an additive value function was developed and 

illustrated using a case on hypothetical treatments for depression. The patient-weighted 

values were approximated with Monte Carlo simulations and compared to expert-weighted 

results. Decision uncertainty was calculated as the probability of rank reversal for the first 

rank. Furthermore, scenario analyses were done to assess the relative impact of 

uncertainty in preferences and clinical evidence, and of assuming uniform preference 

distributions. 

 

Results: The patient-weighted values for drug A, drug B, drug C, and placebo were 0.51 

(95% CI: 0.48 to 0.54), 0.51 (95% CI: 0.48 to 0.54), 0.54 (0.49 to 0.58), and 0.15 (95% CI: 

0.13 to 0.17), respectively. Drug C was the most preferred treatment and the rank reversal 

probability for first rank was 27%. This probability decreased to 18% when uncertainty in 

performances was not included and increased to 41% when uncertainty in criterion weights 

was not included. With uniform preference distributions, the first rank reversal probability 

increased to 61%. The expert-weighted values for drug A, drug B, drug C, and placebo were 

0.67 (95% CI: 0.65 to 0.68), 0.57 (95% CI: 0.56 to 0.59), 0.67 (95% CI: 0.61 to 0.71), and 0.19 

(95% CI: 0.17 to 0.21). The rank reversal probability for the first rank according to experts 

was 49%.  

 

Conclusions: Preferences elicited from patients can be used to weigh clinical evidence in a 

probabilistic MCDA model. The resulting treatment values can be contrasted to results 

from experts, and the impact of uncertainty can be quantified using rank probabilities. 

Future research should focus on integrating the model with regulatory decision frameworks 

and on including other types of uncertainty. 
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Introduction 

Decisions in healthcare policy regarding research portfolio management, market access, 

reimbursement and price-setting all depend (in part) on the added value of medical 

treatments for patients. This treatment valuation task is difficult because it has to be based 

on a large set of (possibly uncertain) clinical evidence and on subjective assessments of the 

desirability of clinical endpoints. Multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a decision 

analytic modelling approach that may be useful for such treatment valuation tasks [1,2], 

primarily because it can support decision makers by structuring the available evidence [3,4] 

and by guiding informed discussions through visualizations [5]. In MCDA, the decision goal 

(in our case, valuing treatments) is decomposed into a set of concrete and measurable 

criteria (in our case, clinical endpoints or treatment characteristics like mode of 

administration). The identification of this set of criteria can be done, for example, by 

interviewing patients and clinical experts. Then, the set of relevant decision options 

(termed alternatives) is defined. These are often a given in a treatment valuation task. Now 

that the structure of the MCDA model is built, two main inputs are required: criterion 

weights and performance scores. Criterion weights indicate the relative importance of 

criteria. Performance scores measure the experts’ assessment of how well the alternatives 

perform on each of the criteria. Criterion weights and performance scores can be 

aggregated to come to an overall value of each included treatment [6]. This overall value 

can then be used to select a most preferred treatment, to rank treatments from best to 

worst, or to sort treatments into categories. 

 

Studies applying MCDA to the treatment valuation task can, for example, be found in the 

decision contexts of market access [7–9] and reimbursement [10–12]. These applications of 

MCDA have mostly used expert input to construct the criterion weights and performances 

scores. However, it has been argued that the patient perspective forms an essential part of 

treatment value [13–16]. In an MCDA framework this could be operationalized by letting 

patients set the criterion weights. One approach for this is to involve individual patient 

representatives in the decision making process, but a more representative approach would 

be to use stated preference methods to elicit preferences from a large group of patients 

[17,18]. These patient preferences could then be used to weigh the available clinical 

evidence [19]. In that way, treatment value can be estimated from the patient’s perspective 

in a transparent and representative manner. The results from such analyses could then be 

used as input for the decision makers’ decision making process. 
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In its simplest form, this combination of patient preferences with clinical evidence can be 

done deterministically. This would imply that the mean criterion weights and mean 

performance scores are used as input for the MCDA. However, including an assessment of 

uncertainty in a decision analysis would be advantageous because 1) it can help assess 

confidence in the outcomes of the model, 2) it can help ascertain the usefulness of 

performing additional research [20], and 3) can prevent bias in non-linear models [21]. 

Several approaches exist for taking into account uncertainty in MCDA. A recent review into 

uncertainty analysis approaches that are potentially useful for the specific context of 

healthcare identified deterministic sensitivity analysis, probabilistic sensitivity analysis, 

Bayesian frameworks, grey theory and fuzzy set theory [22]. The review concluded that 

deterministic sensitivity analysis is likely sufficient for most decisions in healthcare but that 

for decisions where the views of multiple stakeholders are combined or when uncertainty 

in multiple parameters is to be considered simultaneously, approaches that allow 

distributions (such as the probabilistic approach) would be more appropriate. The 

treatment valuation task considered in this paper requires the combination of the views 

from multiple stakeholders (namely, a large group of patients) and requires the 

combination of uncertainty in multiple parameters (namely, all weights and performance 

scores), and the probabilistic approach is therefore adopted in this study. 

 

The aim of this study is to illustrate how patients’ criterion weights derived from a stated 

preference study together with performance scores derived from clinical evidence can be 

used to value treatments from the patient’s perspective, taking into account parameter 

uncertainty in both criterion weights and performance scores. A hypothetical case based on 

earlier studies concerning three antidepressants and placebo will be presented to illustrate 

the developed model. Its main outputs are patient-weighted treatment values with 

associated 95% confidence intervals. It will be shown how the patient valuation can be 

contrasted to an expert-based valuation and the utility of the developed modeling 

approach for practical decision making will be further illustrated by present the results from 

three scenario analyses. 

 

Model parameters and notations 

Suppose   treatments have to be valued based on   criteria simultaneously. We define 

treatments with a higher value to be preferred to treatments with a lower value. The 

clinical performance of drug   on criterion   is denoted with    .The partial value function 

      for criterion   maps the criterion-specific performance values     onto a linear scale 
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between 0 at a ‘worst imaginable’ performance of   
  and 1 at a ‘best imaginable’ 

performance of   
  for treatment  : 

 

        

 
 

 
                     

 

      
 

  
    

                  
        

 

                     
 

  

            

(1) 

 

The weights of the criteria are denoted with   . These criterion weights indicate the 

relative importance of scale swings from   
  to   

  on a criterion, and should be estimated 

using the swing direct method or the MACBETH pairwise comparisons method [4]. To come 

to an overall value    for each treatment  , the partial values are combined with an additive 

value function 

 

             
 
   , (2) 

 

where it is assumed that the criteria are independent. 

 

Taking into account uncertainty 
We adopt a probabilistic framework, in which the uncertainty in estimates for criterion 

weight and performance scores are represented with probability distributions [22]. The 

partial value functions and the overall values are stochastic variables with probability 

distributions that are complex combinations of the probability distributions for the weights 

and treatment performances. These are hard to calculate analytically and will therefore be 

approximated by applying a Monte Carlo simulation approach. In such an approach, for 

each simulation run  , weights     and performances      are sampled from their 

respective probability distributions. Then, formula’s 1 and 2 are used to come to partial 

values          and overall values    . This process is then repeated a large number of 

times  . 

The main outcomes of the MCDA model are the mean overall value for each treatment, the 

value distributions for each treatment, and the ranking probabilities for each treatment. 

The mean overall value for treatment   is estimated with the posterior mean, that is 

   
    

 
. The value distribution of treatment   is the empirical distribution of all    . Rank 

probabilities are calculated by ranking treatments in descending order on their overall 

value each Monte Carlo simulation run. We define     as the amount of Monte Carlo 

simulation runs were treatment   attains rank  . Then, treatment i ’s rank probability for 
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rank   is 
   

 
. The probability that the treatment with the highest mean value is not ranked 

first is used as a measure of decision uncertainty. It is calculated as follows: terming 

treatment   the treatment with the highest mean value, the probability that this treatment 

is not ranked first is   
   

 
. 

 

Illustration using a case 

The model is illustrated with a case on treatments for severe depression. As can be seen in 

Figure 1, the included treatments are compared on four criteria: response, remission, 

adverse events and severe adverse events. Response is defined as the probability of a 50% 

reduction in acute depression symptoms as measured on a depression scale such as the 

Hamilton rating scale for depression or the Montgomery Asberg depression rating scale. 

Remission is defined as the probability that depressive symptoms are reduced for such a 

time such that a patient can be considered to have recovered from an acute depressive 

episode. Adverse events considered are (probability of) sexual dysfunction, hypertension, 

restlessness, sedation, dizziness, nausea, dry mouth, sweating and weight increase. Severe 

adverse events considered are (probability of) suicide and other events that lead to death, 

threat to life, permanent/severe disability or hospitalization. 

 

The response and remission criteria are to be maximized, with the best level    defined as 

100% and the worst level    as 0%. The adverse events and severe adverse events are to 

be minimized, with the best level    defined as 0% and the worst level    as 100%. This 

means that, if for a patient the weight for response is 0.4 and the weight for remission is 

0.2, that patient considers the swing from 0% probability of response to 100% probability 

of response to be twice as important as the swing from 0% probability of remission to 100% 

probability of remission when choosing an antidepressant. 

 

For illustration purposes hypothetical preference and performance datasets were used. A 

patient criterion weight sample of 100 patients was constructed by bootstrapping the 

results from a patient panel held in an earlier elicitation study [23]. In that study, weights 

were also elicited from five clinical experts. These are included in our study for comparison 

with patient preferences. Three hypothetical antidepressants and placebo are included. We 

define drugs “A” and “B” as the currently used drugs. They are assumed to have moderate 

effectiveness and side effects. We assume that a large number of clinical trials have been 
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performed over the years for drugs A and C and that therefore there is only minor 

 
 

Figure 1: Decision structure used in the illustrative case. Starting from the top, there is the decision goal 
(assessing value), that can be operationalized with four criteria. The relative importance of the criteria is 
indicated by the criterion weights and the plus or minus indicates if the criterion is to be maximized or 
minimized. The performance of the four decision alternatives at the bottom on the criteria is determined with 
performance scores. Note that for clarity only the arrows showing the performance scores for drug A are shown. 

 

uncertainty surrounding their clinical performance. We assume there is a new drug “C” that 

is potentially much more effective than the conventional drugs. However, we assume that 

due to its novelty only a small number of patients have been enrolled in clinical trials. This 

means there still is considerable uncertainty regarding its actual clinical performance. It is 

assumed that placebo provides almost no effectiveness and that it is associated with very 

little adverse events. An overview of the datasets for preferences and clinical performances 

is presented in Table 1. 
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 Criterion weights (SD) Performance (events / n) 

Criterion 
Patients 
(n=100) 

Experts 
(n=5) 

Drug A Drug B Drug C Placebo 

Probability of 
response (+) 

0.46 (0.04) 
0.01 

(0.03) 
5500 / 
7000 

6000 / 7000 84 / 100 250 / 1000 

Probability of 
remission (+) 

0.19 (0.02) 
0.69 

(0.07) 
6000 / 
7000 

5000 / 7000 84 / 100 250 / 1000 

Probability of adverse 
event (-) 

0.14 (0.03) 
0.13 

(0.10) 
300 / 
7000 

300 / 7000 1 / 100 5 / 1000 

Probability of severe 
adverse event (-) 

0.21 (0.02) 
0.08 

(0.08) 
30 / 7000 30 / 7000 0 / 100 50 / 1000 

Table 1: Hypothetical dataset used in the case study. Events=number of patients in trials that experience the 
event. N=total sample size of the trials. The + sign indicates that a criterion is to be maximized. Similarly, a – sign 
indicates that a criterion is to be minimized. 

 

Case methods 
In each simulation run  , criterion weights     are obtained by using a bootstrap 

resampling method. This means that for each run a bootstrap sample of 100 cases of the 

weight dataset was drawn with replacement.  Because the clinical performances of drugs 

are proportions, performance samples      are assumed to be distributed with a Beta 

distribution [21]. After sampling from the Beta distributions,           and     are 

calculated using Formula’s 1 and 2. 

 

In total,          Monte Carlo simulations are performed. The 95% confidence interval 

for each treatment’s value was estimated with the 2.5%
th

 and 97.5%
th

 quantiles of its     

from the simulation output. The model was programmed in R [24]. Several scenario 

analyses will be performed. First of all, a model that uses only the mean criterion weights 

and mean performance scores will be run. Then, the impact of uncertainty will be explored 

by running separate Monte Carlo simulations with  

 

1. only uncertainty in criterion weights (that is, fixing the performances at their mean 

values while varying the weights as in the base case),  

2. only uncertainty in performance scores (that is, fixing the weights at their mean 

values while varying the performances as in the base case), or  

3. uniform probability distributions for criterion weights (keeping the sum of weights 

constant at one, and varying the performance scores as in the base case). 
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Case results 

Patient and expert valuations of drugs 

When using a deterministic model, that is, setting both criterion weights and performance 

scores to their mean values, the overall scores for drug A, drug B, drug C and placebo are 

0.51, 0.51, 0.54, and 0.15, respectively for patients. For experts, the overall scores for drug 

A, drug B, drug C and placebo would be 0.67, 0.57, 0.67, and 0.19, respectively. This 

suggests that drug C has the highest value for patients and drugs A and C seem the most 

valuable treatment according to experts. Although this is already an insightful result, we 

cannot assess the confidence of these valuation statements. Taking into account 

uncertainty as described in the methods section gives us more insight into the treatment 

valuation by patients and experts (Figure 2). Note the more spread out probability density 

for the value of drug C which indicates that its value is more uncertain than that of drugs A 

and B. Drug C seems still to be the most valuable treatment to patients with a probability of 

being ranked first of 73%. Placebo still has the last rank, as would be expected. There is 

considerable uncertainty in the treatment values: there is a 27% probability that drug C 

turns out to not be the most valuable to patients. Furthermore, there is considerable 

decision uncertainty as to the second most valuable drug (        and        ). The 

clinical experts’ results incorporating uncertainty show that drugs A and C that both have a 

score of 0.67. 

 

The first rank probabilities for drug A and drug C are 51% and 49%, respectively. This means 

there is clinical equipoise between drugs A and C according to experts. Drug B is ranked 

third in all simulations with a score of 0.57 and placebo is again ranked last in all 

simulations with a score of 0.19. The impact of patient preferences as opposed to clinical 

experts is thus that while patients seem certain that drug C has the highest value, experts 

consider drugs A and C to be equally valuable. 

 

Impact of uncertainty  

When uncertainty in either patient-assigned criterion weights or performance scores is 

ignored, the point estimates for all four drugs remain similar. However, the confidence 

intervals of the drugs become smaller. This can be seen also in the ranking probabilities, 

which are higher for each rank. The rank reversal probabilities for first rank decreases to 

18% when uncertainty in performances is not taken into account and increases to 41% 

when uncertainty in criterion weights is not taken into account. This means that here 

performance uncertainty seems to have a larger impact than preference uncertainty on the 

confidence with which the most valuable drug is chosen. Finally, using a uniform 

distribution for criterion weights induced a large variation in drug scores and consequently, 
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a high rank reversal probability for the first rank (61%). This large variation in scores is 

logical because the criterion weights vary between 0 and 1, whereas in the other scenarios 

there is much less variation in sampled weights (Table 1). 

 

Scenario Parameter Drug A Drug B Drug C Placebo 

P
a

ti
en

ts
 

Score (95% CI) 
0.51 (0.48 to 
0.54) 

0.51 (0.48 to 
0.54) 

0.54 (0.49 to 
0.58) 

0.15 (0.13 to 
0.17) 

P(Rank=1) 10% 17% 73% 0% 

P(Rank=2) 37% 47% 16% 0% 

P(Rank=3) 53% 36% 11% 0% 

P(Rank=4) 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Ex
p

er
ts

 

Score (95% CI) 
0.67 (0.65 to 
0.68) 

0.57 (0.56 to 
0.59) 

0.67 (0.61 to 
0.71) 

0.19 (0.17 to 
0.21) 

P(Rank=1) 51% 0% 49% 0% 

P(Rank=2) 49% 0% 51% 0% 

P(Rank=3) 0% 100% 0% 0% 

P(Rank=4) 0% 0% 0% 100% 

P
a

ti
en

ts
, 

o
n

ly
 p

re
fe

re
n

ce
 u

n
ce

rt
a

in
ty

 

Score (95% CI) 
0.52 (0.50 to 
0.55) 

0.53 (0.50 to 
0.55) 

0.55 (0.52 to 
0.58) 

0.15 (0.14 to 
0.16) 

P(Rank=1) 6% 12% 82% 0% 

P(Rank=2) 36% 49% 14% 0% 

P(Rank=3) 58% 38% 4% 0% 

P(Rank=4) 0% 0% 0% 100% 

P
a

ti
en

ts
, 

o
n

ly
 p

er
fo

rm
a

n
ce

 
u

n
ce

rt
a

in
ty

 

Score (95% CI) 
0.54 (0.51 to 
0.56) 

0.54 (0.51 to 
0.57) 

0.55 (0.50 to 
0.60) 

0.17 (0.16 to 
0.19) 

P(Rank=1) 15% 26% 59% 0% 

P(Rank=2) 37% 43% 20% 0% 

P(Rank=3) 48% 31% 20% 0% 

P(Rank=4) 0% 0% 0% 100% 

U
n

if
o

rm
 d

is
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
s 

fo
r 

cr
it

er
io

n
 w

ei
g

h
ts

 

Score (95% CI) 
0.40 (0.12 to 
0.68) 

0.38 (0.11 to 
0.66) 

0.42 (0.14 to 
0.70) 

0.11 (0.02 to 
0.20) 

P(Rank=1) 33% 28% 39% 0% 

P(Rank=2) 34% 33% 33% 0% 

P(Rank=3) 31% 37% 26% 7% 

P(Rank=4) 2% 3% 2% 93% 

Table 2: model outcomes: overall scores and rank probabilities. 
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Figure 2: Probability density estimation plot (Gaussian kernel estimation using the density function in R) of the 
model results for when patient preferences are used. Red=Drug A, green=Drug B, Blue=drug C and 
purple=placebo. 

 

Impact of uncertainty  

When uncertainty in either patient-assigned criterion weights or performance scores is 

ignored (that is, set to their mean values), the point estimates for all four drugs remain 

similar. However, the confidence intervals of the drugs become smaller. This can be seen 

also in the ranking probabilities, which are higher for each rank. The rank reversal 

probabilities for first rank decreases to 18% when uncertainty in performances is not taken 

into account and increases to 41% when uncertainty in criterion weights is not taken into 

account. This means that in the case performance uncertainty seems to have a larger 

impact than preference uncertainty on the confidence with which the most valuable drug is 

chosen. Finally, using a uniform distribution for criterion weights induced a very large 

variation in drug scores and consequently, a high rank reversal probability for the first rank 

(61%). This large variation in scores is logical because the criterion weights vary between 0 

and 1, whereas in the other scenarios there is much less variation in sampled weights 

(Table 1). 

Discussion 

In this paper we have demonstrated a probabilistic multi-criteria approach to determine 

the patient-weighted value of treatments. The MCDA model developed for this purpose 

takes into account the parameter uncertainty surrounding both the elicited preferences 

and clinical trial data. The model was illustrated using a hypothetical case on three  
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Figure 3: Overview of the overall mean value of treatments for the patients (base case) (a), for the clinical 
experts (b), as well as for the scenario analyses investigating the impact of uncertainty in criterion weights (c), 
performance scores (d) and the impact of using non-informative uniform distributions for criterion weights (e). 
The error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. Pts=Patients, Plc=Placebo. 

antidepressant treatments and placebo. In the case the patient-weighted treatment values 

are considerably different from the expert-weighted values. Furthermore, the rank order of 

treatments is still uncertain for patients and experts (as reflected in the rank reversal 

probabilities). Scenario analyses showed that in this case decision uncertainty seems to 

depend more on uncertainty in clinical evidence than on uncertainty in patient preferences. 

Finally, adopting uniform criterion weight distributions lead to the most decision 

uncertainty, as reflected in the high probabilities of rank reversal. 

 

Comparison to earlier work 
Our MCDA model builds on and combines characteristics from earlier approaches. First of 

all, it draws on the MCDA approach for the model structure and value functions [3,7]. 

Secondly, preference data from stated preference methods can be included in the model, 

allowing the incorporation of uncertainty around patient preferences. Thirdly, this 

uncertainty was combined with uncertainty around clinical performance estimates using 

Monte Carlo simulation methods. Although there have been other methods to combine 

patient preferences and clinical trial data in the context of healthcare policy, these are 

mainly limited by not practically taking into account multiple (concurrent) events and/or 

uncertainty around preferences [25–29]. Stochastic multi-criteria acceptability analysis 

(SMAA) also combines preference data with clinical trial data, but a non-informative 

(uniform) distribution or a single rank order of criteria is used for preferences [19,30]. A 
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similar approach is adopted by Caster et al who include a rank order of criteria importances 

based on qualitative information on utilities [31]. Although both SMAA and the method by 

Caster et al can include information about patient preferences, only including rank orders 

of criteria would preclude decision makers from considering the rich information on patient 

preferences yielded by stated preference studies. 

 

Applicability and advantages of the model 
As this was a demonstration and not an empirical comparison of the model to other modes 

of decision making, strong claims about its advantages in practice cannot yet be made. 

However, we believe the presented approach may have several advantages for decision 

makers confronted with a treatment valuation task. First of all, the adopted MCDA 

approach can help decision makers to structure the available preference data and clinical 

evidence and can help them assess the impact of preferences on the overall value of 

treatments. The present study adds to this the explicit inclusion and combination of patient 

preferences and clinical evidence. Furthermore, to account for uncertainty in both 

preferences and clinical data, the flexible probabilistic approach is adopted. These two 

additions may give decision makers more insight into 1) the influence of patient 

preferences on treatment value, and 2) into the impact of uncertainty in both preferences 

and clinical data on the decision. A final advantage is that because of the explicit use of 

evidence and the use of visualizations, decision makers can use the model to communicate 

their decision (argumentation) to stakeholders. This can be especially true for 

communicating a decision to patients because patient preferences are explicitly used. 

 

Our model considers mainly the evidence-based treatment valuation task, whereas a 

complete decision making process has much more steps. Therefore, real-world applications 

of our model would require it to be applied in the context of an overarching decision 

making framework that guides the decision making process from problem definition to final 

decision. One such framework is PrOACT-URL, which structures the decision making 

process with the following phases: problem, objective, alternatives, consequences, trade-

off, uncertainty, risk tolerance and linked decisions [32]. For an inclusion of the developed 

model in PrOACT-URL, criterion weights should be elicited from patients in the process 

after the definition of the ‘effects table’ in the consequences phase. These could be 

combined with the clinical evidence according to the model developed in this study to help 

decision makers assess the benefit-risk balance from a patient’s perspective in the trade-

offs phase of PrOACT-URL and to guide the discussion in the uncertainty phase that follows 

the ‘trade-offs’ phase. We argue that the inclusion of our proposed model into frameworks 

such as PrOACT-URL would be most useful when it is judged by decision makers that the 
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decision to make is characterized by uncertain clinical evidence and/or uncertain patient 

preferences. Given the explicit use of elicited patient preference, decision makers seeking 

to apply our model should be aware of remaining normative issues regarding the use of 

elicited patient preferences in real world decision contexts. These are: whose preferences 

should be elicited, who should perform the preference elicitation study, and what stated 

preference method should be used. 

 

Aspects of the decision making process that may change in real world policy decision 

contexts compared to our simple illustrative case, are that more patients could be involved 

and that more criteria (not all relating directly to the patient experience) may be 

considered relevant by the decision makers. Given previous experience with performing 

large patient preference studies [17,18,33] and experience with using MCDA to consider 

large amounts of criteria [3,34], it is reasonable to expect that our model can be extended 

to real world use. Furthermore, even if the real-life decision involves other criteria requiring 

other normative judgments outside the patient experience (such as societal willingness to 

pay), it is possible to construct an MCDA model that includes the preferences of multiple 

stakeholder groups. The relative weight of the preferences of these (and potentially other) 

stakeholder groups can then be weighed by the decision makers, who make the final 

decision after considering the outcomes of the evidence synthesis as facilitated by the 

MCDA model presented in this study. Finally, in the case of benefit-risk assessments 

decision makers may be reluctant to aggregate benefits and risks into one score [26]. In 

that case, decision makers could elect to model benefits and risks in separate MCDA 

models and use the results during the assessment of the benefit-risk assessment. 

 

Limitations of the model and opportunities for further research 
Our model has some limitations. First of all, a simple multi-attribute method with an 

additive value function that assumes independent criteria was used in this study. Although 

such methods allow for non-linear value functions, in this study the overall treatment value 

was assumed to scale linearly with the criterion weights. Since the lower and upper levels 

were 0% and 100% for all criteria in the case, this implied that criterion weights reflected 

the relative importance of events and non-linear preferences for probabilities were not 

incorporated. There are several categories of uncertainty in MCDA [22]. In this study, only 

parameter uncertainty was considered, while patient-specific preference variation and 

patient-specific variation in outcomes is increasingly becoming important in light of recent 

developments in personalized medicine [41]. A final and practical limitation is that the 

process of gathering relevant data on patient preference and clinical evidence, as well as 

building the model can be time-consuming. What MCDA methods to use in real-world 
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applications of the presented model should be the topic of future research. Aspects we 

believe are important include the type of patient preferences that are to be elicited (since 

these need to match the MCDA method [36]), the preferable type of clinical evidence and 

specific decision maker needs. It may be useful to look into experiences in other disciplines 

where there is a longer history of using MCDA to support decision makers (see e.g. [37–

40]).  

 

Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have developed a novel approach to estimate the value of treatments 

from the patient’s  perspective using a probabilistic MCDA model. The model was 

illustrated with a case on antidepressants. The model can provide insight into the patient-

weighted value of treatments and how this may differ from an expert’s assessment. It also 

can provide insight into the impact of uncertainty that still surrounds the value of 

treatments. Future work will need to address patient-specific variation and the feasibility of 

the modeling approach in practical applications (specifically in existing regulatory decision 

making frameworks). 

 

List of abbreviations 

CI: confidence interval, MCDA: multi criteria decision analysis, MACBETH: measuring attractiveness by a 
categorical based evaluation technique, SMAA: stochastic multicriteria acceptability analysis, PrOACT-URL: 
problem, objective, alternatives, consequences, trade-off, uncertainty, risk tolerance and linked decisions. 
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Abstract 

The need for patient engagement has been recognized by regulatory agencies, but there is 

no consensus about how to operationalize this. One approach is the formal elicitation and 

use of patient preferences for weighing clinical outcomes. The aim of this study was to 

demonstrate how patient preferences can be used to weigh clinical outcomes when both 

preferences and clinical outcomes are uncertain by applying a probabilistic value-based 

multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) method. Probability distributions were used to 

model random variation in and parameter uncertainty in preferences, and parameter 

uncertainty in clinical outcomes. The posterior value distributions and rank probabilities for 

each treatment were obtained using Monte Carlo simulations. The probability of achieving 

the first rank is the probability that a treatment represents the highest value to patients. 

We illustrated our methodology for a simplified case on six HIV treatments. Preferences 

were modeled with normal distributions and clinical outcomes were modeled with beta 

distributions. The treatment value distributions showed the rank order of treatments 

according to patients and illustrate the remaining decision uncertainty. This study 

demonstrated how patient preference data can be used to weigh clinical evidence using 

MCDA. The model takes into account uncertainty in preferences and clinical outcomes. The 

model can support decision makers during the aggregation step of the MCDA process and 

provides a first step toward preference-based personalized medicine, yet requires further 

testing regarding its appropriate use in real-world settings. 
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Introduction 

Assessing the relative effectiveness of treatments is an essential component in regulatory 

and reimbursement decisions and is substantiated by strong methodology and clinical 

evidence development guidelines. However, interpretation of clinical evidence is a largely 

subjective and opinion-based process and such judgments are rarely formally included in 

decision making processes [1]. Nevertheless, subjective value judgments of stakeholders (in 

particular those of patients [1–4]), are an essential part of what finally determines 

treatment value [5]. For instance, in decisions considering two or more equally effective 

drugs, the (subjective) relative severity of the associated adverse events may dominate the 

final decision. Currently, subjective value judgments such as the relative severity of adverse 

events are mostly considered implicitly in healthcare policy decisions. Patient engagement 

is increasingly promoted [5–7], and several mechanisms of patient engagement have been 

used, including patient panels and patient reported outcomes. Whereas decision makers 

can use such implicit viewpoints, these can still be inaccurate or biased [8,9]. A potentially 

more representative and transparent approach is the use of results from survey-based 

stated preference studies [10]. These studies yield numeric estimates of the relative 

importance that respondents place on attributes of medical services such as clinical 

outcomes or other treatment characteristics [1,2]. 

 

Although elicited preferences can be used as a piece of information in the deliberative 

process of assessing the relative treatment value, a more formal approach would actually 

use such preference to weigh clinical endpoints and, thus, prioritize interventions by 

explicitly mapping the benefits and risks. One method that could be used to structure and 

analyze decision problems and to explicitly include patient preferences is multi-criteria 

decision analysis (MCDA). The application of MCDA allows decision makers to structure 

their decision problem and work on it in a transparent and consistent way [11,12]. 

Importantly, MCDA is flexible in that it allows multiple stakeholder groups, including 

patients, to assign preference weights to clinical outcomes (which are referred to as criteria 

in MCDA). An MCDA process typically comprises several steps, including the (1) definition of 

the decision problem and alternatives, (2) identification of the decision criteria, (3) 

weighting of the criteria, (4) identification of the performance of the alternatives, (5) 

scoring the performance, (6) aggregating the results and dealing with uncertainty, and (7) 

reporting the results [13]. 

The use of MCDA in healthcare has grown over the last few years [14,15] which has led to a 

recent ISPOR emerging good practices taskforce to publish guidance on the basic concepts 

and implementation of MCDA in healthcare [13,16].  
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The most commonly used method for aggregating the criterion weights and performance 

scores in MCDA is the linear additive value function. By combining the criterion weights 

derived from a group of patients and the actual clinical performance scores of the 

therapeutic alternatives, one can estimate patient-weighted treatment values [17]. This is a 

relatively straightforward approach but it only reflects the mean clinical treatment 

performance for an average patient and uncertainty in neither the criteria weights nor 

performance scores is evaluated. There are, however, several solutions to include 

uncertainty in the MCDA model. For instance, Wen et al. and Chim et al. use probability 

distributions for clinical evidence and point estimates for preferences [18,19]. Kaltoft et al. 

estimate preference uncertainty by defining preference subgroups and coupled these to 

point estimates for clinical performance [20]. Lynd et al. used point estimates from a 

discrete choice study to assign utilities to events in a (probabilistic) discrete event 

simulation [21]. In two other methods, probability distributions for clinical evidence is 

combined with uniform distributions for criterion weights as a non-informative prior  

[22,23]. One common problem of all these methods is that they do not simultaneously 

combine parameter uncertainty and random variation in both patient preferences and 

clinical evidence. Here, parameter uncertainty is uncertainty around an estimated quantity 

(such as a group mean) which can be reduced with more measurements [24,25]. Random 

preference variation is the systematic variation of preferences across the population. This 

variation can, by definition, not be reduced by repeated measurements but can only be 

better characterized [24,25]. The importance of including preference variation is recently 

recognized in the development of personalized medicine based on (variation in) 

preferences [26,27]. 

 

The aim of this study was to demonstrate an application of probabilistic MCDA that would 

allow a joint analysis of patient preferences and clinical evidence for treatments, taking into 

account uncertainty in both preferences and clinical evidence. The proposed model can be 

applied during the aggregation step of a value-based MCDA and is able to handle three 

sources of uncertainty: random preference variation, parameter uncertainty in 

preferences, and parameter uncertainty in clinical evidence. The model is designed to yield 

value distributions that enable explicit probabilistic statements about which treatments are 

preferred. The model is illustrated using a simplified case study of highly active anti-

retroviral treatments for HIV patients. 
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A proposed MCDA method for capturing the value 

of treatments under uncertainty 

Building the value function and defining sources of uncertainty 
We adopted a value-based MCDA method. The value of a particular treatment  , denoted 

  ,         was assumed to be a linear additive function of   criteria: 

 

     
 
   

 

   

, 
(1) 

 

where    denotes the preference weight of criterion  , and     is the performance of 

treatment   on criterion  . We assumed that patients prefer treatments with a higher value 

to treatments with a lower value, that preference weights and the clinical performances 

were not correlated, and that the clinical performances were measured on an interval 

scale. 

 

To introduce random preference variation, suppose each patient   has his/her own 

preference weight     for each criterion  : 

 

      
  

   
 
   . (2) 

  

The term     in this equation is composed of population mean preference weight    and a 

patient-specific random effect    : 

 

 
  

  
 
    ,  (3) 

with 

          
  . (4) 

 

Parameter estimators 
There are different methods for obtaining preference weights, such as swing weighting. 

However, in this study the required parameter estimators     and    
  were obtained from 

analyzing patient-level data from stated preference  
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Figure 1: Overview of the Monte- Carlo simulation method used in the model with         the treatment, and 
        the Monte Carlo simulation run 

 

studies. Parameter uncertainty in these estimators across all criteria is reflected in the 

covariance matrices     and     . The estimator for clinical performance     is denoted      

and can be obtained from clinical trial reports.  

 

Sampling framework 
We assumed that the vectors               and                 were both distributed 

according to multivariate normal distributions. We denoted the value distribution of 

treatment   across the population with   , assuming that the individual values     were 

identically distributed for patients  . In a probabilistic model all uncertain parameters are 

varied at the same time, and this implies that the probability distribution    is a complex 

and analytically challenging combination of the distributions for    ,      and     . We 

therefore approximated    with Monte Carlo simulations (Figure 1). The Monte Carlo 
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simulations were programmed as follows. In each simulation run  , we first sampled a 

population mean preference weight              from             and a standard 

deviation              from             . From that we obtained a respondent    

using Formulas 3 and 4: 

 

 
  
      

 
    

  ,  (5) 

   

with    
  a diagonal covariance matrix with   

      
       

   on the diagonal. This means 

that in every simulation run   a hypothetical patient    with a particular vector of 

preferences    
      

     
  was obtained. The probability distribution of      was 

denoted with     and chosen for each criterion depending on what best modeling practices  

recommend for that type of clinical performance [24]. From     we sampled      in each 

simulation run. The preference sample was combined with samples from the probability 

distributions     for each criterion   to calculate the value for each treatment   in the 

simulation run with 

 

    
      

    
 
   . (6) 

  

The Monte Carlo simulation process was repeated a large number of times   and was 

programmed in R [28]. 

 

Model outcomes 

From the Monte Carlo simulations the mean value of each treatment in the population was 

obtained, calculated as the posterior mean,     
     

 
   

 
. This metric can be interpreted as 

the mean perceived value of the treatment’s clinical performance according to patients. 

Since we assumed that patients prefer treatments with a higher values to treatments with a 

lower values, the treatment value should only be interpreted relative to the value of other 

treatments. The degree to which the value distributions of two treatments overlap 

indicates how uncertain we are about selecting the treatment with the highest value. More 

concretely, to make probabilistic statements about the degree to which we are sure about 

which treatment has the highest value in each simulation   treatments were ranked from 

the first (highest value) rank to the last (lowest value) rank based on their respective     
. 

The rank achieved by treatment   in simulation run   was denoted with    . We denoted the 

rank of treatment   with   . The probability that this rank equals   was estimated with the 

percentage of simulations treatment   had rank  : 
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, (7) 

  

with          
          
           

 . (8) 

  

Since we assumed patients prefer treatments with a higher value to treatments with a 

lower value, the treatment with the highest estimated probability of being ranked first was 

considered the most preferred treatment. One minus the probability that the most 

preferred treatment is ranked first is the rank reversal probability for the first rank. The 

rank reversal probability for the first rank is used as a measure of decision uncertainty, 

because it is the probability that the most preferred treatment (according to our model) 

turned out not to be the most valuable treatment. 

 

An illustration of the proposed approach on a simplified HIV case 
To illustrate the proposed model, it is applied to the case of HIV treatments. The MCDA was 

designed according to the guidelines as proposed by the ISPOR taskforce [13]. Although the 

data used comes from real studies, the main purpose of this paper is to illustrate the 

modeling approach. The simulation results presented in this paper can therefore not be 

used to inform clinical HIV decisions. In the supplementary material of the published paper 

all used data (with references) as well as the R script can be found to replicate our results.  

 

Identification of treatment alternatives and decision criteria 

The example is about the comparison of the relative value of highly active antiretroviral 

therapies (HAART) for HIV-positive patients from a regulatory perspective. Treatments 

under consideration are those recommended by the National Institute of Health (NIH) for 

treatment-naïve patients [29]. A HAART consists of an active drug component and one of 

two backbones (Abacavir/Lamivudine (AL) or Tenofovir/Emtricitabine (TE)). The treatments 

included in the case study were four combination treatments (Dolutegravir+AL/TE
1
, 

Efavirenz+AL, Raltegravir+TE, Atazanavir/Ritonavir+TE, Elvitegravir/Cobicistat+TE and 

Darunavir/Ritonavir+TE) plus two backbone-only treatments (AL and TE). For simplicity we 

will denote combination treatments only by their active drug component (e.g. Dolutegravir 

instead of Dolutegravir+AL/TE, etc) in the remainder of this paper. 

 

 

                                                                 
1
 Either AL or TE 
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 Levels used in DCE [21]                       

Virological failure 
prevented 

96.0%, 85.0%, 79.0% -0.05 0.01 0.05 0.02 

Allergic reaction 0.0%, 1.0%, 8.0%, 12.0% -0.06 0.01 0.06 0.02 

Bone damage 
(treatable) 

0.0%, 1.0%, 5.0%, 10.0% -0.01 0.02 0.06 0.06 

Kidney damage (not 
treatable) 

0.0%, 1.0%, 5.0%, 10.0% -0.22 0.04 0.21 0.05 

Table 1: Used preference data from [30]. All     are per percentage point probability of the event occurring in the 
next 52 weeks, i.e. the partial value of a 2% probability of allergic reaction in the next 52 weeks is -0.12. Note 
that the covariance     and      are not presented here for brevity but can be found in the supplementary 

material. Both      and      are assumed to be distributed with a multivariate normal distribution. DCE=discrete 
choice experiment 

HAART P(vir) P(all) P(bone) P(kid) 

Dolutegravir+
TE/AL 

7.61% 

(6.10% to 9.25%) 

0.24% 

(0.01% to 0.90%) 
- 

0.09% 

(0.00% to 0.34%) 

Atazanavir/Rit
onavir + EL 

5.25% 

(3.94% to 6.77%) 

1.72% 

(0.74% to 3.10%) 

1.29% 

(0.48% to 2.5%) 

0.43% 

(0.05% to 1.21%) 

Elvitegravir/C
obicistat + EL 

13.52% 

(10.17% to 
17.34%) 

- 
2.02% 

(0.83% to 3.77%) 

0.87% 

(0.18% to 2.12%) 

Efavirenz + AL 

13.67% 

(12.32% to 
15.13%) 

1.86% 

(1.21% to 2.66%) 

2.12% 

(1.41% to 2.98%) 

0.29% 

(0.11% to 0.56%) 

AL (backbone) 

16.3% 

(13.74% to 
18.99%) 

2.32% 

(1.01% to 4.18%) 

4.57% 

(3.02% to 6.38%) 

2.50% 

(1.47% to 3.75%) 

TE (backbone) 

20.41% 

(17.58% to 
23.39%) 

1.01% 

(0.28% to 2.19%) 

2.19% 

(1.18% to 3.52%) 

3.84% 

(2.56% to 5.36%) 

Table 2: Used clinical evidence with 95% confidence intervals. For references to all included clinical trials, see the 
National Institute of Health guideline [29] and this manuscript’s supplementary material. All performances were 
defined over a 52 week time horizon and assumed to be distributed with beta distributions. HAART=highly active 
anti-retroviral therapy, CI=confidence interval, AL=Abacavir/Lamivudine, TE=Tenofovir/Emtricitabine, 
P(vir)=probability of virological failure, P(all)=probability of allergic reaction, p(bone)=probability of bone 
damage, p(kid)=probability of kidney damage. 
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In the MCDA model we used the same criteria as identified in an earlier preference study 

[30], namely: probability of virologic failure (     ), probability of allergic reaction (    ), 

probability of bone damage (     ) and probability of kidney damage (    ) [30]. All 

probabilities were all defined over a 52 week time horizon. 

 

Measuring performance of the alternatives  

The clinical performance of the treatments on the included criteria was obtained from 

clinical trial reports (for an overview of the included trials see the NIH guideline [29]). All 

criteria were represented as probabilities. For each treatment we therefore retrieved from 

the clinical trial reports the number of events   
  and number of non-events   

 per criterion 

  . The performance estimates for each criterion   were then calculated with 
  
 

  
    

 . For 

studies that reported time horizons other than 52 weeks, we used linear extrapolation to 

obtain performance estimates for a 52 week time horizon. We used a linear partial value 

function for each criterion. No rescaling of the performances was needed for the partial 

value functions since probabilities are already naturally constrained between 0 and 1. For 

criteria measured on other scales, such a rescaling to the       range using a predefined 

lower and upper level would be required [31]. 

 

Plasma HIV RNA of more than 50 copies per mL 52 weeks after treatment start was 

considered a virologic failure event. Reported incidence of rash was used as a surrogate 

measure for the TE-induced allergic reaction event. Reported fractures in the clinical trials 

were considered to constitute bone damage events. For TE this was not reported; 

therefore decreases in bone mineral density of more than 6% were used as a surrogate 

endpoint. Because of the diagnostic and treatment options available, we limited our model 

to include only treatable bone damage [29,32]. Reported cases of renal failure were 

considered to be kidney damage events, and we therefore limited our model to include 

only non-treatable kidney damage [33]. 

 

Input for criteria weights: results from a previously published DCE experiment 

The present methodological study did not itself elicit criteria weights, but used the results 

from a previous stated preference study to inform the preference weights. In that study by 

Hauber et al, 147 treatment-naïve HIV-positive African Americans gave their preferences 

for four criteria relevant for HIV treatment [30]. The study employed a discrete choice 

study design with 24 choice tasks. In the choice tasks the criteria were defined as the 

probability of the event in the next 52 weeks. An overview of the preference data is given in 

Table 1.  
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Aggregating scores and performance 

In the base-case analysis we assumed an additive value function. The value of treatment   

for patient   (Formula 2) could therefore be specified as: 

 

     
      

 
      

  
     

 
     

  
      

 
      

  
     

 
     

. (10) 

 

The mean population preferences and the random preference variations were assumed to 

be normally distributed. The parameter estimates for these distributions were obtained 

from a (mixed logit [34]) analysis of the used preference study (Table 1). The performances 

of each treatment are probabilities and were therefore modeled with beta distributions 

[24]. Beta distributions require two input parameters (   and   ) and these were 

estimated from the clinical trials cited in the National Institute of Health guideline. A 

complete overview of the clinical trials used in this study can be found in the online 

supplementary material. We used the number of reported events   
  as    and the number 

of non-events   
  as   . In total, 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations were performed. 

 

Handling uncertainty: scenario analyses 
A scenario analysis was employed to illustrate the effect of the different sources of 

uncertainty on the treatment value distributions. The base case scenario described in the 

previous paragraphs considered all types of uncertainty simultaneously, i.e. parameter 

uncertainty in preferences, random preference variation, and parameter uncertainty in 

clinical evidence. 

 

Each of the other scenarios tested for one specific source of uncertainty. This means that 

each scenario included one source of uncertainty while the other two sources were 

assumed to have no uncertainty and were thus fixed at a particular value. In the first 

scenario, only parameter uncertainty in preferences (as parameterized by the covariance 

matrix    ) was taken into account. Therefore     was set to zero for all criteria and 

individuals, and all clinical performances were set to the mean clinical performance of 

treatments as found in Table 2. In the second scenario, only random preference variation 

was included. This means that the     was set to be a zero matrix, all clinical performances 

were set to the mean clinical performance of treatments as found in Table 2, and     was 

distributed as in the base case. In the third scenario, only parameter uncertainty in clinical 

performance was included. This means that     was set to zero for all criteria and 

individuals,     was set to be a zero matrix, and performances     were distributed with     

as in the base case. 
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Examination and discussion of findings 

Outcomes of case study 
The model outcome was a value distribution for each included HAART (Figure 2). In the 

base case, Dolutegravir has the highest patient-weighted estimated mean value of -0.39 

with an empirical 95% confidence interval running from -1.25 to 0.48. The backbone-only 

treatments AL and TE had the lowest mean values (-1.49 and -1.86, respectively). In all 

scenario analyses, mean treatment values were similar to the base case results (Figure 2, 

Table 3) and the most likely rank order of treatments did not change. The width of the 

confidence intervals did vary between the base case and the scenarios. When only random 

preference variation was considered in the second scenario, the confidence intervals were 

only slightly narrower than those of the base case. In the two other scenarios that 

considered parameter uncertainty the confidence intervals were substantially narrower. 

 

In 49.1% of the simulations, Dolutegravir was ranked first (Table 4). This implies that in 

50.9% of simulations, another treatment was preferred. Atazanavir/Ritonavir had the 

highest probability of being ranked second (40.0%) and Efavirenz had the highest 

probability of being ranked third (40.3.0%). The narrower value distributions in the 

scenarios is reflected in the rank probabilities. The rank probabilities in the scenario that 

considered only parameter uncertainty in preferences were higher: the probability of 

Dolutegravir attaining first rank and Atazanavir/Ritonavir attaining second rank were both 

more than 90%. This means that we were confident about the ranking of treatments for the 

first and second rank. Similarly, the first and second rank probabilities for Dolutegravir and 

Atazanavir/Ritonavir are more than 75% in the scenario that considers only parameter 

uncertainty in clinical performances. For the fourth until last rank, there is slightly more 

decision uncertainty in the scenario that considers parameter uncertainty in preferences 

than there is in the scenario that considers parameter uncertainty in clinical performances. 

 

Implications of the modeling framework for personalized 

medicine 
The main objective of this study was to develop a novel methodology. The HIV case was 

used to demonstrate the concepts and cannot be used for guidance on HIV treatment 

decisions. However, the modelling framework does allow an exploration of its usefulness 

for other applications: assessing the impact of uncertain parameters (clinical evidence and 

preferences) on decision uncertainty and personalizing treatment based on preferences. 
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Figure 2: Barplots of the regimen values with 95% confidence intervals across the four analysis scenarios. A=all 
types of uncertainty, B=only parameter uncertainty in preferences, C=only patient-specific preference variation, 
D=only parameter uncertainty in performances, Purple dolutegravir, dark blue elvitegravir/cobicistat, light blue 
atazanavir/ritonavir, green efavirenz, yellow abacavir/lamivudine, red tenofovir/emtricitabine 

 

 

 

 
Base case Scenario analyses 

HAART regimen 
All three types of 

uncertainty 

Only parameter 
uncertainty in 
preferences 

Only patient-
specific 

preference 
variation 

Only parameter 
uncertainty in 
performances 

Dolutegravir+TE
/AL 

-0.39 

(-1.25 to 0.48) 

-0.38 

(-0.57 to -0.19) 

-0.39 

(-1.24 to 0.47) 

-0.38 

(-0.48 to -0.30) 

Atazanavir/ 
Ritonavir+EL 

-0.46 

(-1.2 to 0.24) 

-0.45 

(-0.62 to -0.28) 

-0.45 

(-1.14 to 0.23) 

-0.45 

(-0.64 to -0.32) 

Elvitegravir/Cobi
cistat+EL 

-0.83 

(-2.52 to 0.8) 

-0.82 

(-1.22 to -0.42) 

-0.83 

(-2.41 to 0.74) 

-0.83 

(-1.13 to -0.59) 

Efavirenz+AL -0.83 

(-2.4 to 0.77) 

-0.82 

(-1.19 to -0.44) 

-0.83 

(-2.41 to 0.76) 

-0.82 

(-0.92 to -0.73) 

AL backbone -1.49 

(-3.77 to 0.83) 

-1.47 

(-2.06 to -0.89) 

-1.48 

(-3.7 to 0.75) 

-1.48 

(-1.79 to -1.20) 

TE backbone -1.86 

(-4.68 to 1.07) 

-1.85 

(-2.54 to -1.17) 

-1.85 

(-4.64 to 0.94) 

-1.86 

(-2.21 to -1.55) 

Table 3: Values (with 95% confidence interval) for the included HAART regimens across the four analyses. 
HAART=highly active anti-retroviral therapy. AL=Abacavir/Lamivudine, TE=Tenofovir/Emtricitabine 
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The assessment of the impact of the uncertainty in model parameters on decision 

uncertainty is important for identifying the value of additional research: it is most 

worthwhile to further investigate model parameters where more information would most 

likely reduce decision uncertainty. 

 

In the presented case, there is a clear difference between the impact of uncertainty types. 

When only parameter uncertainty in either preferences or performances was considered, 

one treatment was clearly the most valuable treatment. However, when random 

preference variation was considered, there was considerable overall decision uncertainty. 

The value of additional clinical research may therefore not be high but decision aids (that 

help patient think about their preferences, reducing their individual preference 

uncertainty) may be valuable. 

 

This relates to the second application for which our work may be used: personalized 

medicine. Although most research in that field has focused on personalizing treatment 

based on clinically measurable patient characteristics such as genetic differences, there is 

an increasing interest in personalizing treatment based on patient preferences [26]. Our 

model could help decision makers to make the first steps toward such a personalization by 

showing to what extent (uncertainty in) patient preferences influences the choice of 

treatment. 

 

A next step to formalize the assessment of the extent to which differences in preferences 

are relevant would be to calculate metrics such as the value of heterogeneity [35]. This 

metric shows the marginal population-wide value gained from having patients choose 

between more than one treatment. This value will be low if there is a clear most valuable 

treatment for all patients, but it will be high if there is clinical equipoise and/or much 

patient-specific preference variation. An important outstanding research issue here is how 

values derived from an MCDA can be contrasted with financial costs [36].  Further research 

could also be directed toward the integration of patient-specific clinical outcome measures; 

that is, introducing a patient-specific performance distribution that yields estimates of the 

performance of a specific treatment for a specific patient. For the HIV case this could, for 

example, be operationalized by estimating the treatability of kidney damage based on 

respondent characteristics such as level of kidney functioning at treatment start. Such a 

holistic view of patient-specific variation in both preferences and clinical outcomes would 

be a step toward combining the two current viewpoints on personalized medicine [26].  
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Dolutegravir 

+TE/AL 

Atazanavir/
Ritonavir 

+EL 

Elvitegravir/
Cobicistat 

+EL 

Efavirenz 

+AL 

AL 
backbone 

TE backbone 

1 49.07% 34.21% 4.95% 4.28% 1.92% 5.57% 

2 36.12% 39.98% 10.53% 7.54% 4.08% 1.75% 

3 5.56% 8.69% 40.25% 40.31% 3.27% 1.92% 

4 3.46% 8.47% 39.96% 39.00% 5.69% 3.42% 

5 4.60% 3.52% 3.76% 4.96% 69.52% 13.64% 

6 1.19% 5.13% 0.55% 3.91% 15.52% 73.70% 
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1 90.42% 9.58% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

2 9.58% 90.26% 0.14% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 

3 0.00% 0.11% 46.26% 53.63% 0.00% 0.00% 

4 0.00% 0.05% 53.60% 46.35% 0.00% 0.00% 

5 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.0% 0.00% 

6 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 
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1 53.28% 32.25% 2.34% 5.32% 1.59% 5.22% 

2 33.77% 46.18% 8.50% 6.43% 3.93% 1.19% 

3 4.68% 5.81% 42.71% 42.69% 2.07% 2.04% 

4 2.76% 8.52% 44.4% 37.84% 3.69% 2.79% 

5 4.41% 2.46% 1.90% 3.49% 79.51% 8.23% 

6 1.10% 4.78% 0.15% 4.23% 9.21% 80.53% 
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1 77.2% 22.79% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

2 22.8% 76.41% 0.68% 0.11% 0.00% 0.00% 

3 0.00% 0.74% 51.00% 48.26% 0.00% 0.00% 

4 0.00% 0.06% 48.19% 51.63% 0.12% 0.00% 

5 0.00% 0.00% 0.12% 0.00% 95.2% 4.68% 

6 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.68% 95.32% 

Table 4: Ranking probabilities for all included regimens across the four analyses. AL=Abacavir/Lamivudine, 
TE=Tenofovir/Emtricitabine, TE/AL=either Tenofovir/Emtricitabine or Abacavir/Lamivudine 
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Strengths, weaknesses and a comparison to existing literature 
The first strength of the current study is that it has demonstrated a methodological 

approach for combining preference data and clinical data into one value metric, which may 

contribute to the ongoing attempts to integrate patient preference research in health 

technology assessment and market approval. A second strength of the study is that the 

developed model allows for the simultaneous consideration of the impact of three sources 

of uncertainty, i.e. random preference variation and parameter uncertainty in both clinical 

and preference estimates. 

The developed model uses results from stated preference studies to inform value 

judgements in policy decisions from one of the most important stakeholders in healthcare: 

the patient. By including stated preference studies in the model, the patient preferences 

are incorporated in an explicit, structured and representative manner. Many different types 

of preference elicitation methods exist. In this study we used results from a discrete choice 

study, but in theory our model is able to handle preference weights obtained from a wide 

range of preference elicitation methods as long as a value function can be constructed and 

probability distributions can be assigned to weights. Finally, the possibility of including 

preference studies with large sample sizes allows for the investigation of variation and 

uncertainty in preferences. The impact of these was investigated by assigning informative 

probability distributions, which sets our study apart from earlier studies that have used 

point estimates [18–21] or non-informative (uniform) distributions [22,23]. 

The decision to use a probabilistic approach in the present study follows from a recent 

review identifying five approaches to deal with uncertainty in MCDA [25]. The approach 

adopted in this study seems most advantageous for our aims for a number of reasons. It is 

the approach that is best suited for dealing with the preferences of a group of stakeholders 

and is most able to consider multiple uncertain parameters [25]. Another advantage is that 

it is possible to implement Monte Carlo simulations as a flexible method that can combine 

all types of parametric and non-parametric probability distributions [24]. For these reasons, 

decision makers could apply the method during the aggregation and uncertainty steps of 

the MCDA process described in the recent ISPOR taskforce report [13]. This would be 

especially advantageous in policy decisions where the patient perspective is considered 

explicitly and where various sources of uncertainty are relevant to consider. 

 

Even though the model may be appropriate given our aims, a limitation of all studies that 

use results from stated preference research is that a person’s stated preference may not be 

the same as their revealed preference [37]. A limitation specific to the illustrative case 

study was that treatment value is assumed to be linearly related to the clinical performance 

and that we could extrapolate linearly. The linearity specification could not be rejected in 
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the preference study but this could also have been due to the sample size [30]. A related 

limitation is that we assumed that we could extrapolate performance measures to conform 

to the 52 week time horizon used in the preference study. Furthermore, a limitation is that 

random preference variation was assumed to be normally distributed. Although this is 

practical and a commonly made assumption in patient preference research [38], in our 

study it resulted in a small percentage of Monte Carlo simulations having sign reversals for 

the preference weights, mainly for the virologic failure criterion. In a larger patient sample 

it may have been possible to estimate a more specific functional form for the value function 

[39]. Performance samples for virologic failure all fell outside of the range for which 

preferences were elicited, which may have biased the value estimates. 

 

Conclusion 

In an attempt to explore new approaches for increasing patient engagement in healthcare 

policy decisions, the current paper presents a probabilistic MCDA model in which treatment 

values were estimated by weighting clinical trial evidence with results from a patient 

preference study. The model outcomes were patient-weighted probability distributions of 

relative treatment value and the respective rank probabilities. The developed model was 

illustrated using a simplified case study. The adopted probabilistic approach integrates 

random preference variation and parameter uncertainty in patient preferences with 

parameter uncertainty in clinical evidence using a Monte Carlo simulation method.  Further 

research about the use of the modelling approach for non-simplified cases and the match 

to decision maker needs is required. 
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Abstract 

Failure to significantly improve the lung cancer mortality rate in recent years is associated 

with the high proportion of late stage presentation. Screening programs using chest X-ray 

(CXR), and low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) have been proposed as potential means 

to identify the disease at an earlier (pre-symptomatic) stage. However, despite clinical 

potential and positive health economic literature, the uptake of lung cancer screening 

policies is low. The aim of this paper was to investigate this low uptake based on a review of 

recent literature. After a short exposition of the major clinical trials and cost-effectiveness 

studies, we argue that previous studies underestimate implementation barriers by failing to 

account for the large initial costs of LDCT screening infrastructure. Furthermore, evidence 

suggests targeted screening of high risk subgroups based on traditional definitions may 

only identify 27% of cancers. We conclude that these barriers may be best addressed by a 

two-tier screening policy for lung cancer, as is employed in other cancer screening 

initiatives. Two technologies eligible for such a role in lung cancer screening are breath 

analysis and biomarkers. Such first-tier technologies have the potential to increase 

screening participation while reducing the demand for LDCT screens, representing an ideal 

solution to the problem faced. We review the current literature concerning these 

technologies and conclude that significant developments are needed before these 

technologies can perform the required function, but that without them meaningful lung 

cancer screening programs will remain untenable. 
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Introduction and background 

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide [1]. Despite recent 

advances in treatment options, the average 5-year survival of lung cancer is still only 9.5% 

compared to 85%, 87%, and 59% for prostate, breast, and colorectal cancer, respectively 

[2]. Current NICE guidelines in England and Wales are aimed at early diagnosis, and ongoing 

NHS awareness campaign aim to incentivize persons experiencing lung cancer-like 

symptoms to visit their primary care physician. However, because the majority of such 

symptomatic diagnoses present at later stages, the impact of disease detection through 

symptomatic presentation alone on cancer mortality remains modest [3].  Early screening 

of at-risk persons would allow timely identification of lung cancer cases, ideally at the pre-

symptomatic stage when the tumour may still be resectable [4]. The two established 

screening technologies are chest X-ray (CXR) and low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) 

[5]. 

 

In recent years several clinical trials comparing imaging options have been performed. In 

the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian (PLCO) trial, annual CXR provided no additional 

benefit compared to regular care [6]. The 2011 National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) 

compared annual LDCT to annual CXR in a high risk population. It showed a 20% reduction 

in lung cancer related mortality after three annual LDCT screenings [7]. Two large clinical 

trials are expected to present results in 2016. The first of these is the Dutch-Belgian 

Randomized Lung Cancer Screening Trial (NELSON), comparing LDCT to no screening in a 

population of 15,822 high risk individuals [8]. The second is the UK Lung Screen (UKLS) 

study which randomised 28,000 high risk persons to either LDCT or usual care [9]. 

 

A number of studies have sought to establish the cost-effectiveness of lung cancer 

screening since Black et al’s 2006 systematic review found insufficient evidence on the long 

term survival of screened patients to conduct a rigorous analysis [10].  The same authors in 

2015 found that the CT screening arm of the NLST trial was associated with a higher cost 

(roughly £990) and 0.0201 more quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) compared to no 

screening, yielding an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of roughly £49,000 per 

QALY [11].  This result was highly sensitivity to a number of factors, including the 

population analysed and the ability to reproduce the results seen in the trial. Pugina et al’s 

2015 review highlights the development made in the literature since 2006, finding nine 

studies of relevance [12]. The authors found that seven of the studies judge screening to be 

cost-effective when considered against a willingness-to-pay threshold of £66,000 per QALY 

and five at a lower threshold of £33,000 per QALY, thresholds of cost-effectiveness often 
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used in the US and Canada. Finally, Field et al. used a risk prediction tool to select persons 

for screening and (assuming a 20% mortality reduction based on the NLST), estimated the 

cost-effectiveness of screening to be roughly £8500 per QALY [9]. While the studies can be 

argued to be highly disparate in nature, evaluating different screening methodologies from 

different perspectives, they undoubtedly show the potential for cost-effectiveness of a 

LDCT-based lung screening program.  

 

Despite these promising outcomes, there is still no global adoption of national lung cancer 

screening programs. The only exception has been the US where lung cancer screening is 

reimbursed for high risk persons since 2015 [13]. 

In this paper we argue that a demonstration of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of LDCT 

screening to identify lung cancer at an earlier stage is only one hurdle in the decision to 

adopt national screening programs. We identify the associated challenges of screening 

capacity and low uptake as additional hurdles that must be overcome. We conclude by 

proposing a two-tier screening approach, looking to existing cancer screening programs 

and new technologies for inspiration.  

 

The capacity burden of a screening program 

The existing literature identifies that due to the significant health gains associated with 

early diagnosis of lung cancer and the relatively small marginal cost of each additional LDCT 

screen, there is potential for a LDCT screening program to be cost-effective. However, this 

is tempered by the large number of false positives (96.4% in NLST, but expected to be 

lower for the NELSON and UKLS studies) with associated cost and health outcome 

implications. A further issue is the uncertainty in the reproducibility and transferability of 

trial findings. 

 

A key barrier in policy uptake can be argued to be the high CT capacity demanded by a 

LDCT screening initiative.  Using the NLST eligibility criteria (age 55-74, at least 30 pack-year 

smoking history, former smokers quit within the last 15 years) applied to a UK setting we 

estimate a population of 677,491 would be eligible for every cycle of a screening program 

in the UK, which may occur at annual intervals.  This is comparable with the 627,759 single 

(imaging) area, no contrast CTs conducted in 2013-14 in the English NHS [14]. As such 

challenges of implementation neither fall within the clinical nor cost-effectiveness 

evaluations, it is a hurdle that has been largely overlooked.  
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Associated with this capacity issue are the challenges associated with defining a high risk 

population to be screened.  These can be seen as two-fold. Firstly, the definitions used in 

many trials (and exemplified by the NLST eligibility criteria) are broad, and thus result in a 

low yield of lung cancer ‘hits’ as a percentage of total screens (3.58% in NLST [7] and 3.75% 

in an early cut of UKLS [15]). Secondly, the definitions are poor at capturing the majority of 

lung cancers, with research suggesting that the NLST criteria would only capture 26.7% of 

lung cancer cases in the US [16]. Any attempt to broaden the definition used to capture 

more cancers would further increase the demands on LDCT capacity. This impact may be 

diminished if risk prediction tools are used to select high risk persons for screening [17]. 

 

The case for a two-tiered screening policy  

Arguably the key difference between screening policies in lung cancer and existing 

screening programmes in other cancer areas is the presence of a cheap but effective first-

line screening technology. For example, the colorectal cancer screening programmes in the 

NHS and the Netherlands makes use of postal Faecal Occult Blood Testing (FOBt) kits. The 

advantage of having a first tier screening technology is two-fold. Firstly, they represent an 

inexpensive way of identifying a high risk sub-group for further investigation without relying 

on symptomatic presentation [3], weakly correlated risk factors, or needing a very large 

standing colonoscopy/CT capacity. Secondly, a first-line screening technology may also 

present the eligible population with a much lower perceived barrier to participate in the 

screening program. Such a barrier directly impacts the cost-effectiveness of a nation-wide 

screening program by effectively reducing the size of the screened population [18]. The 

impact of non-adherence on cost-effectiveness is exacerbated if it occurs mostly in 

particular subgroups, for example those with low health literacy. 

 

Several studies have identified factors predictive of adherence. Factors preventing 

adherence in the UKLS trial were mostly practical (47%) or emotional (18%). Furthermore, 

adherence was significantly lower in high risk groups, for instance among current smokers 

(Odds Ratio, OR: 0.70, 95% confidence interval (CI) of 0.63 to 0.78), older people (OR 0.73, 

95% CI of 0.64 to 0.80) and lower socioeconomic groups (OR 0.56, 95% CI of 0.49 to 0.65) 

[19]. Stated preference studies for cancer types other than lung cancer found that although 

many in the target populations preferred screening above no screening [20,21],  a 

significant percentage would rather not be screened for a variety of reasons [22,23]. 
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Both the retrospective studies and stated preference studies further the rationale for why a 

first-line screen may be highly effective in cancer screening: it reduces barriers to entry in 

the screening programme at a low cost. These advantages are critical for lung cancer 

screening because adherence barriers seem to be more relevant for the high risk groups 

and because the large initial costs of CT scanners may be prohibitive for a nationwide 

screening policy. 

 

New lung cancer screening technologies currently 

under development 

Breath analysis 
There are two (families of) technologies that may play the role of a first-line lung cancer 

screening technology: breath analysis and blood biomarkers. Breath analysis measures 

volatile organic compounds in the exhaled air with a device similar to a lung function 

monitor [24]. Different patterns of such compounds can differentiate between lung cancer 

patients and controls [25]. Adiguzel and Kulah reviewed nine studies and estimated 

sensitivity between 71% and 100% , and specificity between 73% and 90% [25]. However, 

the total sample size of the cited studies is small and the controls were mostly lung patients 

that have a high lung cancer risk (e.g. had COPD or bronchitis). Furthermore, differentiating 

between cancer stages is still an unresolved question, as is the best manner of obtaining 

breath samples. Since the measurement procedure is similar to a lung function test, it is 

unlikely that there are side effects or safety issues. 

 

Blood biomarkers 
Biomarkers indicative of lung cancer may not always be able to pass from a person’s blood 

into the exhaled air, and thus may not be detectable with breath analysis. However, 

collecting blood samples can yield access to such markers [26]. Biomarkers furthest along 

the research track are autoantibodies, serum-based micro RNA signatures, and plasma-

based micro RNA signatures [27–29]. The sensitivity/specificity for these compared to LDCT 

are 41%/88%, 82%/90%, and 87%/81%, respectively with trial sample sizes of 2289, 147, 

and 939 [30]. Three other biomarkers currently being piloted in trials are Ciz-1, circulating 

tumour cell traps, and EarlyCDT-Lung [31–33]. Sozzi and Boeri list six unresolved barriers in 
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the area of biomarkers: unreliable/inefficient discovery methods due to rapidly changing 

technology, genetic heterogeneity in tumours, reproducibility of laboratory assays, a lack of 

high-quality clinical trials, low reproducibility of results due to low concentration of 

analytes, and the lack of prospective biological samples [30]. A further issue is the 

specificity of biomarkers with regard to tumour type, which would require further 

diagnostics to identify the location of the tumour and treatment strategy. These 

technologies are still early in development and independent comparative trials are 

currently lacking, but the initial research results appear promising.  

Discussion and future research 

The idea of a two-tier screening policy has been applied in other fields of cancer. FOBt is a 

low cost method that can be done by people from the comfort of their own homes. X-ray, 

although requiring a visit to the hospital and lacking comfort, is arguably also an 

inexpensive first-line screening technology for breast cancer screening. For lung cancer, 

Sozzi recommended a similar approach by advising blood biomarker analyses in addition to 

the LDCT screen [30]. They calculate that such an approach would reduce the false positive 

rate from 19% to 4%. 

 

Although the sensitivity and specificity is lower in the proposed first-tier screening tools 

than that of LDCT, it is important to note that factors other than diagnostic accuracy may 

be relevant for a first-line screening technology. First of all, the costs should be low to 

enable economically sustainable nation-wide use. Although both breath analysis and blood 

biomarkers are still early in development, we expect that the costs to be several orders of 

magnitude lower than that of a CT scanner, due to lower unit cost and limited 

infrastructure requirements. Blood biomarkers have the cost advantage that it may be 

possible to include the lung cancer markers into regular blood checkups. Secondly, it is 

important that the barrier to the first-line screen is low. We suspect that the possibility of 

implementing breath analysis and blood biomarkers in a primary care setting will lower the 

barriers to entry for eligible persons. Thirdly, it may be argued that specificity is a more 

important characteristic for a first-line screening technology than sensitivity since LDCT is 

already highly sensitive. A highly specific first-line screen in practice would mean that 

persons with negative test results can go home, while those with positive or unclear results 

can be scheduled for an LDCT. Additionally, it is important to not look at lung cancer 

screening in isolation. Screening is but one strategy in a policy maker’s toolbox of reducing 

lung cancer mortality. Other strategies are smoke cessation programmes, awareness 
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campaigns, treatment, and recurrence monitoring. Arguably the most cost-effective overall 

strategy is some combination of these.  

 

The discussion of lung cancer screening in this paper has pointed to several areas for 

further research. First of all, for any technology to be considered as a first-line screen, 

sufficient clinical evidence needs to be gathered. There is a need for (independent) 

comparative trials in populations other than only very high risk persons. Secondly, more 

insight is required into the natural progression of lung cancer to be able to more accurately 

determine what populations should be screened and when. Thinking about the new 

screening technologies as part of a two-tier screening programme may imply research 

questions not directly relevant when thinking about the new technologies as potential 

LDCT-replacements. Instead of focussing on proving that a technology is superior to LDCT, 

research could focus on proving that a LDCT programme complemented with a first-line 

screening technology outperforms a programme with just LDCT. Since the two main 

advantages of a first-line screening technology are low costs and increased adherence, 

more research is required to identify (and lower) costs, and to identify factors driving 

screening adherence. If then, for example, it is found that the ability to screen at a primary 

care facility is important, developers could try and design a technology that is sufficiently 

straightforward to be used by a GP. It is also important to find out if there is preference 

heterogeneity in the at risk population, for example preference subgroups that value 

different aspects of screening. It would be valuable to know if there are identifiable person 

characteristics that may help identify persons in preference subgroups that are likely to be 

less policy-adherent [23]. Such knowledge may, for example, be used for more targeted 

policy information strategies to areas with specific demographic characteristics. Finally, the 

evaluation, comparison and design of holistic cancer strategies may require more complex 

simulation methods [34]. 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have examined the cost-effectiveness of lung cancer screening using LDCT, 

and tried to answer the question of why, despite promising clinical and health economic 

characteristics, LDCT-based screening does not seem to have taken off as a nation-wide 

healthcare policy. We argue that failure to consider the large CT capacity burden a LDCT-

based screening would require and the poor levels of adherence to CT screening (especially 

in high-risk groups) have played major roles. We propose a two-tier screening policy where 

the first-tier is formed by a low cost technology with low barriers to entry, and a second tier 
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formed by LDCT. We argue that such an approach may increase screening adherence and 

reduce the cost burden of a nationwide screening policy. We have discussed several 

potential candidates for a first-line technology as well as their (dis)advantages. 
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Abstract 

Background and aims: Since early detection of lung cancer can substantially influence 

overall survival, there is increasing attention for lung cancer screening. This study aims to 

identify public preferences for lung cancer screening and to identify preference subgroups. 

 

Methods: The study was designed as a multi-attribute elicitation experiment using swing 

weighting.  Attributes were selected using interviews and a panel session. Hierarchical 

clustering was used to identify preference subgroups. 

 

Results: 1034 respondents from a representative Dutch panel aged between 40 and 80 

were included. The identified attributes were location of screening (weight=0.18, SD=0.16), 

mode of screening (0.17, SD=0.14), sensitivity (weight=0.16, SD=0.13), specificity 

(weight=0.13, SD=0.12), waiting time until results (weight=0.13, SD=0.12), radiation load 

(weight=0.13, SD=0.12), and duration of screening procedure (weight=0.10, SD=0.09). Most 

respondents preferred breath analysis (45%) to blood samples (31%) or a scanner (24%). 

59% would prefer to be screened at their GP instead of the hospital. There was a significant 

difference in education between clusters (P<0.01). There were no significant differences 

between clusters regarding gender, age, smoke status, self-perceived risk, or actual cancer 

risk. 

 

Conclusion: There is much variation in what value people attach to attributes of lung cancer 

screening. Our results indicate that that there is great potential for new screening 

technologies that can be used at a primary care facility, and that a one-size-fits-all approach 

for lung cancer screening is unlikely to provide the best value for the screening population. 
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Introduction 

Lung cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer-related deaths in the world [1]. Despite 

recent advances in treatment options, overall survival remains low [2]. Since early detection 

of (non-small cell) lung cancer can substantially decrease overall cancer mortality, there is 

increasing attention for developing lung cancer screening policies [3]. A first choice in 

designing such a policy is to choose a screening technology. Most research into screening 

for lung cancer has been done for imaging technologies, where it was found that chest x-

ray  provided no additional survival benefit over sputum cytology [4] and that low-dose 

computed tomography (LDCT) reduced cancer-related mortality by 20% compared to chest 

x-ray [5,6]. Less expensive screening technologies with a lower barrier to entry may be 

found in breath or blood biomarkers [7,8]. However, since these technologies are early in 

development there are still issues surrounding accuracy, standardization, calibration and 

method of sample collection. 

 

Understanding the preferences of the eligible population for characteristics of screening 

policies may help policy makers choose optimal attributes of screening policy that maximize 

screening attendance and it may help to tailor information provision for people who are 

eligible for screening [9]. Achieving high attendance (particularly of high risk 

subpopulations) is important to realize the reduction in cancer-related mortality promised 

by cancer screening trials. Studies performed alongside lung cancer screening trials 

reported that smoking status, perceived risk of lung cancer and result of baseline CT scan 

were indicative of adherence to the screening protocol [10–14]. To obtain quantitative 

insights into the relative importance of attributes of lung cancer screening, stated 

preference methods can be used [9,15,16]. Stated preference questionnaires present 

respondents with direct questions about their preferences or have respondents make 

hypothetical decisions from which preferences are subsequently inferred. These types of 

methods are increasingly used in healthcare [15,17] but no results from stated preference 

studies for lung cancer screening are known [18]. There have, however, been stated 

preference studies in the context of screening for other types of cancer: namely breast 

[16], colorectal [9,19–22] and prostate [23–25] cancer. Common findings in these studies 

were that the most important attribute according to respondents was test accuracy, and 

that respondents indicated a higher willingness to attend if they had a higher self-perceived 

risk of cancer. It was also found that there can be distinct differences in weights assigned to 

screening attributes by (groups of) people [25]. Knowledge on this so-called preference 

heterogeneity may be useful because it would allow for concrete targets for motivating 

specific subgroups to attend a screening. Furthermore, making decisions while taking into 
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account preference subgroups may be a step toward more personalized healthcare [26,27], 

and may improve shared decision making between health provider and screening program 

attendees. 

To date there have been no studies that investigate the preferences of people for 

attributes of lung cancer screening. Furthermore, there is no knowledge of preference 

subgroups in that part of the population that is eligible for lung cancer. The aims of this 

paper were therefore to measure the preference weights for attributes of lung cancer 

screening policies in a screening-eligible population and to empirically identify preference 

subgroups. 

 

Methods 

Study population 
A public sample from the general population in the Netherlands was selected for this study 

through an online panel bureau (SSI). Men and women aged between 40 and 80 years who 

had no (history of) lung cancer were included. 

 

Interviews and panel session to establish attributes and levels 
To identify attributes, exploratory interviews were conducted with three clinical experts 

(one MD/PhD student, one lung oncologist and one radiologist) and with two persons from 

the intended study population. A one-day panel session was organized in which another ten 

respondents from the intended study population identified attributes they considered 

relevant. This was done by each participant writing down attributes he/she considered 

important on a post-it note, after which a group discussion took place where the group as a 

whole worked on remove overlapping attributes. The authors then presented the findings 

from the interviews, and together with the panelists a final list of attributes was defined by 

sorting the attributes from most important to least important and picking the seven most 

important attributes. The selected attributes for inclusion in the questionnaire were 

sensitivity, specificity, radiation load, duration of screening procedure, time until results of 

the screening are communicated, mode of screening, and location of screening. Sensitivity 

is the probability of a positive (i.e. suspect) test result given that someone has lung cancer. 

Specificity is the probability of a negative (i.e. non-suspect) test result given that someone 

does not have lung cancer. Radiation load was defined as the radiation that someone 

receives during a single screening on top of the normal yearly background radiation in the 

Netherlands [28]. 
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 Attribute name Worst level Best level 
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Sensitivity 70% 100% 

Specificity 70% 100% 

Radiation load Background + 1.5 mSv Background 

Duration of screening 
procedure 

45 minutes 15 minutes 

Time until results 14 days 1 day 

C
a
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g

o
ri
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a
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ri
b

u
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s 

Scan type levels: ‘lie in scanner’, ‘sustained breath into device’, ‘give blood’ 

Location levels: ‘nearest hospital’,  ‘at your GP’ 

Table 1: Included attributes and levels. Sensitivity is the probability of a positive/suspect test results given that 
the person has lung cancer. Specificity is the probability of a negative test results given that the person does not 
have lung cancer. The worst and best levels for the continuous attributes were defined based on interviews with 
clinicians. For the categorical attributes the preference order was elicited from respondents in separate 
questions. 

 

The duration of screening was defined as the time the screening attendee would spend at 

the facility where screening takes place and was measured in minutes. Time until results 

was defined as the time it takes until the screening attendee receives the results of the 

screening either through a consultation or with a letter sent to his/her home address. It 

was measured in days. Mode of screening was defined as the personal experience of 

someone being screened, i.e. what they have to undergo in order to be screened. The 

levels for this attribute were ‘lie in scanner’, ‘breath into device’, and ‘give blood’, 

corresponding to LDCT, breath analysis and blood-based screening [29–31]. Finally, location 

of screening is the where screening takes place and could be either ‘at closest hospital’ or 

‘at the office of your general practitioner’. For interpretation purposes, each attribute was 

assigned a lower (‘worst’) and an upper (‘best’) level. The included attributes and their 

levels are presented in Table 1. 

 

Measuring attribute weights with swing weighting 
For the measurement of preferences a multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) framework was 

adopted [32]. This theory states that people choose between services based on the value of 

such services, and that the value of services can be decomposed into a set of attributes. 

The relative importance of each attribute is denoted by an attribute weight. The 

interpretation of an attribute weight in MAUT is the relative importance of improvements 

from the ‘worst’ level to the ‘best’ level between attributes [33]. This necessitates that 

these are defined for each of the attributes. The worst and best performance levels for the 
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attributes sensitivity, specificity, and radiation load were determined based on clinical 

literature [29–31] and was confirmed with the clinicians in interviews. The worst and best 

attribute levels for the other attributes were determined in the panel session. This was 

done by each panelist writing down what he/she considered to be the worst and best level 

and then taking the lower and upper bounds of those. Since the preferential order for the 

levels of the location and mode attributes could not be assumed a priori or be decided in 

the panel session, we included separate questions in the questionnaire asking respondents 

to rank the mode and location levels from best to worst. 

The swing weighting method was used in this study to elicit attribute weights from 

respondents [34,35]. In short, in our swing weighting procedure respondents were 

presented with a hypothetical screening policy that has the worst performance on all 

attributes. They were then asked to 1) rank the order in which they would like to improve 

attributes (i.e. change the performance from the worst to the best level) and 2) to rate the 

relative value of these improvements. For the latter, respondents were tasked to assign a 

number between 0 and 100 to each of the improvements. The rating for the improvement 

that was ranked first was fixed to 100. So, if a respondent feels a particular improvement is 

half as important as the improvement they ranked first, they will assign a rating of 50 to 

that particular improvement. 

 

Questionnaire design and testing 
The questionnaire consisted of three parts. Apart from general demographics, respondents 

were asked to provide information regarding the risk factors of the Liverpool Lung Project 

model [36]. Respondents were also asked if they considered their risk of lung cancer below 

average, average, or above average. The descriptive questions were followed by the swing 

weighting exercise described in the previous paragraph. The questionnaire was piloted in 

six face-to-face interviews. Since some respondents in the pilot tests had difficulty grasping 

the concepts of sensitivity and specificity, it was decided that these concepts would be 

explained in the questionnaire using four short descriptions with concrete numbers. The 

questionnaire was constructed in the Dutch language using LimeSurvey and hosted on the 

University of Twente Datalab servers. An English translation of the questionnaire can be 

found as supplementary material for the online version of this study. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Descriptives and lung cancer risks 

The characteristics of the respondents in the sample were summarized using descriptive 

statistics. We divided the educational level of respondents in three categories: low denoted 
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primary or secondary education, medium denoted intermediate vocational training, and 

high denoted higher vocational training or university. The 5-year lung cancer risk for each 

respondent was calculated with the Liverpool Lung Project model [36]. 

 

Analyzing the attribute weights 

We calculated the attribute weights from the rating given by respondents as follows. First 

of all, we excluded respondents who did not seem to engage with the swing weighting 

questions, i.e. those who did not give the highest rating to the attribute they ranked first 

(inconsistent answer) and those who gave a rating of zero for all attributes except their first 

ranked attribute (indicative of skipping the question as the rating for the first ranked 

attribute was fixed). Then, the attribute weight for each attribute   according to a 

particular respondent   was found by dividing the rating assigned to that attribute by the 

sum of ratings assigned by respondent  . 

 

The resulting attribute weight is thus a normalized rating. It represents the value of an 

improvement from the worst level to the best level on that attribute, relative to such 

improvements for other attributes [37]. One sample T tests were used to test if the mean 

attribute weights (of the whole sample) differed significantly from         . This 

threshold was chosen because     would be the attribute weight for each attribute if all 

attributes were equally important. A significant deviation from     thus suggest that an 

attribute matters to people. 

 

Cluster analysis methodology 

To identify preference subgroups, a cluster analysis method was used. Cluster analysis is 

part of the family of unsupervised statistical learning methods [38]. Such methods are used 

to identify latent patterns in the data, as opposed to a priori cluster definition based on 

observable respondent characteristics. Because the attribute weights for the seven 

attributes add up to one per respondent, there were six degrees of freedom and we 

performed the cluster analysis on six attributes excluding the attribute with the lowest 

mean weight across the sample. Different clustering methods exist. In our study a 

hierarchical clustering method based on the correlation distance was used because the 

attribute weights per respondent are correlated (because they are normalized ratings) [39]. 

A second important choice in cluster analysis is the number of clusters. This should be large 

enough to be of sufficient clustering quality, but small enough to be interpretable [25]. A 

clustering solution is of good quality when the variation between respondents in the same 

cluster is minimized and when the variation between respondents in different clusters is 

maximized. This quality was measured in this study with the Dunn index [40]. For 
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interpretability reasons, we set the minimum size of a cluster to be 10% of the sample and 

decided that we would include no more than ten clusters. Since the interpretation of the 

preference clusters may differ depending on what levels respondents selected as ‘worst’ 

and ‘best’ levels for mode and location, we compared what levels of these were ranked first 

by respondents in each cluster. 

 

We tested if the mean attribute weights across the clusters were significantly different 

using ANOVA tests. Furthermore, we used    tests to investigate if the following 

characteristics were significantly different between clusters: gender, percentage of 

smokers, percentage of respondents who had an above-average self-perceived risk of 

cancer, percentage of respondents who prefer a particular mode of screening, and 

percentage of respondents who prefer a particular location of screening. An ANOVA test 

was used to test if age and mean 5-year lung cancer risks differed significantly between 

clusters. 

 

Sample size calculations 

To be able to detect an effect size of 0.15 with a power of 80% at a significance level of 5% 

for the ANOVA test for differences between attribute weights over preference subgroups, a 

sample size of 70 is needed per subgroups. Since the number of subgroups (i.e. preference 

clusters) for the ANOVA was not known prior to data collection, a conservative estimate of 

ten groups was used. This resulted in a minimum required sample size of 704. A post-hoc 

Bonferroni p-value correction for multiple hypothesis testing was used. 

Results 

Respondent characteristics 
In total, 1111 of the 1586 invited respondents completed the questionnaire (70%). Of 

these, ten were outside the age range of 40 to 80 years and were excluded from the 

sample. Fifty-one percent of the respondents in the sample were female, and the mean age 

was 58 years (SD = 11). 

 

The respondents were split about evenly over the low, medium and high education 

categories. Twenty-three percent of the sample was a current smoker, while 37% were 

previous smokers, and 40% were non-smokers. More than half of the respondents in the 

sample (54%) had experience with lung cancer in their close social circle. The mean 5-year 

lung cancer risk in the sample was 1.8%. More detailed information about the sample 

characteristics is presented in Table 2. 
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Characteristic Mean (SD) or n (percentage) 

Age (years) 58 (11) 

Gender (female) 526 (51%) 

Education  

… Low* 323 (31%) 

… Medium† 380 (37%) 

… High‡ 331 (32%) 

Self-perceived risk of lung cancer  

… Below average 360 (35%) 

… Average 561 (54%) 

… Above average 113 (11%) 

Smoke status  

… Current smoker 234 (23%), with mean smoking years 33 (SD=13) 

… Previous smoker 
387 (37%), with mean smoking years 22 (SD=13) 
and mean years since quitting 20 (SD=14) 

… Never smoker 413 (40%) 

Current respiratory problems 194 (18%) 

Has had pneumonia 275 (26%) 

Previous tumor (not lung) 71 (7%) 

Asbestos exposure 49 (5%) 

Close social circle LC experience 549 (54%) 

... Family member < 60 years old 92 (9%) 

… Family member > 60 years old 167 (17%) 

… But no family relation 285 (28%) 

Mean 5-year risk of lung cancer (with 95% CI)  

… Whole population 1.8% (0.0% to 11.6%) 

… Current smokers 2.7% (0.0% to 16.0%) 

… Previous smokers 1.3% (0.0% to 16.0%) 

… Never smokers 0.2% (0.0% to 1.5%) 

Table 2: Characteristics of the 1034 respondents included in the analyses. *=primary or secondary education. 
†=intermediate vocational training. ‡ =higher vocational training or university education. CI= confidence interval. 
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Attribute Rank order (1st > 2nd > 3rd) n (%) 

Corresponding 
attribute weight 
(SD) p-value 

M
o

d
e 

Blood > Breath > Scanner 231 (22%) 0.19 (0.16) <0.001 

Blood > Scanner > Breath 88 (9%) 0.18 (0.13)  

Breath > Blood > Scanner 353 (34%) 0.14 (0.11)  

Breath > Scanner > Blood 111 (11%) 0.16 (0.14)  

Scanner > Blood > Breath 155 (15%) 0.20 (0.17)  

Scanner > Breath > Blood 96 (9%) 0.17 (0.17)  

Location 
GP > Hospital 611 (59%) 0.17 (0.14) 0.69 

Hospital > GP 423 (31%) 0.16 (0.15)  

  
Table 3: Sample-level rankings of the levels of categorical attributes. The third columns describes how often each 
rank order occurred. The fourth column presents the attribute weights for respondents of each particular rank 
order (i.e. mode of screening for the first six rows, and location of screening for the bottom two rows). Finally, 
the fifth column shows the p-value for the ANOVA that tests if the attribute weights of either mode of location 
differed significantly between the rank orders. 

 

Ranking of categorical attributes levels and weights of attributes 
After collecting the answers to the SWING weighting questions from respondents, we 

identified 67 respondents who did not give the highest rating to the attribute they ranked 

first or who gave a rating of zero for all attributes except their first ranked attribute. These 

respondents were excluded before the final analyses. The characteristics of the excluded 

respondents did not differ significantly from those of the included respondents. The 

number of respondents in the final analyses (1034) was more than the required minimum 

number of respondents (704). Of all respondents included in the final analyses, 464 

respondents (45%) preferred breathing into a device, 319 respondents (31%) preferred 

giving blood, and 251 respondents (24%) preferred laying in a CT-scanner. The most 

common preference ordering for mode of screening was breath > blood > scan and the 

least occurring rank order was blood > scanner > breath (Table 3). There were 609 

respondents (59%) who would prefer to be screened at their GP office instead of at the 

hospital (Table 3). The attributes most often ranked first were location (27%), mode (20%), 

and sensitivity (19%). This is reflected in the attribute weights (i.e. the normalized ratings) 

of these attributes when averaged over the sample: location had a weight of 0.18 (SD = 

0.16), mode had a weight of 0.17 (SD = 0.14), and sensitivity had a weight of 0.16 (SD = 

0.13). These three most important attributes were followed by specificity (weight=0.13, 

SD=0.12), waiting time until results (weight=0.13, SD=0.12), and radiation load 

(weight=0.13, SD=0.12). Finally, duration of the screening procedure was the least 
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important attribute, ranked first by only 4% of respondents and with a mean weight of 0.10 

(SD=0.09). The mean attribute weights for all but one attribute (radiation load) were 

significantly different from    . Table 3 shows that the attribute weight for mode of 

screening was significantly different between the various preference orders for mode of 

screening (P<0.001). The attribute weight for location of screening did not differ 

significantly between respondents who preferred the hospital location and respondents 

who preferred the GP location. An overview of the mean attribute weights is presented in 

Table 4 and Figure 1. 

 

Preference subgroups 
Based on the discussed requirements for cluster analysis, we included five clusters (Table 

5). We assigned a name to each cluster based on the two attributes with the highest mean 

attribute weights according to respondents in that cluster. As a further condition we did 

not include an attribute in a cluster’s name if its mean attribute weight did not differ 

significantly from    .  in the cluster. The latter implies that a cluster could be assigned the 

name of only one attribute. The names of the five clusters as assigned in this manner were: 

‘radiation-sensitivity’ (n=236), ‘waiting time until results’ (n=157), ‘location-mode’ (n=299), 

‘mode-sensitivity’ (n=184), and ‘sensitivity-specificity’ (n=158). So for example, the 236 

respondents in the ‘radiation-sensitivity’ cluster considered radiation load and sensitivity to 

be the most important attributes of screening. The mean attribute weights differed 

significantly between clusters for radiation load (p<0.01), duration of screening procedure 

(p<0.01), mode of screening (p<0.01), and location of screening (p=0.01).  

 

Attribute name Mean normalized weight (SE) 

Sensitivity 0.16 (0.004) † 

Specificity 0.13 (0.004)* 

Radiation load 0.13 (0.004) 

Duration of screening procedure 0.10 (0.003) † 

Waiting time until results 0.13 (0.004) † 

Mode of screen 0.17 (0.004) † 

Location of screen 0.18 (0.005) † 

Table 4: Sample-level normalized attribute weights. P values for the one sample t test to test if the mean weight 

is different from 
 

 
 are denoted as *=p<0.05 and †=p<0.01. 
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 n 236 184 299 157 158  
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Sensitivity 
0.21 

(0.12) 
0.15 

(0.11) 
0.08 

(0.06) 
0.09 

(0.06) 
0.31 

(0.21) 
p=0.14 

Specificity 
0.20 

(0.11) 
0.10 

(0.06) 
0.06 

(0.04) 
0.07 

(0.05) 
0.26 

(0.17) 
p=0.93 

Radiation load 
0.25 

(0.18) 
0.10 

(0.06) 
0.10 

(0.06) 
0.14 

(0.09) 
0.07 

(0.05) 
p<0.01 

Duration of 
screening 

procedure 

0.09 
(0.08) 

0.11 
(0.11) 

0.10 
(0.08) 

0.13 
(0.12) 

0.08 
(0.07) 

p<0.01 

Waiting time 
until results 

0.07 
(0.05) 

0.11 
(0.06) 

0.11 
(0.08) 

0.30 
(0.18) 

0.10 
(0.07) 

p=0.93 

Mode of screen 
0.11 

(0.10) 
0.32 

(0.20) 
0.18 

(0.12) 
0.14 

(0.08) 
0.09 

(0.05) 
p<0.01 

Location of 
screen 

0.07 
(0.05) 

0.12 
(0.07) 

0.37 
(0.18) 

0.13 
(0.07) 

0.09 
(0.06) 

p=0.01 

 Screening mode      p<0.01 
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Scanner 17.4% 33.2% 23.7% 28% 21.5%  

Breath analysis 58.1% 33.2% 38.5% 46.5% 49.4%  

Blood analysis 24.6% 33.7% 37.8% 25.5% 29.1%  

Screening 
location 

     p=0.91 

GP 56.4% 59.8% 64.5% 55.4% 54.4%  

Hospital 43.6% 40.2% 35.5% 44.6% 45.6%  

Table 5: Normalized attribute weights and most preferred levels of categorical attributes per cluster. The 

reported p-value is for the ANOVA or  
 
 tests for testing if the mean weight or rank order of categorical attribute 

levels differs across clusters. 

The rank order of levels for the mode of screening differed significantly between clusters 

(p<0.01). Fifty-eight percent of the 236 respondents in the radiation-sensitivity cluster 

preferred the breath analysis mode compared to 45% in the whole sample and this 

difference was significant (p<0.05). In contrast, 33% of the 184 respondents in the mode-

sensitivity mode preferred the scanner mode. The pattern of location preferences did not 

differ significantly between the clusters (p=0.91). There were also no significant between-

cluster differences with regard to gender, age, smoke status, self-perceived risk, or 5-year 

lung cancer risk. Level of education differed significantly between clusters (p<0.01). Of 
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respondents with a low or medium level of education, most respondents were part of the 

location-mode cluster. Of respondents with a high level of education, most respondents 

were part of the sensitivity-specificity cluster. An overview of respondent characteristics 

across the various clusters can be found in Table 6. 

 

 Cluster  

 
Radiation-
sensitivity 

Mode-
sensitivity 

Location-
mode 

waitUntilR
esults 

Sensitivity-
specificity p-value 

n 236 184 299 157 158  

Percentage 
female 

54.7% 55.4% 49.2% 44.6% 49.4% p=0.93 

Age (SD) 55.7 (10.6) 59.1 (11.2) 59.6 (11.7) 58.9 (11.5) 58.3 (10.8) p=0.13 

Percentage 
smokers 

19.1% 23.4% 21.7% 25.5% 25.9% p=0.93 

Percentage 
AASPR 

11.9% 13.0% 6.7% 8.9% 17.1% p=0.10 

5-year lung 
cancer risk 

1.3% 1.9% 1.9% 2.0% 1.6% p=0.93 

Education      p<0.01 

… Low 25.0% 29.9% 36.5% 38.2% 25.3%  

… Medium 33.1% 44.6% 34.8% 37.6% 36.1%  

… High 41.9% 25.5% 28.8% 24.2% 38.6%  

 
Table 6: Comparison of observable characteristics between preference clusters. The reported p values are for the 

t or  
 
 tests that test if there are (significant) differences between the characteristics of the preference clusters. 

AASPR=above average self-perceived risk. 

 

Discussion 

This study examined public preferences for attributes of lung cancer screening policies. 

Based on interviews and a panel session the included attributes were sensitivity, specificity, 

radiation load, duration of screening procedure, waiting time until results, mode of 

screening, and location of screening. Of all respondents, 45% preferred breath analysis over 

going through a scanner or having a blood sample taken, and 60% would prefer to be 

screened at their GP’s office rather than at a hospital. The most important attributes 

according to the respondents were location of screening, mode of screening, and 

sensitivity.  
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Our results indicate that a one-size-fits-all approach for lung cancer screening is unlikely to 

provide the best value for all eligible persons in the population. Of the total respondent 

population, 59% would prefer a GP-based policy, and for 30% of respondents location was 

the most important attribute. This suggests that a hospital-based policy may provide a 

lower value for a significant percentage of people in the population. An interesting finding 

is that the lowest weight was given to duration of screening procedure. During the panel 

session the respondents clearly stated that they made a distinction between ‘useful time 

duration’ (going through a scanner, speaking to a clinician/nurse) and ‘useless time 

duration’ (predominantly waiting time) and indicated much less willingness to accept the 

latter. The low weight given by the respondents to duration of screening procedure may 

thus primarily reflect that people are willing to invest time in the screening, but care should 

still be taken that the waiting times are not too long. 

 

The results from the cluster analysis can provide relevant insights for implementing 

screening policies. A first observation is that there seems to be a split between respondents 

that focus on aspects of healthcare delivery (‘location-mode’ and ‘waiting time until results’ 

clusters) and respondents that focus on clinical aspects of screening (‘radiation-sensitivity’ 

and ‘sensitivity-specificity’ clusters). That 44% of respondents (Table 5) seem mostly 

concerned with aspects of healthcare delivery is an importance piece of information since 

most studies looking into how to implement lung cancer screening have until now focused 

on clinical attributes of screening. A second observation is that our results can help 

understand what drives people’s understanding of the value of screening, which can help 

guide tailored information provision during implementation. For example, for respondents 

in the location-mode cluster a screening based on breath or blood analysis at the GP is 

most valuable for practical reasons of travel and burden of screening procedure. A similar 

screening policy may be valuable for respondents in the radiation-sensitivity cluster; 

although the reason behind this increased value may be different (being concerned over 

scanner radiation load). If a scanner-based policy is nevertheless adopted, different 

implementation strategies may be appropriate for these two groups. The mode-location 

group may require more clarity about what it is like to be in a scanner and an incentive that 

reduces their perceived burden of going to the hospital (for example travel cost 

reimbursement or screening during the weekends). To convince the radiation-sensitivity 

group to come to the same screening, more information about what (little) impact the 

radiation load in LDCT has for them may be needed. A final observation when interpreting 

the cluster analysis results is that in this study the only predictive factor for cluster 

membership was educational level. One might therefore imagine tailored information 
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provision according to the preference clusters that persons with a particular level of 

education most often belong to. For example, brochures aimed at persons with a higher 

level of education could emphasize information about clinical benefits and the magnitude 

of harms due to radiation load. 

 

This study is (to the best of our knowledge) the first to measure public preference for lung 

cancer screening. Its main strengths are a large public sample and a broad set of attributes. 

This enabled insight into the variation in preferences that may exist in the study population 

(as indicated by the preference clusters). The broad set of attributes is important because 

the choice to attend a screening program can be argued to depend on person-specific 

attributes (e.g. self-perceived risk), technology-specific attributes (e.g. sensitivity), and 

healthcare delivery-specific attributes (e.g. location). Most preference studies in the field of 

cancer screening have focused on technology-specific attributes of screening but this may 

lead to unrealistic ideas about what drives screening attendance [18]. In our study we 

therefore measured the preferences of the general public for technology-specific attributes 

of screening as well as for healthcare delivery-specific attributes of screening. Furthermore, 

we investigated whether preferences for these attributes were related to demographics, 

self-perceived risk, and lung cancer risk factors. Lung cancer screening trials previously 

investigated person-specific attributes in relation with screening attendance and found that 

smoking status and self-perceived risk correlated with screening attendance [10–14], which 

would suggest that such factors are predictive of population preferences. However, we 

found no preference clusters with a significantly different proportion of smokers or persons 

with an above average self-perceived risk of lung cancer. The difference between our 

findings and those from the lung cancer screening trials may be explained by the fact that 

screening trials generally include only high-risk persons while our study considered a public 

sample. A common finding in preference studies for other types of cancer is that clinical 

attributes of screening are considered most important by respondents. This was not 

reflected in our sample as a whole, although it was the case for two clusters (‘radiation-

sensitivity’ and ‘sensitivity-specificity’ clusters). A first explanation for this may be that not 

all previous preference studies took into account such attributes. Furthermore, since 

respondents in the clinically-oriented clusters had a higher level of education than those in 

other clusters, the difference may be explained by the fact that our public sample was split 

about evenly between the three educational categories. Finally, an explanation may be that 

respondents perceive overlap between attributes, for example perceiving going through a 

scanner as also having intrinsic value with regard to diagnostic accuracy. In the 

questionnaire the respondents were explicitly asked to consider the mode and location 
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attributes independently from preconceptions of sensitivity and specificity, but we cannot 

rule out this was misunderstood by some respondents. 

 

Our study also had some limitations. First of all, it should be taken into account that stated 

preferences as elicited with this study may differ from the revealed preference for 

screening policy of respondents. Concrete examples of this can be found for colon cancer 

screening, where a review found that 66% to 88% stated they would be willing to attend, 

while actual attendance in the population was much lower (40% to 50%) [21,22]. Also, 

there is uncertainty in our results because of the inherent difficulty respondents may 

experience when translating their preferences into rankings or numbers. This may have 

been the case with the 67 respondents who we excluded based on inconsistent answers. 

Finally, because we did not include ‘intention to attend’ questions, we can only compare 

the value of screening policies across respondents, but we cannot predict absolute 

screening attendance. 

 

Future research should be directed toward using the results presented in this study to 

design and compare lung cancer screening policies that optimize value for the eligible 

population. A critical part of such an undertaking would be to assess the costs of 

implementing and running lung cancer screening policies [41]. Since a CT-based national 

policy may be costly, new less-costly technologies such as breath analysis or biomarkers 

may be advantageous [7,8]. Our study suggests that the perceived value of such screening 

technologies can be substantial if these could be realized in a primary care setting. Breath 

and other biomarker technologies are still early in development, but if clinical equivalence 

to LDCT can be proven, it may be possible to operationalize a national screening program 

using only breath/biomarker analysis. If the new technologies cannot prove equal or 

superior diagnostic performance, tradeoffs have to be made between attendance and 

screening sensitivity. The reasoning here is that because of the voluntary nature of 

screening, even a highly sensitive screening technology does not add value if people do not 

attend. One might envision a two-line screening policy where the first line is formed by 

breath/biomarker analysis at a primary care facility which will not be perceived as a barrier 

by most people. People with clearly negative results on the breath/biomarker analysis 

could then be sent home, while people with suspect or indeterminate results could be sent 

to a second line screening with LDCT at a hospital. A similar two-line strategy is currently 

used in the Netherlands for colon cancer, where the first line is formed by fecal occult 

blood tests individuals can perform at home, and the second line is formed by colonoscopy; 

the latter being a sensitive procedure but an expensive and burdensome one that may 

deter people from attending if it were the only screening option. For such a two-line policy 
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to be a practical solution, further research is needed to ascertain the accuracy of the 

technology used in the first line. In the panel session it was mentioned that it would be 

beneficial to combine several types of screening. Designing a multi-indication screening is 

arguably even more difficult than designing a single-cancer screening, but may have great 

potential in terms of mortality reduction [42]. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, in our study we assessed the preferences of the general population regarding 

performance attributes of lung cancer screening policies. Mode of screening, location of 

screening, and sensitivity were found to be the most important attributes. Respondents 

preferred GP-based screening and breath analysis. Five distinct preference subgroups were 

identified. Of these, two subgroups (44% of respondents) were oriented more toward 

aspects healthcare delivery and two subgroups (38% of respondents) were oriented more 

toward clinical benefits and harms of screening. There was a significant difference in 

educational level between clusters. A one-size-fits-all approach for lung cancer screening is 

unlikely to provide the best value for everyone in the eligible population. 
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Abstract 

Background: Preference elicitation studies have been proposed together with multi-criteria 

decision analysis (MCDA) models for value-based and patient-centered healthcare 

decisions. Until now, correlations between attribute weights have been largely ignored. 

Copulas are a flexible method for fitting multivariate distributions and this study aims to 

explore their use for fitting multivariate preference distributions. 

 

Methods: We fitted copulas to public preference data for seven attributes of lung cancer 

screening. Maximum likelihood estimation was used to fit marginal density distributions for 

each attribute. A vine copula was used to capture dependencies. We compared Monte 

Carlo samples from the copula to samples obtained with normal, beta, and Dirichlet 

distributions. 

 

Results: Most fitting methods estimated mean attribute weights and standard deviations 

well (mean differences   ). Copulas had the lowest differences in skewness and kurtosis 

compared to the dataset (0.6 and 4.5, respectively), while the normal distributions had the 

highest difference (2.3 and 8.4, respectively). The multivariate normal distribution had the 

highest log likelihood (17843) and the Dirichlet distribution had the lowest (809). The 

multivariate normal distribution had a lower Frobenius norm than the copula (0.0 

compared to 0.1). The MCDA assumptions were met best by the Dirichlet distribution 

(100%) while the normal distributions yielded negative weights in 23% of samples 

 

Conclusions: Using a large dataset, we have illustrated that copula functions are a flexible 

and appropriate approach for fitting multivariate preference distributions. We recommend 

the reporting of copula parameters in preference studies and recommend further research 

into the application of copulas in personalized healthcare. 
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Introduction 

Even when supported by the best evidence, healthcare policy decisions inevitably require 

subjective value judgments [1,2]. These need to be as transparent and consistent as 

possible, and be made using a consistent conceptualization of what constitutes ‘value’ 

[3,4]. Stakeholders are increasingly asked to inform these value judgments [5,6], in 

particular patients when alternative decision options may have a profound impact on their 

prognoses. To take into account patient views in a consistent and representative manner, it 

has been proposed to construct a quantitative value framework that incorporates patient 

preferences, elicited with methods such as discrete choice experiments (DCE) or multi-

criteria decision analysis (MCDA) [2,7,8]. These methods can be used to describe treatment 

alternatives in terms of their attributes, for example “percentage symptom reduction”, 

“mode of administration”, or “probability of side effect”. From the patients’ responses to 

structured questionnaires it is possible to estimate the relative importance weights of these 

attributes, which shed light on the value that respondents place on specific characteristics 

of the interventions and the extent to which they are prepared to receive an improvement 

in one attribute at the cost of a deterioration in another. These attribute weights can for 

instance be presented to decision makers [8] or be used to explicitly let patients weight the 

clinical performance of treatments [9]. 

 

As patients assign a preference weight to each of the included treatment attributes in 

preference studies, data from such studies is inevitably multivariate in nature and can be 

represented as a vector of attribute weights per patient respondent [10]. There can be 

substantial differences in the (vector of) attribute weights that patients assign to treatment 

attributes [11]. Acknowledging these differences is a novel direction for the field of 

personalized healthcare [12]. Nevertheless, the multivariate nature of preferential data has 

been largely ignored in decision models by assuming that the distributions for attribute 

weights are independent [9]. This is, however, not a realistic assumption as there can be 

clear correlations between attribute weights. For example, risk averse patients are more 

likely to give relatively high weights to all side effects of treatment, which makes it likely 

that these attribute weights are correlated. Disregarding such correlations between 

attribute weights may misrepresent the actual underlying preferences of the respondent 

sample and may subsequently bias probabilistic models that use the preference data as 

input to construct patient-weighted treatment values. A first method to address the 

unrealistic assumption of independence between attribute weights is to assume they can 

be described with a multivariate normal distribution [13]. 
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However, a disadvantage of this approach is that a series of univariate normal distributions 

will be imposed on the individual attributes. This can be disadvantageous because different 

types of distributions may provide the best fit for different attributes, depending on the 

specifics of the attribute. One way to improve on this would be to fit multivariate 

preference distributions using copulas [14]. Copulas allow for the modeling of the marginal 

density distributions and dependency relations in two independent but simultaneous steps 

[15]. Marginal distributions of the attribute weights can be selected using conventional 

fitting methods for univariate distributions, while the dependencies are parameterized with 

a copula function. A copula multivariate distribution can therefore contain any type of 

marginal distribution (normal, beta, uniform, etc.), while still retaining the correlation 

structure between the various marginal distributions [16]. 

 

There is a rich history of applying copulas, primarily in the fields of economics and finance 

[14,17,18]. There are several applications in healthcare where copulas have been used to 

model between-location variability in multinational clinical trials outcomes data [19,20]. 

Another area of application in healthcare can be found in the meta-analysis of diagnostic 

accuracies literature, where the correlation between sensitivity and specificity prohibits the 

use of conventional techniques [21]. Despite its apparent advantages, no applications of 

copulas to model dependency relations in multivariate preference data are known. 

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to explore the use of copulas for fitting multivariate 

patient preference data and to compare copulas to other fitting methods using data from a 

study on public preferences for attributes of lung cancer screening.  

 

Methods 

Overview of copulas 
A copula function is a multivariate distribution function with uniformly distributed marginal 

distributions. The word ‘copula’ derives from the Latin word for ‘link’, which is an aptly 

chosen name as Abe Sklar showed that one can uniquely write a joint distribution function 

for   random variables in terms of the marginal distribution functions    for each variable 

and a copula function   [22]: 

 

                               (1) 

 

One can model a multivariate distribution function by estimating the marginals and the 

copula function separately in two distinct steps: 1) selecting marginal distribution functions 
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and 2) selecting a copula function. The main advantage of using copulas for modeling 

multivariate data is that in the first step any type of marginal distribution function (normal, 

beta, etc.) can be selected as long as its distribution function has an inverse. The reason for 

this is that the inverse of the distribution function, constructed using the quantile 

transform, maps all values of       to   . This implies that it can be used as a marginal 

distribution function for a copula function that has, by definition, uniform marginals.  

 

Most research has focused on selecting and fitting bivariate copula functions [14,23]. 

Literature abounds about the various ‘families’ of copula functions that describe different 

types of dependencies [15]. The simple Clayton copula function, for example, defines 

dependence between two uniformly distributed variables    and    using a single 

parameter  : 

 

                         
     

   
 

      

 
(2) 

with          and    . Using this copula, one can represent a negative correlation 

with     , independence with    , and a positive correlation with   greater than   

[24]. 

 

Practically fitting copulas in higher dimensions 
In the case of preference data, we are interested in modeling dependency between a larger 

number of attributes. The available (families of) copula functions that can deal with this in a 

practical manner is limited [25]. Previous studies found that a practical approach for 

constructing a higher dimensional copula function is to pairwise combine bivariate copula 

functions in several steps [16,26]. Copula functions constructed in this way are termed vine 

copulas. We will illustrate the rationale behind vine copulas for the most simple case with 

three random variables   ,    and   . See that by applying the chain rule the joint 

density function of these variables   can be written as a product of conditional density 

functions and one marginal density function, e.g. 

 

                                     (3) 

 

Furthermore, by differentiating Formula 1 one can write a joint density function as a 

product of a copula density function and marginal density functions. For     for example 

the joint density function is                  where     is shorthand for the copula 

density                  and    is shorthand for the density      . With this in mind one 
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can rewrite the conditional density of, for example,    as a function of a copula density 

function and the marginal density function of   : 

 

         
    

  
        

 

(4) 

This illustrates that we can express the joint density function as a product of conditional 

density functions and a marginal density function (Formula 3) and we can express 

conditional density functions as a product of bivariate copula density functions and 

marginal density functions (Formula 4). This implies that we can write the joint density 

function   for the three variables in our example as a product of bivariate copula density 

functions and marginal density functions: 

 

                             , 

 
(5) 

With,    shorthand notation for the copula density, e.g.                              . 

A joint density function on   dimensions can be represented as a series of     undirected 

graphs (‘trees’), where the edges represent bivariate copula functions and where the edges 

of graph   become the nodes of tree     [27,28]. An example of the vine copula described 

by Formula 5 is given in Figure 1. Importantly, this vine copula structure is not unique as in 

fact there are three alternative structures. The number of possible vine copula structures 

increases quadratically with  , more precisely with          [24]. The choice of vine 

copula structure is important as some structures have a better fit to the data than others. 

There are multiple ways to select a vine copula structure that best preserves the 

dependency relations in the data [16]. In general, for a better fit of the data under study it 

has been found to be advantageous to combine pairs of attributes with a higher correlation 

before combining pairs with a lower correlation [24]. 

 
 

Figure 1: Vine copula structure of the simple three variable example. The copula function of Formula 5 can be 
visualized using this vine copula. Each node in the first tree represents a random variable, and each edge 
represents a copula function. Nodes in tree        represent the edges of tree    . 
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Applying copulas for fitting multivariate preference data 
In this study, copulas will be applied for the case of lung cancer screening. Lung cancer is 

among the most deadly types of cancer in the world, especially so because symptoms 

usually present only at later stages [29]. Since the survival for early stage cancer is much 

better than that for later stages, there is increasing attention for developing lung cancer 

screening programs [30,31]. However, it is unknown how one should operationalize these 

in such a way that attendance is maximized [32]. Therefore, it is important to know what 

factors determine whether or not to someone decides to attend a screening. In an earlier 

study we elicited preferences of the general population that may be eligible for screening in 

the Netherlands [33]. During interviews and a panel session the following attributes of 

screening were identified: sensitivity, specificity, radiation load, duration of screening 

procedure, waiting time until results, mode of screening, and location of screening. 

Subsequently, a questionnaire was used to assess the relative weights of these attributes 

according to a sample of the Dutch general population. A total of 1034 complete responses 

to the questionnaire were obtained, which contained for each respondent a vector of 

seven attribute weights, i.e. one for every attribute.  By design, each weight is between 

zero and one, and the attribute weights add up to one per respondent. It is the multivariate 

distribution of the attribute weights that we aim to model with the use of copulas. To do 

so, we have to select the best fitting probability density function for each attribute and 

select an appropriate structure for the vine copula. 

 

Selecting marginal distributions 

Since not all marginal density functions need to be of the same type when using copulas, a 

choice of marginal density function has to be made for each attribute. For this we used 

maximum likelihood estimation to fit several types of distributions for each attribute, and 

we then selected the best fitting distribution based on minimizing the Bayesian information 

criterion (BIC) [34]. As candidates we considered the following distributions. First of all, the 

Beta distribution was included as it is naturally defined (as the attribute weights are) on the 

      interval. For similar reasons we also included the Gamma, Weibull, F, and exponential 

distributions because they are defined on the       interval. Third of all we included the 

normal and Student t distributions as they are very commonly applied distributions. Finally, 

because descriptive statistics and empirical density plots of the data showed signs of 

bimodality in the weights for some attributes, we also included bimodal beta mixture 

distributions [35]. Since such mixture distributions are not commonly applied in the field of 

preferences studies and because we suspected that they would dominate the simpler 

options described above, we opted to use them only as marginal distributions for a 

separate copula-based multivariate distribution. For optimization purposes, attribute 
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weights in the data of exactly 0.00 were altered to      and attribute weights of exactly 

1.00 were altered to       . 

 

Selecting the vine copula structure 

The structure for the vine copula was found using the data-driven method based on 

Kendall’s   described in [26]. The method consisted of six steps. In each step a tree was 

selected that maximized the pairwise correlations as measured with Kendall’s   [36]. This 

process was continued until a complete vine copula function was obtained for the whole 

dataset. For each pair in the vine, the best fitting type of copula function was selected 

based on the BIC. As possible options we considered the following (families of) copula 

functions: the independence copula, the Gaussian copula, the Student t copula, the Clayton 

copula, the Gumbel copula, the Frank copula, the Joe copula, the BB1 copula, the BB6 

copula, the BB7 copula, and the BB8 copula [24]. Rotated versions of these copula 

functions were also included to be able to fit negative dependencies. 

 

Simulation study  

To study the performance of the fitting of multivariate preference distributions with vine 

copulas, we compared their fit to the fit of other commonly used multivariate distributions. 

This was done as follows. First of all, we selected several commonly used distributions as 

comparators and estimated their parameters using maximum likelihood estimation. Then, 

we drew samples from both the copula distribution and the comparators. These samples 

were then compared to the original data using a set of predefined comparison metrics. 

 

Multivariate distributions used as comparators 

We started by fitting two multivariate distributions to our data, namely the multivariate 

normal distribution and the Dirichlet distribution. The first was used in an earlier study that 

modelled correlations between attribute weights [13], and the latter is the multivariate 

extension of the Beta distribution and seems especially relevant for our case of preference 

data since it, like the attribute weights, is defined on       . Since many previous decision 

modeling studies have assumed independence between attribute weights, we also fitted 

univariate beta and univariate normal distributions to the preference data. Parameters for 

all of these distributions were obtained with maximum likelihood estimation. 

 

Sampling scheme 

In total, 10,000 samples were generated for each method. Each sample consisted of 1034 

observations to make the sample size equal to that of the original dataset. To obtain a 

sample from the copula-based multivariate distributions, first a sample from the hypercube 
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       was drawn from the copula function [27]. By using the inverse distribution function 

of the fitted marginal distribution functions these random vectors could be transformed 

into a sample of attribute weights. Samples for the other methods were obtained by 

inserting samples from a uniformly distributed hypercube        into the inverse (i.e. 

quantile) distribution functions of each comparator, references for which can be found in 

[37–40]. 

 

Comparison metrics 

We compared the samples from the six different methods with seven performance metrics. 

There are five per-attribute metrics that describe how well the characteristics of individual 

attribute are captured, and two overall metrics that describe how well the dataset as a 

whole is captured. The per-attribute metrics are differences between the data and the 

samples with regard to their mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. The first 

overall metrics was the Frobenius norm (i.e. the generalization of the Euclidean distance) 

between the covariance matrix of a sample and the covariance matrix of the original 

dataset. Here a low Frobenius norm implies that the covariance matrix of a sample has a 

good resemblance to the covariance matrix of the dataset. For each fitted distribution we 

also calculated the log likelihood and we estimated the percentage of attribute weights  
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beta -1739 -2169 -1961 -2658 -2155 -1631 -1467 

exp -1716 -2124 -2091 -2666 -2160 -1622 -1494 

f -516 -868 -652 -1231 -803 -370 -409 

gamma -1715 -2138 -2085 -2677 -2157 -1615 -1500 

logistic -1256 -1653 -1734 -2370 -1804 -1246 -943 

normal -1087 -1473 -1417 -1942 -1464 -1066 -773 

t -1350 -1718 -1882 -2511 -1979 -1373 -1112 

weibull -1709 -2119 -2095 -2659 -2154 -1624 -1488 

Bimodal 
mixture beta 

-1992 -2455 -2407 -3231 -2604 -1886 -1757 

Table 1: BIC values for the marginals for the included parametric univariate distributions. 
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that were between zero and one across all samples obtained from a fitting method. Finally, 

we calculated the percentage of samples where all attribute weights summed up to one. 

For this metric we allowed for an error of 0.01. All of the above metrics (apart from the log 

likelihood) were calculated for each of the 10,000 obtained samples. Therefore, we can 

assess their posterior distributions and we chose to use the posterior means of the 

comparison metrics as the main outcomes for the simulation study. 

Results 

Copula fitting 
The BIC values for the included distribution types found in the first step of fitting a copula-

based distribution can be found in Table 1. The beta mixture distribution had the lowest BIC 

across all attributes. The best fitting other distribution for the sensitivity, specificity, and 

mode of screening attributes was the beta distribution. For duration of procedure and 

location of screening this was a gamma distribution, for radiation load this was a Weibull 

distribution and for time until results this was the exponential distribution. 

 

The parameter estimates for these distributions can be found in Table 2. The parameters 

for the beta mixture distributions are presented in Table 3. The parameter estimates 

together with standard errors for the univariate normal, multivariate normal, beta, and 

Dirichlet distributions (i.e. the comparators) can be found in Table 4. 

 

The structure of the vine copula can be found in Figure 2. For the first order pairs (i.e.    ) 

Joe-Gumbel, t, and Frank copulas were found to have the lowest BIC. For all the second 

order pairs (i.e.      ), the Student t copula had the lowest BIC. In the third until the sixth 

order pairs some pairs were best fitted with a (skewed) survival copula. For example, a 

survival Joe-Frank copula was found to be the best fitting copula for joining radiation and 

mode of screening, conditional on sensitivity and specificity. 

 

Attributes that were combined early on in the process of constructing the vine copula were 

often aspects of screening that have a clear and logical relation. An example of this is the 

sensitivity/specificity pair because both attributes describe diagnostic accuracy, i.e. the 

core clinical benefit of screening. Another example is the duration/wait pair because these 

attributes are both time related. 

 

In Table 5 we present a complete overview of all fitted bivariate copula functions that were 

used to construct the vine copula. 
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Attribute Type Parameter 1 (SE) Parameter 2 (SE) 

Sensitivity Beta 0.80 (0.03) 4.18 (0.20) 

Specificity Beta 0.76 (0.03) 5.10 (0.25) 

Radiation load Weibull 1.08 (0.03) 0.14 (0.00) 

Duration of procedure Gamma 0.85 (0.03) 8.46 (0.43) 

Time until results Exponential 7.75 (0.24) - 

Mode of screening Beta 0.87 (0.03) 4.29 (0.20) 

Location of screening Gamma 0.87 (0.03) 4.90 (025) 

Table 2: Types and parameters of best fitting marginals for use in copula distribution 

 

 

 
Attribute Parameters and weight 1st beta 

(     ) 
Parameters and weight 2nd  beta 
(     ) 

Sensitivity [0.16, 0.73, 0.08] [1.4, 7.70, 0.92] 

Specificity [1.45, 9.67, 0.91] [0.15, 0.98, 0.08] 

Radiation load [2.16, 16.26, 0.87] [0.24, 0.79, 0.13] 

Duration of procedure [0.16, 0.99, 0.11] [2.31, 21.96, 0.89] 

Time until results [2.44, 19.12, 0.85] [0.23, 1.04, 0.15] 

Mode of screening [0.42, 1.52, 0.31] [2.89, 18.38, 0.69] 

Location of screening [0.39, 1.19, 0.36] [2.73, 18.10, 0.64] 

Table 3: Parameters of best fitting beta mixture distributions for use in copula distribution 

 

 

 
 Normal Beta Dirichlet 

Attribute Mean SD                

Sensitivity 0.16 (0.00) 0.14 (0.00) 0.79 (0.03) 4.20 (0.20) 0.15 

Specificity 0.13 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) 0.76 (0.03) 5.10 (0.25) 0.13 

Radiation load 0.13 (0.00) 0.12 (0.00) 0.83 (0.03) 5.00 (0.24) 0.14 

Duration of procedure 0.10 (0.00) 0.09 (0.00) 0.78 (0.03) 6.73 (0.33) 0.12 

Time until results 0.13 (0.00) 0.12 (0.00) 0.82 (0.03) 5.46 (0.27) 0.14 

Mode of screening 0.17 (0.00) 0.14 (0.00) 0.87 (0.03) 4.29 (0.20) 0.16 

Location of screening 0.18 (0.01) 0.17 (0.00) 0.71 (0.03) 3.10 (0.15) 0.16 

Table 4: Parameter estimates (with standard error) for conventional fitting methods. 
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Comparison with other methods 
Figure 3 shows the marginal density functions each of the fitting methods overlaid on top 

of the histograms of the original dataset. From this plot it can be seen that not all methods 

fit the attribute weight distributions equally well. The normal distributions misrepresent the 

lower bound of the weights, having density for negative weights and also missing density 

around the low weights because of a lack of skewness. Figure 3 also shows that the 

marginal density functions for the univariate Beta, Dirichlet, and copula distributions are 

very similar. The densities for the copula distribution with beta mixture marginal densities 

generally have a high density around weights of zero, and at 0.1 have a second density 

peak. 

 

All fitting methods estimated the mean weights and standard deviations well (mean 

differences all close to zero), with the exception of the Dirichlet distribution. The 

differences in skewness for the normal distributions are 2.3 on average, 0.6 on average for  

 

 
Figure 2: An illustration of the sequential building of the Vine copula structure for the lung cancer screening case. 
Attribute names have been shortened to numbers for clarity, with 1=sensitivity, 2=specificity, 3=radiation load, 
4=duration of screening procedure, 5=time until results, 6=mode of screening, 7=location of screening. For 
details on what copula functions (and associated parameters) were used in the various trees, see Table 5. 
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the copula distributions and 1.1 on average for the copula distribution with mixture beta 

marginals. The average differences in skewness for the beta and dirichlet distribution were 

0.97 and 1.00, respectively. 

 

The kurtosis metric shows a similar picture: the difference is 8.50 on average for the normal 

distributions, 4.42 for the copula distribution and 7.4 for the copula distribution with beta 

mixture marginals. The performance on this metric of the other distributions varies greatly 

per attribute. 

 

The difference in kurtosis for the radiation load and screening duration attributes are 

noticeably higher across all fitting methods (14.36 on average) compared to the other 

attributes (4.00 on average). 

 

The average Frobenius norm for the multivariate normal distribution is 0.00 compared to 

the values of 0.03 for the independently assumed beta distributions, 0.02 for the Dirichlet 

distribution, 0.10 for the copula distribution and 0.70 for the copula distribution with beta 

mixture marginals. 

 

The multivariate normal distribution had the highest log likelihood, namely 17843, followed 

by the copula distribution with beta mixture marginals (15205), copula distribution (13950), 

independent beta distributions (6939), independent normal distributions (4659), and the 

Dirichlet distribution (809). 

 

For the univariate beta distributions, the Dirichlet distribution, and the copula distributions 

all sampled weights are between zero and one (by definition). For the univariate and 

multivariate normal distributions negative values for attribute weights were drawn in 13% 

of the weight samples from the (univariate and multivariate) normal distributions across all 

attributes. 

 

The Dirichlet and multivariate normal distributions were the only distributions that 

consistently yielded weight samples whose sum was between 1 0.01. For the other 

distributions the sum of weights in around 1.5% of samples was equal to       . When 

the       tolerance in sampling error was removed, the Dirichlet was (as expected) the 

only distribution that yielded weight samples that exactly added up to one. 

 

An overview of the comparison metrics across all fitting methods can be found in Table 6. 
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Tree 

level 

Copula pair Copula family P1 P2 

1 Rad,spec Joe-Gumbel 1.63 2.28 

 Spec, sens t 0.74 2.20 

 Wait, time Joe-Gumbel 1.36 2.75 

 Mode, sens Frank 5.32 - 

 Sens, location Frank 4.56 - 

 Time, location Joe-Gumbel 1.63 2.03 

2 Rad,sens | spec t 0.22 17.39 

 Spec, mode | sens t 0.25 17.42 

 Wait, location | time t 0.24 5.89 

 Mode, location | sens t 0.57 3.21 

 Sens, time | location t 0.46 7.25 

3 Rad, mode | sens, spec Survival Joe-Frank 1.67 0.97 

 Spec, location | mode, sens Survival Joe-Frank 1.58 0.87 

 Wait, sens | location, time Survival Gumbel 1.04 - 

 Mode, time | location, sens Survival Joe-Frank 1.77 0.89 

4 Rad, location | mode, sens, spec t 0.06 20.78 

 Spec, time | location, mode, sens Frank 2.99 - 

 Wait, mode | sens, location, time Survival Joe-Frank 1.52 0.87 

5 Rad, time | location, mode, sens, spec t 0.22 15.61 

 Spec, wait | time, location, mode, sens Joe-Frank 1.42 0.75 

6 Rad, wait | time, location, mode, sens, spec Survival Joe-Frank 1.13 0.99 

Table 5: Copula pairs with used copula functions and parameters. sens=sensitivity, spec=specificity, rad=radiation 
load, dur=duration of screening, time=waiting time until results, P1=first parameter, P2=second parameter. 
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Figure 3: histogram of the attribute weights in the original dataset and marginal density functions each of the 
fitting methods. Since the parameters estimates for the univariate and multivariate normal are the same, their 
densities are plotted as one ‘normal’ density. sens=sensitivity, spec=specificity, rad=radiation load, 
time=duration of screening procedure, wait=time until results, mode=mode of screening, location=location of 
screening  

Discussion 

In this study we explored how copulas can be used to model multivariate preference data 

that was elicited in an MCDA framework. We compared copulas to conventional fitting 

methods using a simulation study. Conventional methods and the multivariate normal 

distribution in particular, outperform copula functions on mean, standard deviation, log 

likelihood and Frobenius norm. However, the flexibility of arbitrary marginals means that 

the specific functional forms of marginals were better captured with copulas, as reflected in 

its better performance on the skewness and kurtosis metrics as well as on the metric 

regarding the MCDA assumption that weights should be between zero and one. The 

marginal attribute distributions across all fitting methods were sometimes quite different in 

functional form (as evidenced in the skewness and kurtosis metrics) to the empirical 

attribute distributions, and this was especially true for the radiation load and duration of 

screening attributes. 

A perceived bimodality in the empirical densities of some attribute weight encouraged us 

to try and fit a copula model that had bimodal beta mixture distributions as its marginals. 

These mixture marginals had a lower (i.e. better) BIC than the other univariate 

distributions, which was most likely due to them having more parameters (five as opposed 

to one or two for the other distributions). Nevertheless, the copula function with mixture 

marginals performed worse than the copula function that had several different types of  
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marginals on the univariate as well as multivariate comparison metrics. This could imply 

that it might be advantageous to explore other metrics than the Bayesian information 

criterion to select the type of marginal densities. The exploration of using mixture beta 

distributions for the marginal densities points toward an advantage of the copula 

methodology. This advantage is that, although multivariate mixture distributions are not 

commonly used or described in literature, we could readily create one because we only 

needed to fit the marginal densities and could subsequently model the dependencies with 

the (already fitted) copula function. We elected to use the mixture beta marginals for all 

attributes in the dataset since all empirical distributions showed signs of bimodality. 

However, since marginal densities are estimated separately from the copula function, for 

other preference datasets it may be advantageous to use a mixture distribution for only a 

subset of attributes. 

 

Our results suggest that vine copula distributions can describe attribute weights properly 

and in a flexible manner. This would argue for an inclusion of copulas in studies describing 

public or patient preferences. With public and private healthcare decisions being made 

more and more based on quantitative models that require both patient preferences and 

clinical evidence as input, copulas can be a useful tool to model multivariate datasets. 

Copula models can improve the grounding of decisions in evidence as researchers or policy 

makers would have a better idea of the dependency relations in the evidence compared to 

when univariate distributions and/or simple measures of dispersion are used. Furthermore, 

obtaining or providing complete datasets can present researchers with practical and legal 

barriers. Our study shows that, using copulas, a multivariate distribution can be described 

using a relatively small number of data points. One might imagine a table or appendix that 

describes the form and parameters of each marginal density, a description of the vine 

copula structure, and the copula functions with parameters. Given   patients providing 

their preferences for   attributes, we could then describe the data with          

       bivariate copula functions (each having one or two parameters), an order of 

combination for the vine construction and   marginal densities (each with one or two 

parameters), which is much smaller than reporting the whole dataset (which has a size of 

  ). The reporting of copula structure and parameters may thus present a practical 

midpoint between incomplete reporting and the practical/legal challenges of providing 

complete datasets. 

 

Reporting copula functions and parameters in preference studies still has two practical 

limitations. First of all, fitting copula models requires some knowledge of statistical 

software (R, SAS or Stata) as it is not a standard option in commonly used packages like 
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Independent normal 

 
Independent beta 

 
Multivariate normal 
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Sens 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Spec 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Rad 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Dur 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Time 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Mode 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Location 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

D
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fe
re

n
ce

 in
 S

D
 

Sens 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Spec 0.00 (0.00 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Rad 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to -0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Dur 0.00 (0.00 to 0.00) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (0.00 to 0.00) 

Time 0.00 (0.00 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.01 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Mode 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

Location 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

D
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n
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 s
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w

n
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Sens 1.83 (1.69 to 1.99) 0.54 (0.37 to 0.70) 1.83 (1.68 to 1.98) 

Spec 1.96 (1.81 to 2.10) 0.50 (0.30 to 0.69) 1.96 (1.81 to 2.11) 

Rad 2.64 (2.50 to 2.79) 1.28 (1.10 to 1.46) 2.64 (2.49 to 2.79) 

Dur 3.66 (3.51 to 3.81) 2.06 (1.83 to 2.29) 3.66 (3.52 to 3.81) 

Time 2.65 (2.50 to 2.80) 1.23 (1.03 to 1.41) 2.65 (2.51 to 2.80) 

Mode 1.83 (1.68 to 1.98) 0.61 (0.45 to 0.76) 1.83 (1.68 to 1.98) 

Location 1.80 (1.66 to 1.95) 0.59 (0.44 to 0.72) 1.80 (1.65 to 1.95) 

D
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Sens 4.19 (3.86 to 4.46) 2.75 (1.97 to 3.41) 4.19 (3.87 to 4.46) 

Spec 5.54 (5.21 to 5.81) 3.39 (2.32 to 4.28) 5.54 (5.21 to 5.81) 

Rad 10.28 (9.96 to 10.54) 8.51 (7.59 to 9.28) 10.27 (9.94 to 10.54) 

Dur 22.21 (21.89 to 22.47) 19.33 (17.8 to 20.50) 22.21 (21.89 to 22.48) 

Time 9.62 (9.29 to 9.89) 7.55 (6.45 to 8.42) 9.62 (9.30 to 9.89) 

Mode 4.04 (3.71 to 4.31) 2.80 (2.10 to 3.40) 4.05 (3.73 to 4.31) 

Location 3.45 (3.13 to 3.72) 2.43 (1.86 to 2.93) 3.45 (3.12 to 3.71) 

 Frobenius 0.03 (0.03 to 0.03) 0.03 (0.03 to 0.03) 0.00 (0.00 to 0.01) 

 LL 4659 6939 17843 

 P01 0.87 (0.86 to 0.87) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 0.87 (0.86 to 0.87) 

Ps1 0.02 (0.01 to 0.03) 0.02 (0.01 to 0.03) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 

Table 6: Comparison metrics with empirical 2.5%th and 97.5%th quantiles. Cov=covariance, sens=sensitivity, 
spec=specificity, rad=radiation load, dur=duration of screening, time=waiting time until results, LL=log-likelihood, 
P01=percentage of weights between 0 and 1, PD1=percentage of samples with sum of weights 1 0.01. 
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Dirichlet 
Copula with 
marginals of Table 1a Copula with Beta mixture 

0.01 (0.00 to 0.02) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 

-0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (0.00 to 0.01) 

-0.02 (-0.02 to -0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.00 (0.00 to 0.01) 

-0.01 (-0.01 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 

0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 

0.02 (0.01 to 0.03) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 

0.01 (0.00 to 0.02) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.02 (0.01 to 0.02) 

-0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.01 (0.01 to 0.02) 

-0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.00 (-0.01 to 0.01) 0.02 (0.02 to 0.03) 

-0.02 (-0.03 to -0.02) -0.02 (-0.03 to -0.01) 0.02 (0.01 to 0.02) 

-0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.02 (0.02 to 0.03) 

0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) -0.01 (-0.02 to 0.00) 0.02 (0.01 to 0.03) 

0.03 (0.02 to 0.04) -0.02 (-0.04 to -0.01) 0.02 (0.02 to 0.03) 

0.58 (0.40 to 0.74) 0.54 (0.38 to 0.7) 0.64 (0.49 to 0.79) 

0.55 (0.35 to 0.73) 0.50 (0.31 to 0.69) 0.61 (0.42 to 0.78) 

1.32 (1.13 to 1.49) 0.89 (0.43 to 1.22) 1.54 (1.40 to 1.67) 

2.11 (1.89 to 2.31) 1.53 (0.90 to 1.95) 2.23 (2.05 to 2.39) 

1.27 (1.08 to 1.45) 0.68 (0.12 to 1.07) 1.4 (1.25 to 1.54) 

0.64 (0.47 to 0.81) 0.61 (0.45 to 0.76) 0.74 (0.61 to 0.87) 

0.59 (0.42 to 0.76) -0.31 (-0.93 to 0.10) 0.78 (0.66 to 0.90) 

2.72 (1.84 to 3.43) 2.75 (2.00 to 3.39) 3.08 (2.38 to 3.67) 

3.53 (2.47 to 4.38) 3.40 (2.36 to 4.28) 3.76 (2.80 to 4.52) 

8.58 (7.64 to 9.33) 5.86 (1.51 to 8.07) 9.66 (9.08 to 10.12) 

19.65 (18.36 to 20.65) 15.51 (8.49 to 18.9) 20.28 (19.35 to 21.01) 

7.70 (6.70 to 8.54) 3.88 (-2.05 to 6.79) 8.50 (7.85 to 9.05) 

2.79 (2.02 to 3.45) 2.81 (2.10 to 3.40) 3.48 (3.00 to 3.89) 

2.13 (1.32 to 2.81) -3.09 (-9.78 to 0.13) 3.26 (2.88 to 3.60) 

0.02 (0.02 to 0.02) 0.10 (0.09 to 0.12) 0.07 (0.07 to 0.08) 

809 13950 15205 

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 0.01 (0.00 to 0.01) 0.01 (0.00 to 0.02) 

Table 6 (continued from previous page) 
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SPSS and Excel. We chose to work in R because several authors have released copula-

related packages and because it is free (and therefore more approachable than commercial 

packages). Furthermore, we have provided the R code that underlies the analyses in this 

paper as supplementary material to the published paper. As a second practical limitation, it 

can be hard to interpret the meaning of copula function parameters, especially in problems 

with much more than two dimensions. For example, that the parameter   in 

                                       equals 2.99 does not at first glance confer insight 

into the data or the dependency relations, despite its good fit. This could lead to copulas 

being perceived as a black box by healthcare decision makers. Care should thus be taken 

that the complexity of copulas does not undermine the trust decision makers place in the 

data or the decision models. 

 

The main strength of our study is that we were able compare a variety of fitting methods 

on a large preference dataset. Furthermore, by drawing a large number of samples, we 

were able to investigate the posterior distributions of seven comparison metrics. Previous 

MCDA studies that use multivariate preference data whilst also taking into account 

dependency relations mostly use multivariate normal distributions [13]. Although this is an 

improvement compared to assuming independence [9], this approach has several 

drawbacks. 

 

First of all, the marginal density functions of the attribute weights have to take the same 

parametric (in the case of the normal distribution: symmetrical) functional form, which 

restricts the flexibility of the approach when the number of attributes increases. This is 

clearly reflected in the low scores on the skewness and kurtosis metrics for some attributes 

in our study. Secondly, the multivariate normal distribution uses only one parameter to 

describe bivariate dependency relations (namely, a particular element in the covariance 

matrix). This precludes practitioners from modeling higher order dependency relations 

enabled by parameterizing dependence with more than one parameter. Finally, samples 

drawn from normal distributions can fall outside the (0,1) support, thus violating MCDA 

assumptions. The single study we could find on the use of copula for MCDA was a 2014 

conference paper on finding probability distributions for a small set of performance scores 

[41], with the aim to generate a larger performance dataset for testing purposes. Our study 

has an advantage over that study because we were able to compare the samples from the 

fitted distributions with a large dataset. 

 

Our study has some limitations. First of all, it is possible that our comparison framework 

excluded important metrics. We used the Frobenius norm between the covariance matrix 
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of the original data and the covariance matrix of a randomly drawn sample from fitted 

distributions as a measure of dependency fit. Since covariance matrices capture bivariate 

dependencies only, and with only one parameter, they may present us with a too simple 

view on the extent of dependency fit. The multivariate normal distribution had the smallest 

Frobenius norm, but this is logical since the same matrix was used as its parameter 

estimator and we did not quantify the extent to which other or higher order dependency 

relations were captured. It would be possible to include all (differences in) covariances as 

separate metrics, but this would make the study results harder to interpret since it would 

add    (i.e. 49) metrics. A third limitation is that our simulation study considered only one 

particular preference sample in one particular health area. As such, our results and 

recommendations cannot be generalized to all preference studies. Finally, the vine copula 

structure we selected was chosen based on BIC, but it is possible that using another 

optimization parameter would have led to another structure and thus to a different 

performance compared to the conventional fitting methods. 

 

In this study we fitted the distribution for the complete public sample. However, the 

preference study we used the data from also identified preference clusters. It would be 

interesting to fit distributions for the preferences of these clusters. It may be possible that 

the aforementioned issue with multimodal weight distributions is solved when the dataset 

is split up into clusters. In the present study we had a large dataset to work with while in 

some situations only smaller preference datasets may be available. It would be useful to 

know which methods are best for fitting distributions on smaller preference datasets. One 

way to get an idea for this would be to repeat the simulation study in this paper for smaller 

subsets of the dataset, e.g. repeated fitting on a random subset of 10%, 20%, …, and 90% of 

the data and comparing how quickly each of the methods’ metrics converge to the values 

found when 100% of the data is fitted, and the extent to which estimates vary on smaller 

datasets. One might also imagine another approach where the distribution is fitted on a 

training set that comprises 70% of the data and that the comparison metrics are then 

calculated based on the remaining 30% of the data (the validation set). 

 

Finally, a promising research direction for personalized healthcare may be the joint 

modeling of preference heterogeneity and performance heterogeneity (e.g. a drug being 

more efficacious for a particular age group). Copulas may be particularly well suited for this 

type of study as the different scales that clinical outcomes are measured on would not pose 

a problem for copula modeling. Instead, best-fitting distributions of an arbitrary type can be 

found for each attribute weight and clinical outcome, while the copula function can be 

fitted separately to model the dependency relations. 
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In conclusion, copula functions are a flexible and appropriate approach for fitting 

multivariate preference distributions. The main advantage over conventional approaches is 

that marginal attribute density functions and dependencies can be modeled separately. 

This enables practitioners investigating correlations in their models to choose those 

marginal density functions that best fit the data instead of being required to use the 

marginal density function that belongs to the prior choice of multivariate distribution. 
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Abstract 

Background: Lung cancer screening can reduce cancer-related mortality if screening 

program is well-designed and implemented. However, most implementation studies focus 

only on low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) and clinical attributes of screening. The 

aim of this study was to evaluate the perceived value of screening programs based on 

LDCT, breath analysis (BA), or blood biomarkers (BB) according to the perspective of the 

target population. 

 

Methods: A multi-criteria decision analysis framework was adopted. The weights of seven 

attributes of screening were obtained from an earlier study that included a broad sample 

from the Netherlands. Performance data for the screening modalities was obtained from 

clinical trials and appended by expert opinion. Parameter uncertainty in the estimates of 

clinical performance was taken into account using a probabilistic approach, while 

heterogeneity in preferences was analyzed through subgroup analyses. 

 

Results: The mean overall values were 0.58 (CI: 0.57 to 0.59), 0.57 (CI: 0.56 to 0.59), and 

0.44 (CI: 0.43 to 0.45) for BB, BA, and LDCT, respectively. Seventy-seven per cent of 

respondents had a preference for BB or BA. For most subgroups, the overall values were 

similar to those of the entire sample. BA had the highest value for respondents who would 

have been eligible for earlier screening trials. 

 

Discussion: The screening modalities BB and BA seem promising because they can be 

applied in a primary care setting. Although LDCT still seems preferable given its strong and 

positive evidence base, our results suggest that it is important to take non-clinical 

attributes into account to maximize attendance.  
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Introduction 

Although the prognosis of cancer survival has greatly improved over the last decades, lung 

cancer mortality has not significantly reduced with the 5-year survival of only 18% [1]. 

Because the primary reason for the high mortality is that the disease has already 

metastasized once detected, it is found that early detection can substantially improve 

prognosis [2]. In the national lung screening trial (NLST) it was shown that annual screening 

with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) can reduce cancer-related mortality by 20% 

compared to annual screening with chest x-ray [3]. Given these promising results, policy 

makers across the world are considering if lung cancer screening should be adopted as part 

of national screening programs [4]. However, there is still no consensus about actual 

screening guidelines or how these might be implemented [5]. A few studies have been 

performed investigating how lung cancer screening using LDCT should be implemented, yet 

these only focus on optimizing clinical parameters such as screening frequency or eligibility 

criteria [6,7]. Furthermore, although there is considerable experience with CT-based 

screening, recent advances in the fields of breath analysis (BA) and blood-biomarker (BB) 

screening modalities should be considered as well, because they might be more preferred 

by the general public due to convenience benefits [8–10]. Also, results from lung cancer 

screening trials suggest that there are some subgroups that are less likely to participate in 

screening after being invited than other subgroups [11,12]. This may be explained from 

previous research that shows that a decision to attend also depends on non-clinical 

attributes of screening such as comfort, duration and location [13] or on person-specific 

factors such as self-perceived risk of lung cancer [14]. Since low screening attendance rates 

may lead to lower cancer-related mortality reductions than predicted in trials, a lung cancer 

screening guideline should be optimized for attendance and thus appreciate both clinical 

diagnostic performance as well as other factors related to process and convenience of the 

modality [13]. 

 

Several survey methods such as multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) or discrete choice 

experiments (DCE) can be used to assess the relative value of hypothetical screening 

programs with different clinical and non-clinical attributes [15–17]. Examples of studies 

employing preference elicitation methods have been carried out in breast [18], colorectal 

[19–23], and prostate [24–26] cancer. The underlying assumption in these stated 

preference studies is that the screening program with the highest relative value is most 

preferred by the respondents, and therefore has the highest likelihood that the eligible 

population will attend. Although such preferences cannot directly predict screening 

attendance, they do provide insight into what attributes of screening programs influence 
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the intention to attend. In a previous study we identified seven attributes of screening 

programs for lung cancer that were most important for potential participants in the 

Netherlands using a stated preference survey [27].  The aim of the present study is to use 

MCDA to construct and evaluate the relative value for different screening programs that 

use either LDCT, BA, or BB. A second aim is to investigate whether the value of screening 

programs differs between preference subgroups or risk profile subgroups.   

 

Methods 

Multi-criteria decision analysis is a methodology stemming from operations research that 

can support a wide range of decisions. In general, a multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) 

distinguishes four consecutive steps, i.e. structuring, weighting, scoring, and aggregating 

[28,29]. During the structuring step, the decision problem needs to be defined (who is the 

decision maker and what are the decision options) and important attributes of the decision 

alternatives are selected. The relative importance or attribute weight of each included 

attribute is then assessed using elicitation methods such as SWING weighting or MACBETH 

[28,30]. After this, the performance of each decision option on each attribute is measured 

and valued numerically in the scoring step. Then, the weights and scores are aggregated to 

obtain an overall value estimate for each decision option and the decision option with the 

highest value is considered the preferred choice. In the final step of the MCDA process the 

impact of various types of uncertainty in the scores, weights and overall values should be 

investigated and the results of the MCDA should then be communicated to stakeholders. 

 

Structuring the decision 
In this study, we investigated the decision whether or not to attend the first round of a 

screening program for lung cancer. We assumed the decision perspective of (potential) 

participants from a broadly determined eligible population in the Netherlands, which we 

assumed were all men and women between 40 and 80 years of age with no history of lung 

cancer. We assumed that someone is most likely to attend the screening program with the 

highest perceived value. Therefore, we aimed to assign a value to each alternative 

screening program using the respondents from a previously conducted stated preference 

study [27]. The program with the highest mean value across the respondent sample is 

denoted as the preferred program. 

The screening programs in this study were based on three different modalities, namely low-

dose computed tomography, breath analysis and blood biomarkers. In case of LDCT, a 
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malignancy is suspected if the diameter or volume (growth) of a nodule on a low-dose 

thorax image exceeds a predefined threshold [5]. We focused on LDCT with a threshold 

based on volume-doubling time instead of diameter-based malignancy threshold because a 

high false-positive rate was reported for the latter [3,31]. Regarding the second modality, 

breath analysis, there are multiple technologies [32]. We chose to focus on the electronic 

nose (“e-Nose”) technology [33]. With breath analysis one must exhale into a device similar 

to that used for lung function testing. The e-Nose detects (patterns of) volatile organic 

compounds in the exhaled air which is then compared to patterns found in lung cancer 

patients and healthy persons. If the chemical patterns in the collected breath sample match 

those of lung cancer patients, the participant is referred for further testing. For the last 

modality, a multitude of blood biomarker-based screening technologies exist [9,34,35]. For 

the present study, we chose to focus on circulating tumor cells in blood [36]. With these so-

called liquid biopsies, blood is taken from the participant and a lab procedure is used to find 

malignant cells that have shed into the vascular system from the primary tumor. 

 

We compared the three screening modalities on seven attributes of screening that were 

identified in a previous study [27]. The attributes that were identified together with 

interviewees and panel members were sensitivity, specificity, radiation burden, duration of 

screening process, waiting time until results are communicated, location of screening, and 

mode of screening. Sensitivity was defined as the probability of a positive (i.e. suspect) test 

result given that someone has lung cancer. Specificity was defined as the probability of a 

negative (i.e. non-suspect) test result given that someone does not have lung cancer. 

Radiation burden was defined as the radiation that a participant receives during a single 

screening on top of the normal yearly background radiation in the Netherlands (in mSV) 

[37]. The duration of screening was defined as the time the participant would spent at the 

facility where screening takes place (in minutes). Time until results was defined as the time 

until the participant receives the screening results, either through a consultation or with a 

letter sent to his/her home address (in days). Mode of screening was the modality of 

screening with ‘going through a scanner’, ‘exhaling into a device’, and ‘giving a blood 

sample’ as levels. The location of screening attribute has two levels: ‘the office of your 

general practitioner’ and ‘the hospital nearest to you’. For each attribute, a lower (‘worst’) 

and upper (‘best’) level was identified. The actual performance of the screening programs 

should fall in this range. Furthermore, it is assumed that respondents are indifferent to 

performance changes outside of this range, e.g. performing worse than the lower level 

confers the same value as performance exactly at the lower level. For the sensitivity, 

specificity, and radiation burden attributes the lower and upper levels were identified 

based on literature and the clinical expertise of authors RV and HG.   
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 Attribute name Worst level Best level 
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Sensitivity 70% 100% 

Specificity 70% 100% 

Radiation burden Background + 1.5 mSv Background 

Duration of screening 
procedure 

45 minutes 15 minutes 

Time until results 14 days 1 day 

C
a
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u
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s 

Scan type levels: ‘lie in scanner’, ‘sustained breath into device’, ‘give blood’ 

Location levels: ‘nearest hospital’,  ‘at your GP’ 

Table 1: Included attributes and levels. Sensitivity is the probability of a positive/suspect test results given that 
the person has lung cancer. Specificity is the probability of a negative test results given that the person does not 
have lung cancer. The worst and best levels for the continuous attributes were defined based on interviews with 
clinicians. For the categorical attributes the preference order was elicited from respondents in separate 
questions. 

 

In the preference survey the percentages used for sensitivity and specificity were rounded 

to the nearest single decimal percentage (i.e. 10%, …, 100%) to improve clarity for 

respondents. The worst and best levels for the duration of screening and waiting time until 

results attributes was established in the panel session. Finally, the preferential order of 

mode and modality of screening cannot be assumed a priori (e.g. it will differ between 

persons whether the GP location is preferred over the hospital location). Respondents in 

the preference survey were therefore asked to rank the modes of screening from some 

least burdensome to most burdensome and they were asked to indicate their most 

preferred location. An overview of the attributes and their levels is given in Table 1. 

 

Weighting attributes using a preference survey 
The aim of the weighting step is to identify the relative importance of attributes with 

attribute weights. These attribute weights were elicited in the preference study from the 

respondents using a swing weighting task [27,38]. From this we obtained a set of seven 

attribute weights for each respondent. These weights indicate the relative importance of 

improvements from the worst performance level to the best performance level between 

attributes [39]. One thousand and thirty-four respondents from the Dutch general 

population completed the preference survey. Fifty one percent of the respondents were 

female, the mean age was 58 (SD=11), and the respondents were distributed evenly 

between low, medium and higher levels of education. For more details regarding the  
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  Bisection point percentiles 

Attribute name Mean weight 
(SD) 

2.5% 50% 97.5% 

Sensitivity 0.16 (0.14)  63.5% 90.0% 100.0% 

Specificity 0.13 (0.12) 64.3% 90.4% 100.0% 

Radiation burden 0.13 (0.12) 0.16 mSv 1.10 mSv 1.5 mSv 

Duration of screening procedure 0.10 (0.09)  42.0 min 26.4 min 15.0 min 

Waiting time until results 0.13 (0.12)  12.8 days 5.2 days 1 days 

Mode of screening 0.17 (0.14)  21.0% 72.5% 100.0% 

Location of screening 0.18 (0.17)  - - - 

 
Table 2: Preference data. For mode of screening, the bisection point indicates the respondent’s indifference 
between an improvement from the worst level to the bisection point and the improvement from the bisection 
point to the best level. No bisection point was elicited for the location of screening because it had only two 
(categorical) levels. The lower and upper levels per attribute can be found in Table 1. More details can be found 
in [27]. 

attribute-selection process, the preference elicitation process and the characteristics of the 

population sample, the reader is referred to [27]. 

 

Measuring the performance data of screening programs 
The aim of the scoring step is to find out how well screening programs perform on the 

included attributes. To be able to do this, we collected clinical evidence on the screening 

programs’ performances. Where this was not available, we made assumptions based on the 

clinical experience of the authors RV and HG. For the sensitivity and specificity of LDCT 

published pooled estimates from the first round of the NELSON trial were used [40]. For the 

sensitivity and specificity of BA we included the trials from a recent systematic review [32]. 

For the estimation of the predictive power of BA in terms of the sensitivity and specificity a 

prediction model is constructed based on the chemical patterns found in known cancer 

patients and known healthy persons. Prediction models constructed in this way are 

susceptible to ‘overfitting’, an undesirable effect where the model memorizes the persons 

in the case control study instead of identifying generalizable patterns and this leads poor 

predictive power for new cases outside of the original case control study. We excluded 

trials from the review that did not correct for overfitting as their performance estimates 

(mostly very close to 100%) were unlikely to generalize well [32]. We subsequently pooled 

the sensitivity and specificity estimates from the included eight clinical trials with a 

bivariate copula random effects model where the choice of copula function was made with 

maximum likelihood estimation [41]. Performance data for sensitivity and specificity of BB 
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was also obtained from trials cited in a systematic review [36]. As for BA, the estimates for 

BB were pooled using a bivariate copula random effects model [41]. The radiation burden 

for LDCT was set to 1.5 mSv and the radiation burden for BA and BB was set to 0 mSv. For 

duration of screening we assumed that the participant would need between 15 to 45 

minutes for LDCT, between 20 to 30 minutes for BA, and between 10 to 25 minutes for BB. 

LDCT images have to be evaluated by a radiologist and we assumed it would take one week 

for the participant to receive the result. Samples for BB are mostly analyzed in separate lab 

facilities and therefore the time until results for BB was set to two days. We assumed the 

BA results would be available the next day because the BA review authors noted that “time 

between breath collection and analysis was usually a couple of hours” [32]. We assumed 

that LDCT screening is performed at the local hospital. Screening based on BA or BB is 

assumed to be done at a primary care facility. 

 

Finally, the three screening technologies directly corresponded to the levels for the mode 

of screening attribute: for LDCT one ‘goes through a scanner’, for BA one ‘has to exhale into 

a device’, and for BB one has to ‘give blood’. An overview of all performance inputs can be 

found in Table 3. 

 

Attribute name LDCT Breath analysis Blood biomarkers 

Sens* (%) 92.5 (85.3 to 97.5) 80.0 (52.8% to 96.7) 74.8 (66.7 to 85.2) 

Spec† (%) 98.8 (98.0 to 98.6) 79.8 (66.7% to 89.9) 87.9 (77.1 to 95.7) 

Rad (mSv) 1.5 0 0 

Dur (minutes) 30 (range: 15 to 45) 25 (range: 20 to 30) 17.5 (range 10 to 25) 

Wait (days) 7 1 2 

Mode Go through scanner Exhale into device Give blood 

Location Hospital GP’s office GP’s office 

Table 3: Used performance data of the three included screening policies with 95% confidence intervals (for sens 
and spec) or ranges (for dur). *pooled with Frank copula with Kendall’s      , †pooled with normal copula with 
Kendall’s      . sens=sensitivity, spec=specificity, rad=radiation burden, dur=duration of screening, 
time=waiting time until results. 

 

Aggregating into overall values 
In the aggregation step, a value score is calculated for each screening program. Since 

performances are measured on different natural scales (percentages, days, etc.) we first 

need to transform these metrics to a partial value between zero (no value) and one 

(maximum value). Finally, the value estimate for each included screening policy is obtained 

by weighting the partial values with the attribute weights. 
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A partial value function is a mathematical function that maps attribute-specific 

performances (percentages, days, etc.) onto a partial value scale between zero and one. 

Although partial value functions are commonly assumed to be linear, we considered this to 

be unrealistic in our case as there are two time-related attributes in our attribute set and 

people’s preferences for time are often non-linear [42]. Moreover, we considered it 

unlikely that the difference in preference between the first and second ranked screening 

mode was equal to the difference in preference between the second and third ranked 

screening mode. 

 

To estimate a non-linear partial value function for the continuous attributes we elicited 

from each respondent a bisection point on the performance scale of each attribute (except 

for location). We excluded 48 respondents who did not complete the bisection point 

questions. The bisection point indicates the respondent’s indifference between an 

improvement from the worst level to the bisection point and the improvement from the 

bisection point to the best level. Denoting the indifference point with    
  and the worst 

and best levels with   
  and   

  respectively, we obtained the two-piece partial value 

function     of continuous attribute   (       ) for respondent   (       ): 
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Here,     is the performance of screening program   on attribute  . The sixth attribute, 

mode of screening, is categorical. Therefore, we defined the partial value       for the third 

ranked mode for a respondent   as having zero value, the second rank mode as having     
  

value (the bisection point) and the first ranked mode as having a value of one. The seventh 

attribute (location of screening) is also categorical with two levels so the partial value      

for the second ranked location was zero and the partial value for the first ranked location 

was one. 

 

To aggregate the respondent’s partial values for the different attributes into an overall 

value for each included screening program (denoted    ), the partial values were scaled 

using the attribute weights and then summed: 
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 (2) 

Then, an estimate of the mean overall value for a screening program in the general 

population, denoted   , was obtained by averaging the individual overall values over all 

respondents: 

 

    
    
 
   

 
 (3) 

 

By sorting the screening programs per respondent from highest value to lowest value a 

rank order of screening programs per respondent     was obtained. Furthermore, we 

denoted the rank of program   with   . The proportion of the population for who this rank 

equals    1, 2, or   was then estimated with the proportion of respondents for which 

program   had rank   (Formula’s 4 and 5): 

 

        
 
   

 
 (4) 

 

where 

         
          

          
  (5) 

 

Uncertainty analyses 
We investigated the impact of parameter uncertainty in clinical evidence and heterogeneity 

in attribute weights on the mean overall values of the screening programs [43,44]. 

Parameter uncertainty was investigated using a probabilistic approach. The uncertain 

parameter estimators in our model were those for the programs’ performance on the 

sensitivity, specificity, and duration of screening attributes. For LDCT, we modeled the 

uncertainty in the parameter estimates for sensitivity and specificity by two independent 

beta distributions according to best practices for modeling proportions [45]. We also 

assumed that the average screening duration for LDCT was uniformly distributed between 

15 and 45 minutes. For both BA and BB the uncertainty in the estimators for sensitivity and 

specificity was modelled with the bivariate copula distributions that were fitted for the 

pooling of study-level estimates [41]. Furthermore, we assumed that the average screening 

duration was uniformly distributed between 20 to 30 minutes for BA and between 10 to 25 
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minutes for BB. Since the overall value of each screening program is a combination of 

weights and performances, it is hard to analytically find the distribution of    given the 

parameter uncertainty in sensitivity, specificity, and duration. We therefore estimated this 

value distribution using Monte Carlo simulations [46]. This meant that we drew one sample 

from the aforementioned probability distributions of the performance estimators for each 

respondent and then calculated the partial values of each program for each respondent 

with Formula’s 1a – 1c and the overall values using Formula 2. 

 

We also calculated the 95% confidence intervals of the partial and overall values across the 

preference sample by taking the empirical 95% confidence interval from the Monte Carlo 

simulations. An overview of the Monte Carlo process can be found in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Modeling flowchart. 
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To investigate if heterogeneity in preferences would influence which of the screening 

programs had the highest value, we performed the following subgroup analyses. Each 

scenario consisted of a subgroup from the preference  

study. First, with cluster analysis the respondents were divided into five subgroups of 

persons with similar preferences [27]. Each of these preference subgroups is named after 

the attribute(s) respondents in the subgroup considered most important: ‘radiation-

sensitivity’ (n=236), ‘waiting time until results’ (n=157), ‘location-mode’ (n=299), ‘mode-

sensitivity’ (n=184), and ‘sensitivity-specificity’ (n=158). Apart from these preference 

subgroups, we also investigated subgroups in the preference study that can be defined in 

terms of their eligibility for screening according to three recent screening trials. Each of 

these trials (NLST, NELSON, and UKLS) had different eligibility criteria based on a person’s 

risk profile. The NLST study included men and women aged between 55 and 74 who had 

more than 30 pack-years of smoking [3]. Furthermore, former smokers must have quit 

within the previous 15 years. A pack-year is defined as twenty cigarettes smoked every day 

for one year. In the preference study, it was not asked how many cigarettes respondents 

smoked per day but instead it was asked how many years respondents had smoked and if 

they had quit, how long ago that was. Since the average number of cigarettes smoked in 

the Netherlands by smokers in the eligible population is 11 [47], we multiplied the total 

number of years smoked by 11/20=0.55 to estimate the respondents’ pack years. Here we 

also assume that the daily number of cigarettes smoked by someone is constant. The 

NELSON study included men and women aged between 50 and 78 that smoked either more 

than 15 cigarettes per day during more than 25 years or more than 10 cigarettes/day 

during more than 30 years [48]. Furthermore, to be eligible for the NELSON study one 

needs to be a current smoker or a former smoker who quit within the previous 10 years. 

Finally, the UKLS study included men and women aged between 50 and 75 with 5-year lung 

cancer risk of more than 5% as calculated with the Liverpool Lung Project model [49,50]. 

Note that the subgroups based on the screening trials were not mutually exclusive: i.e. 

persons with a very high risk of lung cancer are likely to be eligible for multiple trials. 

 

For each of the eight subgroups we re-ran the model, including parameter uncertainty in 

estimates for sensitivity, specificity, and duration of screening. In this way we obtained 

mean value estimates and associated confidence intervals of the screening programs 

according to each subgroup. By comparing these mean values we assessed which screening 

program would be most valuable for different subgroups. 
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Results  

The partial values of the screening programs for sensitivity and specificity reflected the 

differences in the clinical evidence: LDCT had the highest partial value for both sensitivity 

and specificity, BA had a higher partial value for sensitivity than BB, and BB had a higher 

partial value for specificity than BA. LDCT had the lowest partial value for the duration of 

screening and waiting time until results attributes, BB had the highest partial value for the 

duration of screening attribute, and BA had the highest partial value for the waiting time 

until results attribute. LDCT and BB both had similar partial values for mode of screening 

(around 0.65) while BA had a clearly lower partial value on that attribute (0.37). Because BA 

and BB were both assumed to take place at the GP’s office and both had no radiation 

burden, the partial values for these attribute was identical. 

 

 LDCT Breath analysis Blood biomarkers 

Sens 0.63 (0.62 to 0.64) 0.39 (0.37 to 0.41) 0.33 (0.32 to 0.34) 

Spec 0.81 (0.80 to 0.82) 0.37 (0.36 to 0.38) 0.52 (0.51 to 0.53) 

Rad 0.00 (0.00 to 0.00) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 

Dur 0.17 (0.16 to 0.18) 0.23 (0.23 to 0.23) 0.53 (0.51 to 0.55) 

Wait 0.26 (0.26 to 0.26) 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 0.45 (0.45 to 0.45) 

Mode 0.65 (0.63 to 0.67) 0.37 (0.34 to 0.40) 0.68 (0.65 to 0.71) 

Location 0.40 (0.37 to 0.43) 0.60 (0.57 to 0.63) 0.60 (0.57 to 0.63) 

Table 4: mean partial values (as calculated for the base case with Formula 1). 95% confidence interval were 
obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. sens=sensitivity, spec=specificity, rad=radiation burden, dur=duration of 
screening, time=waiting time until results. 

 

BB had a mean overall value of 0.58 (CI: 0.57 to 0.59) and BA had a mean overall value of 

0.57 (CI: 0.56 to 0.59). Although the mean overall value for BB was slightly higher than that 

of BA, the absolute difference is small (0.01) and the confidence intervals due to parameter 

uncertainty overlap. LDCT, however, clearly had the lowest mean overall value 0.44 and its 

confidence interval that runs from 0.43 to 0.45 does not overlap with either that of BB or 

BA. Although the distribution of the overall value distributions are skewed to the left the 

median overall values coincide with the mean.  In contrast with the confidence intervals 

around the mean overall values estimates, which were small, the individual value 

distributions showed considerable overlap. This is reflected in the rank proportions: BB had 

the highest value for 43.9% of respondents, while this was 32.7% for BA and 23.4% for 

LDCT. For 56.9% of respondents LDCT had the last rank. An overview of the overall values 

and the rank probabilities is presented in Table 5. For most preference subgroups, the 
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overall values were similar to those of the entire sample (Table 7 and Figure 2). For the 

respondents in the ‘waiting time until results’ preference subgroup however, breath 

analysis had the highest value and its confidence interval did not overlap that of the other 

screening programs. In the ‘sensitivity-specificity’ preference subgroup, LDCT had the 

highest mean value although its confidence interval overlapped with that of the other 

programs. The preference for BB according to respondents in the ‘radiation-sensitivity’  

 

 Parameter uncertainty Stochastic uncertainty 

 
 Value percentiles 

Per cent of respondents for who 
modality was ranked … 

 Mean overall  
value (CI) 

5% 50% 95% First Second Third 

LDCT 0.44 (0.43 to 0.45) 0.16 0.44 0.74 23.4% 19.7% 56.9% 

BA 0.57 (0.56 to 0.59) 0.26 0.58 0.87 32.7% 45.0% 22.3% 

BB 0.58 (0.57 to 0.59) 0.26 0.60 0.87 43.9% 35.3% 20.8% 

Table 5: Overview of values and rank proportions. The confidence interval for the mean overall values reflects 
uncertainty on the sample level due to uncertainty in parameter estimates for clinical performance. The results 
under ‘stochastic uncertainty’ reflect differences on the respondent level. 

 

preference subgroup was stronger than that of the entire sample in that the confidence 

interval for BB no longer overlapped with that of BA. From the sample 10.3 to 18.1 per cent 

was eligible for one of the trials (see Table 6). The attribute weights as assigned by 

respondents in these particular subgroups were similar to those of the whole sample. 

However, they seemed to  consider the burden of exhaling into a device more severe and 

giving blood less severe than the sample as a whole [27]. Also, whereas in the entire sample 

60% prefers a GP’s office to a hospital, this is only 53% for those eligible for the NLST trial. 

In the subgroup of respondents who are eligible for the UKLS trial, 48% of respondents 

prefer the GP. With regard to the overall values for these risk subgroups, we see that the 

overall values for the NLST and NELSON subgroups are similar to those of the entire 

sample, i.e. BA and BB have similar values and LDCT has a significantly lower values. For the 

respondents who were eligible for UKLS, BA had the highest value although the confidence 

intervals of all three programs overlapped. 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we have assessed the relative value of three lung cancer screening policies 

using a probabilistic MCDA model. BB had the highest mean overall value but the difference 
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between BB and BA is so small that it is unlikely to have policy relevance. We do see that 

LDCT had the lowest mean overall value and this is stable given the parameter uncertainty 

in estimates for clinical performance. Furthermore, LDCT had the lowest mean overall value 

in most subgroups we investigated. It is important to consider that the current study was 

based on a public sample, from which only 10 to 18 per cent is currently eligible for 

screening under guidelines used by recent lung cancer screening trials. If only the 

preferences of those eligible for screening according to the criteria used in the NELSON or 

NLST trial are taken into account, it can be seen that the overall values for the screening 

programs are very similar to those found in the entire sample. For the respondents who are 

eligible for screening according to the UKLS trial criteria, BA has the highest mean value but 

the confidence intervals around the mean overall values for all three screening programs 

overlap. Although our analyses show that the mean values for BA and BB are higher than 

for LDCT, there is still considerable variation in the value of screening programs for 

individual respondents as can be seen in the ranking proportions. 

 
Figure 2: Overall mean values for LDCT (blue), breath analysis (green), and blood biomarkers (red) with 95% 
confidence interval. ‘Base’ denotes the total sample, PSG   denotes the  th preference subgroup (see Table 6 for 
an overview). 

It seems that the majority of respondents focus on non-clinical attributes, while only 15% of 

respondents (namely those in the ‘sensitivity-specificity’ subgroup) seemed to focus on 

diagnostic accuracy. Unsurprisingly, LDCT had the highest mean value for this subgroup. For 

the other subgroups and the sample as a whole, LDCT had the lowest mean overall value. 

This implies that non-clinical attributes of screening play an important role in people’s 

preferences for screening programs, explaining why LDCT has such a low mean value. 

However, the high mean values for BA and BB found in our study may  
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   Mean attribute weight (SD) 

   n (%) Se Sp Ra Du Wa Mo Lo 
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PSG1 227 (23) 
0.21 
(0.12) 

0.20 
(0.11) 

0.25 
(0.17) 

0.09 
(0.07) 

0.07 
(0.05) 

0.12 
(0.10) 

0.07 
(0.05) 

PSG2 174 (18) 
0.15 
(0.11) 

0.10 
(0.06) 

0.09 
(0.06) 

0.11 
(0.11) 

0.11 
(0.06) 

0.31 
(0.20) 

0.12 
(0.07) 

PSG3 284 (29) 
0.08 
(0.06) 

0.06 
(0.04) 

0.10 
(0.06) 

0.10 
(0.08) 

0.11 
(0.07) 

0.18 
(0.12) 

0.36 
(0.18) 

PSG4 151 (15) 
0.09 
(0.06) 

0.07 
(0.04) 

0.14 
(0.09) 

0.13 
(0.12) 

0.29 
(0.18) 

0.14 
(0.08) 

0.14 
(0.07) 

PSG5 150 (15) 
0.30 
(0.19) 

0.26 
(0.17) 

0.07 
(0.05) 

0.08 
(0.07) 

0.11 
(0.07) 

0.09 
(0.05) 

0.09 
(0.06) 

P
o

p
u
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n

  
a
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g
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o
 NLST 188 (18) 

0.15 
(0.14) 

0.12 
(0.10) 

0.12 
(0.10) 

0.10 
(0.09) 

0.14 
(0.12) 

0.18 
(0.16) 

0.18 
(0.16) 

NELSON 183 (18) 
0.16 
(0.15) 

0.13 
(0.12) 

0.11 
(0.10) 

0.10 
(0.09) 

0.14 
(0.12) 

0.17 
(0.16) 

0.18 
(0.15) 

UKLS 106 (10) 
0.15 
(0.14) 

0.12 
(0.11) 

0.10 
(0.08) 

0.10 
(0.08) 

0.14 
(0.13) 

0.20 
(0.18) 

0.18 
(0.16) 

Table 6a: Overview of the scenarios. The preference subgroups names are based on the two most important 
attributes in that cluster [27]. The mean weights with standard deviations are presented per subgroup as well. 
Se=sensitivity, Sp=specificity, Ra=radiation burden, Du=duration of screening, Wa=waiting time until results, 
Mo=mode of screening, Lo=location of screening, FM=first ranked mode, FL=first ranked location, 
psgx=preference subgroup number x; here 1: ‘Radiation-sensitivity’, 2: ‘Mode-sensitivity’, 3: ‘Location-mode’, 4: 
‘Waiting time until results’, 5: ‘Sensitivity-specificity’.  

 

 
  

First ranked mode 
(% of respondents in subgroup) 

First ranked location 
(% of respondents in subgroup) 

  LDCT BA BB GP 
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PSG1 16 59 25 57 
PSG2 32 34 34 61 
PSG3 23 39 38 65 
PSG4 28 46 26 56 
PSG5 21 50 29 55 

P
o

p
u
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t
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n

 
a
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o
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i

n
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o

 

NLST 25 38 37 53 

NELSON 20 43 37 55 

UKLS 28 30 42 48 

 

Table 6b: Overview of the scenarios. The preference subgroups names are based on the two most important 
attributes in that cluster [27]. psgx=preference subgroup number x; here 1: ‘Radiation-sensitivity’, 2: ‘Mode-
sensitivity’, 3: ‘Location-mode’, 4: ‘Waiting time until results’, 5: ‘Sensitivity-specificity’.  
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be biased by the low quality level of evidence. No prospective clinical trials have been done 

comparing BA or BB to LDCT, and the diagnostic accuracy estimates we use are for clinical 

tumors, not pre-clinical tumors that would be more relevant in a screening setting. In 

contrast, multiple large prospective screening trials have been performed for LDCT, which 

provides confidence and a solid and positive argument for its use in screening. It would 

therefore be better to consider our results in light of the question of how a screening 

program based on LDCT can be further improved and implemented. 

Our results can support policy makers define strategies that can help the screening 

program reach as many people as possible. Two practical concerns that reduce the value of 

LDCT are waiting time until results and radiation burden. An improvement strategy may 

thus be to try and reduce waiting time until results are communicated to people, for 

example by evaluating CT images using machine learning algorithms [51]. Secondly, the fact 

that the respondents in our sample seemed quite worried about the radiation burden 

posed by LDCT (mean weight of 0.13) is interesting because the actual incremental risk due 

to the radiation induced by LDCT is likely to be small. A strategy for addressing these 

concerns may be targeted information campaigns that inform and shift people’s views. If 

machine learning could reduce the waiting time until results to one day and if the 

information campaign would reduce the radiation concerns, our model shows that the 

overall value for LDCT would be close or equal to BA and BB. This would be beneficial 

because it improves people’s satisfaction with the screening program, subsequently leading 

to more people attending first or follow-up screening rounds. This increased attendance 

would increase the cost-effectiveness of the screening program as a whole. 

 

 LDCT Breath analysis Blood biomarkers 

‘Radiation-sensitivity’ 0.44 (0.42 to 0.46) 0.57 (0.55 to 0.59) 0.63 (0.61 to 0.65) 

‘Mode-sensitivity’ 0.47 (0.45 to 0.49) 0.56 (0.53 to 0.59) 0.55 (0.52 to 0.58) 

‘Location-mode’ 0.42 (0.39 to 0.44) 0.58 (0.56 to 0.60) 0.61 (0.58 to 0.64) 

‘Waiting time until results’ 0.36 (0.35 to 0.38) 0.66 (0.64 to 0.68) 0.58 (0.56 to 0.60) 

‘Sensitivity-specificity’ 0.54 (0.52 to 0.56) 0.50 (0.47 to 0.52) 0.51 (0.49 to 0.53) 

NLST inclusion criteria 0.47 (0.44 to 0.50) 0.56 (0.53 to 0.59) 0.53 (0.51 to 0.56) 

NELSON inclusion criteria 0.47 (0.45 to 0.50) 0.55 (0.52 to 0.57) 0.55 (0.52 to 0.58) 

UKLS inclusion criteria 0.51 (0.47 to 0.54) 0.54 (0.50 to 0.58) 0.51 (0.47 to 0.54) 

 
Table 7: Overall values (with 95% confidence intervals) for the three different screening programs according to 
each of the included subgroups. 
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The main strength of our study is that we had a large representative sample from the Dutch 

population where we could study the value of screening programs for subgroups based on 

preferences or based on eligibility for trials. Second, by eliciting bisection points we 

improved upon the commonly used but unrealistic assumption of linear partial value 

functions in MCDA for healthcare. Third, we provide an evidence-based assessment of the 

perceived value of lung cancer screening policies by explicitly including clinical evidence 

and results from a stated preference study. As stated before, the main limitation of our 

study is that the quality of evidence for BA and BB was low. This precludes us from making 

strong statements about the value of these modalities in screening practice. Moreover, 

because we did not know the pack-years of the respondents but only years of smoking, we 

had to make assumptions regarding people’s smoking habits based on publicly available 

data. Finally, we have taken the perspective of the potential participant who is deciding 

which screening policy to attend for the first time. We have not taken into account the long 

term consequences of screening or perceived values relevant for subsequent screening 

rounds. 

 

In conclusion, we have evaluated the value of three different screening policies by 

combining data from a large public preference sample and clinical evidence. Although the 

evidence base for lung cancer screening based on breath analysis or blood biomarkers is 

still weak, these screening modalities seem promising because of their practical advantages 

like application in a primary care setting. To improve the value of LDCT-based screening for 

the eligible population it is important to take non-clinical attributes of screening into 

account. 
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Main findings 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate how the various types of uncertainty influence the 

comparison of medical interventions in a value-framework incorporating stakeholder 

preferences using multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). Because of the focus on 

uncertainty, the thesis started with a review of methods to incorporate uncertainty (second 

chapter) in MCDA models. In that chapter, we identified five approaches for dealing with 

uncertainty in MCDA and concluded that while deterministic sensitivity analysis is preferred 

for reasons of simplicity, the probabilistic approach was the better method when there are 

multiple (possibly correlated) sources of uncertainty in either clinical evidence or 

stakeholder preferences. We then applied the probabilistic approach to two cases, namely 

antidepressants (chapter 3) and antiretroviral treatments for HIV (chapter 4). In both 

chapters we introduced an MCDA model that can be used for weighting clinical evidence 

using patient preferences and we illustrated that the investigated decisions were sensitive 

to both uncertainty in preferences and clinical performances. 

 

The role of uncertainty in stakeholder preferences was then further explored in the second 

half of the thesis specifically in relation to the implementation of lung cancer screening. In 

chapter 5 we explore this policy area and find that elicitation of stakeholder preferences is 

important to preference-sensitive decisions as to understand the barriers towards 

screening attendance. In chapter 6 we presented a stated preference study where seven 

important attributes of lung screening policies were identified and weighted by a sample 

from the Dutch general population. Chapter 7 investigated how dependency relations in 

preference data can be modeled and demonstrated the advantages of using copula 

functions. In chapter 8, we compared different types of screening modalities and conclude 

they are valued differently by subgroups with different preferences or lung cancer risk. In 

the current chapter we will discuss the implications of the findings and suggest areas for 

further research. 

Implications 

A step toward evidence-based and patient-centered value 

frameworks 
There is much discussion about involving patients in regulatory decisions and several 

initiatives are taken in which patients are invited to contribute to decision-making 

processes at FDA and EMA [1,2]. In addition, recent initiatives promote the development of 
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transparent evidence-based value frameworks for policy making allowing the formal input 

of different stakeholders [3,4] Most of these initiatives focus on how patient preferences 

can be measured, how patient representatives can be best involved or on how policy 

guidelines can ensure societal acceptance of decision-making processes [5,6]. An 

underdeveloped aspect of these initiatives is, however, how the perspective of patient 

populations relate to the available clinical evidence. In this thesis we have shown how 

preferences from large heterogeneous groups of patients can be used to weight an 

uncertain evidence base by developing a model based on stated preference studies and 

MCDA. A major advantage of working with the results of stated preference studies is that it 

is possible to look into the extent to which stochastic uncertainty and heterogeneity in 

preferences are present among stakeholders. 

 

There are several examples in this thesis where these types of uncertainty directly 

influenced our confidence about which intervention was most valuable. First of all, in 

chapter 4 the value distributions of the various antiretroviral treatments had considerable 

overlap when stochastic uncertainty in preferences was included but most of this overlap 

was not present when only parameter uncertainty in clinical evidence was considered. 

Secondly, chapter 8 shows that although for most preference subgroups breath analysis 

has the highest mean value, this is not the case for the ‘sensitivity-specificity’ subgroup for 

who low-dose CT clearly has the highest value. Although it is insightful to know how a 

heterogeneous group of patients weight the evidence, this insight also challenges policy 

makers because they have to be clear on whose perspective on intervention value they will 

follow.  

 

Although mathematical models cannot explain differences in preferences based on social, 

economic or ethical reasoning, they can provide insight into why people prefer some 

interventions over others and give decision makers a structured approach to search for 

ways to increase value for all stakeholders. For example, in chapter 8 we found that for 

most respondents low-dose CT had the lowest mean value although it has the best 

diagnostic accuracy backed up by a solid evidence base. Because our model provides insight 

into why this is the case, namely the respondents’ weights for non-clinical attributes and 

the low performance of CT on these attributes, we could provide concrete 

recommendations that may help policy makers to design a screening program that has the 

highest diagnostic accuracy but also provides the most value for the target population. 

However, policy makers will not always have the choice of designing interventions to suit 

the needs of most people. Therefore, policy makers will need to develop a value framework 

for evaluating interventions that integrates patient-based values with their own value 
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framework and concerns of other societal stakeholders in transparent decision-making 

processes [5,7,8].  

 

A versatile approach for handling uncertainty in preferences and 

clinical evidence 
Several well-developed best practice guidelines for MCDA in healthcare are available [9]. 

However, one of the yet unanswered questions is how uncertainty can be best taken into 

account. This thesis adapted a commonly used typology for uncertainty to the context of 

MCDA and identified five approaches for taking uncertainty into account for the context of 

healthcare [10]. Given the adoption of both deterministic and probabilistic approaches for 

uncertainty analyses in the context of Markov and micro-simulation models for cost-

effectiveness analyses, it is still unknown which of the two is most appropriate for 

supporting researchers and analysts that apply MCDA for synthesizing evidence to inform 

regulatory decision making processes. 

 

In this thesis we have demonstrated the versatility of the probabilistic approach for dealing 

with stochastic uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and heterogeneity. We have shown 

that the different types of uncertainty found in the preferential and clinical evidence based 

can be incorporated into MCDA in an explicit and consistent manner. With the probabilistic 

approach, probability distributions can be assigned to uncertain parameters in the model 

based on best evidence. If there is very little evidence, uniform distributions can be used 

(see scenario analysis of chapter 3). Alternatively, existing data can be resampled using a 

bootstrap approach (chapter 3) or a multivariate normal distribution can be used to model 

correlations (chapter 4). Chapter 7 explored copula functions for modeling multivariate 

preference distributions. This approach seems especially promising because it allows for 

the modeling of correlations while analysts retain the ability to model marginal densities 

using different types of parametric distributions. Another part of the probabilistic approach 

that makes it attractive for analysts is Monte Carlo simulation. In chapters 3, 4, and 7 we 

have used Monte Carlo simulations to find the distribution of overall values that would 

have been very hard to derive analytically because they are a combination of a large 

number of probability distributions for preferences and clinical performance estimates. 

Overall, based on the findings in this thesis we argue that the probabilistic approach should 

be used by researchers and analysts when synthesizing uncertain evidence informing 

multiple model parameters. 
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Insight into the perceived value of screening programs 
The area of lung cancer screening is at an important juncture. On the one hand, the 

evidence for the diagnostic accuracy of low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) is 

solidifying, with the influential NLST trial showing a 20% reduction in cancer-related 

mortality and two more major trials (NELSON and UKLS) presenting their results later in 

2017. A disadvantage is that screening programs based on LDCT can be expensive and 

practical aspects of their service delivery may deter people from attending. On the other 

hand, innovative screening modalities such as circulating tumor cells or electronic noses 

promise cheaper screening at a more convenient location but the evidence for their 

diagnostic accuracy is still weak. The second part of this thesis has investigated this difficult 

policy issue for the context of the Netherlands. After having identified seven important 

attributes of screening, roughly one thousand respondents from the Dutch general 

population took part in a MCDA-based preference elicitation study. This study showed that 

location, mode, and sensitivity were the most important attributes. When we modeled the 

value of screening programs for this sample in chapter 8, we found that LDCT had the 

lowest value. This is surprising given its superior diagnostic accuracy but can be explained 

by the fact that a majority of respondents placed a high value on practical aspects of 

screening such as waiting time until results and location. Moving forward toward possible 

implementation of lung cancer screening, our results therefore urge policy makers to be 

aware of the preferences of the target population in order to maximize attendance. 

Opportunities for future research 

The studies in this thesis modeled how uncertainty in preferences and/or clinical evidence 

impacts the relative value and distribution of alternative interventions. Although we can 

calculate rank probabilities (e.g. the probability that a treatment has the highest rank and is 

thus preferred), we do not define a probability threshold at which decision makers can be 

confident that they made the right decision. Claxton argues that if decisions needs to be 

made now, the only rational choice would be to adopt the treatment with the highest 

expected value which, in our case, would mean the intervention with the highest 

probability of having the first rank [11]. If, however, the decision can be postponed to 

gather more evidence, it would be useful to know if such costly evidence gathering 

activities are likely to change the decision. There are several metrics that calculate the 

expected value of gathering more information (VOI) versus the expected value of deciding 

now. Although available and used in decision analytic modeling, VOI has to be explored in 
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MCDA models in a structured manner. We imagine that the value of information for 

parameter uncertainty in clinical evidence can be calculated in a similar way as for 

outcomes in conventional cohort models that are affected by this type of uncertainty [12]. 

For the stochastic uncertainty in preferences it may be useful to look at calculating the 

value of heterogeneity. This could be done by applying Basu’s calculations on the Monte 

Carlo outcomes yielded by the models developed in this thesis: calculate the expected 

value when choosing the intervention with the highest value in each simulation run, and 

subtract from this the expected value when choosing the intervention that has the highest 

value on average [13]. In this way one can obtain an estimate of the value that is added for 

stakeholders by allowing multiple interventions to be used. With this knowledge, decision 

makers can then evaluate if they think that this added values outweighs the added cost or 

risks of using multiple interventions. 

 

An outstanding issue for further research here is the comparison of values calculated with 

MCDA and (opportunity) costs. Because the values calculated with MCDA depend on its 

context-specific attributes, it is hard to compare value estimates between MCDA models. 

For example, we cannot make statements about the relative value of the antiretroviral 

treatments from chapter 4 compared to the screening programs in chapter 8 because they 

were calculated with structurally different models. If these values are incomparable due to 

different model structures, it will also not be possible to calculate a willingness-to-pay 

threshold that can be used to compare the results from different MCDA studies. Another 

issue related to uncertainty is that of how patients evaluate uncertain clinical performance. 

In this thesis we used the preferences of patients that were elicited by presenting 

respondents with fixed clinical estimates, while in reality clinical estimates are uncertain. 

Patients often decide not just on the mean clinical effect, but also on what they hope the 

effect will be. A clear example of this can be found in preferences for life saving cancer 

treatments where patients were found to focus on the maximum possible survival instead 

of the expected survival [14]. The main challenge for dealing with such effects is developing 

elicitation tools that are not biased by different interpretations of what uncertainty in a 

clinical outcomes means to them, while also being understandable for the general 

population that has, on average, a difficulty with interpreting probabilities [15]. 

Although we applied our model to a variety of cases, we did not involve policy makers. An 

important area for future research is therefore to assess and (if needed) to improve the 

match between our models and the needs of policy makers. A prominent barrier for this is 

the fact that most regulatory decision making processes are at this point qualitative, 

although initiatives are under way to investigate model-based quantitative decision making. 

The studies in this thesis cannot guide the decision-making process from start to finish, nor 
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do they provide guidance for the group decision-making process. However, our model is 

based on stated preference research and this can help decision makers include 

stakeholders in a structured and transparent way [16]. If a quantitative decision-making 

process is adopted that is founded on MCDA, further research will be needed to identify 

how the results from our stakeholder-centered MCDA models can be integrated in MCDA 

models that are constructed with policy makers to support the eventual group decision. 

For the context of lung cancer screening there are also several areas for future research. 

The most prominent one at this point is that the evidence base for breath analysis and 

blood biomarkers should be expanded. It is important that randomized controlled trials are 

performed that compare these new screening modalities to low-dose CT. Given the fact 

that the diagnostic accuracy of LDCT is already very high, it can be worthwhile to explore 

methods that improve LDCT’s performance on attributes other than sensitivity and 

specificity. Examples of this are the use of machine learning to reduce waiting time until 

results, or information campaigns to put the radiation burden of LDCT into perspective. This 

all should not be taken as to discount the value of novel screening modalities such as 

circulating tumor cells or electronic noses. These two modalities clearly have much 

potential to provide value for participants (as can be seen in chapter 8) if the diagnostic 

accuracy that is shown in the current studies can be replicated or improved upon in large 

randomized trials that compare the two novel modalities to LDCT. 

Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate how the various types of uncertainty impact the 

outcomes of a stakeholder-based value framework for comparing medical interventions. 

We have shown that preferences elicited from a group of stakeholders with stated 

preference methods can be used to weight clinical evidence in an MCDA. Our models can 

help policy makers gain insight into how stakeholders value interventions as well as into 

which interventions have the highest value. Using the flexible probabilistic approach we 

developed an MCDA model that includes various types of uncertainty as well as 

dependency relations. Based on our findings we recommend that the probabilistic 

approach should be used by people who apply MCDA in the context of healthcare. 

 

The second part of the thesis found that non-clinical attributes play an important part in 

how people value programs for lung cancer screening. It is shown that new screening 

modalities such as breath analysis and blood biomarkers may have a greater value for the 

target population than the established low-dose CT, primarily because of their better 

performance on non-clinical attributes. However, given that the evidence base for the 
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novel modalities is still weak, we argue that it is too soon to conclude that the novel 

modalities should be used for screening programs instead of low-dose CT. We argue that it 

would be better to consider our results in light of the question of how a screening program 

based on low-dose CT can be further improved and implemented by taking non-clinical 

factors into account. 

 

Policy makers are increasingly challenged to make evidence-based decisions for a 

heterogeneous group of stakeholders given an uncertain evidence base. The work in this 

thesis develops quantitative tools with which policy makers can construct a structured and 

transparent value framework to help them address these difficult but important challenges. 
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Summary 

 

In the 1
st

 chapter of this thesis we introduce that the aim of this thesis was to investigate 

how the various types of uncertainty influence the comparison of medical interventions in a 

value-framework incorporating stakeholder preferences. To introduce the rest of the work 

in the thesis this first chapter shortly describes the use of evidence for policy making, 

stated preference research, and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).  

 

Chapter 2 extended the typology of uncertainties developed by the ISPOR taskforce on 

good modeling practices to the context of MCDA. In the literature review of the same 

chapter, five approaches were identified to deal with these uncertainties, namely the 

deterministic, probabilistic, Bayesian, grey and fuzzy approaches. It was concluded that the 

deterministic approach was sufficient for most applications, but that more complex 

approaches were better suited for when multiple sources of uncertainty have to be 

considered simultaneously or when there are dependency relations. This is the case for the 

thesis’ main aim of combining clinical performances and patient preferences, so the 

probabilistic approach was chosen to use in the rest of the thesis. 

 

In chapter 3, it was applied to a case on antidepressants. Three hypothetical 

antidepressants were compared on four criteria. For each included treatment, the value 

distribution and rank probabilities were estimated. The impact of parameter uncertainty in 

clinical performances was larger than the impact of parameter uncertainty in patient 

preferences, and the assumption of uniform preference weights lead to substantially higher 

decision uncertainty. Scenario analyses clearly illustrated the different impact of parameter 

uncertainty in clinical performance and patient preferences. 

 

The model was extended to include patient-specific preference variation in chapter 4. In 

this chapter, the value of six anti-retroviral treatments according to the preferences of HIV-

positive persons was assessed. When only parameter uncertainty was considered there was 

a clear most valuable treatment, but when patient-specific preference variation was 

included there was still considerable uncertainty about the most valuable treatment. 

 

Whereas the chapters in the first half of the thesis were not focused on a particular area of 

healthcare, we did focus on a specific application area in the second half. The chosen 

application area is lung cancer screening and the policy relevance of this area is explained 
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in chapter 5. There it is argued that the current low uptake of lung cancer screening as a 

national screening program is due to the large capacity impact of CT-based screening and 

preference-sensitive barriers to entry. A possible solution to these issues may be the 

introduction of new low-cost technologies such as breath analysis and biomarkers, and in 

developing screening policies using value frameworks that explicitly take into account the 

preferences of the eligible population. 

 

Since to date no such preference studies have been done, in chapter 6 a study like that is 

done. Based on interviews and a panel session, six important attributes of screening 

policies were identified. The subsequent MCDA-based elicitation found that the most 

important attributes according to the large and representative Dutch respondent sample 

were location of screening, mode of screening, and sensitivity. Cluster analyses revealed a 

distinction between subgroups focusing on clinical benefits/harms of screening, and 

subgroups focusing on practical aspects of the screening policy. The aim was to include the 

preferences from this study in a probabilistic MCDA model similar to those developed in 

chapters 3 and 4. Because several dependency relations were found in the preference data 

we could not assume (as was done in the previous chapters) that the weights distributions 

were independent.  

 

Therefore, chapter 7 investigated methods for fitting multivariate distributions for use in 

the probabilistic MCDA, focusing specifically on the use of the flexible copula functions 

approach. The study revealed the advantages of using copula functions for modeling 

multivariate preference distributions. The main advantage over conventional fitting 

methods lies in the fact that analysts can model the marginals and the dependency 

relations in two separate steps. This means the best fitting distribution can be chosen for 

each marginal, independently from any prior choice of (type of) multivariate distribution. 

 

In the final 8
th

 chapter, probabilistic MCDA was applied to compare the value of screening 

policies based on CT, breath analysis, and biomarkers for subgroups defined on preferences 

or risk profile. To improve the value of LDCT-based screening for the eligible population we 

argue it is important to take non-clinical attributes of screening into account. 

 

In final 9
th

 chapter we discuss our findings. We argue that our models can help policy 

makers gain insight into the value that stakeholders attach to interventions when the 

clinical evidence is uncertain. Future work should explore value of information methods 

and address the link to policy makers. 
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Nederlandse samenvatting 

 

In het hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift introduceerden we dat het doel van dit proefschrift 

was om te onderzoeken hoe verschillende soorten onzekerheid de vergelijking tussen 

medische interventies beïnvloeden in een waarderingsraamwerk waar de voorkeuren van 

belanghebbenden (primair: patiënten) worden meegenomen. In dit hoofdstuk 

introduceerden we de rol van bewijs in besluitvorming, voorkeurenonderzoek, en multi-

criteria beslissingsanalyse (in het engels multi-criteria decision analysis, afgekort MCDA) 

 

In hoofdstuk 2 breiden we de onzekerheidstypologie zoals die destijds geformuleerd is door 

de ISPOR werkgroep over best practices in modeleren uit naar de context van MCDA. Op 

basis van een systematische review konden we vijf methoden identificeren waarmee 

omgegaan kan worden met onzekerheid in MCDA: deterministische gevoeligheidsanalyse, 

probabilistische gevoeligheidsanalyse, Bayesiaanse methoden, ‘grey’ theorie en ‘fuzzy set’ 

theorie. We concludeerde dat de deterministische aanpak voldoende was voor de meeste 

toepassingen maar dat meer complexe methoden beter geschikt zijn wanneer er meerdere 

onzekerheidsbronnen zijn of wanneer er afhankelijkheidsrelaties in de data zitten. Deze 

twee zaken zijn het geval gezien het doel van dit proefschrift en we hebben ons in de rest 

van het proefschrift daarom gericht op de probabilistische methode. 

 

In hoofdstuk 3 passen we de probabilistische methode toe op een casus over drie 

hypothetische antidepressiva. Voor elk antidepressivum hebben we de waardeverdeling en 

de rangkansen geschat. Wat het meest waardevolle antidepressivum was hing meer af van 

parameteronzekerheid in klinische gegevens dan van parameteronzekerheid in 

patiëntvoorkeuren en was het hoogst als we aannamen dat de criteriumgewichten uniform 

verdeeld waren. 

 

Het model is in hoofdstuk 4 vervolgens uitgebreid om patiëntspecifieke variatie in 

voorkeuren voor antiretrovirale middelen mee te nemen. Wanneer alleen 

parameteronzekerheid mee werd genomen had één van de middelen duidelijk de hoogste 

waarde, maar er was onzekerheid over het meest waardevolle middel wanneer 

patiëntspecifieke variatie in voorkeuren mee werd genomen. 

 

In de tweede helft van het proefschrift is specifiek bevolkingsonderzoek (screening) naar 

longkanker gekeken. In hoofdstuk 5 leggen we uit waarom dit een actueel en relevant 
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onderzoeksveld is. We stellen dat de huidige lage opname van longkankerscreening (mede) 

komt door de hoge benodigde CT capaciteit en voorkeursgerelateerde factoren die mensen 

ervan zouden weerhouden deel te nemen. Een oplossing voor deze problemen zou zijn om 

gebruik te maken van nieuwe screeningstechnologieën zoals ademanalyse en biomarkers 

en om bij het ontwikkelen van bevolkingsonderzoek naar longkanker expliciet rekening te 

houden met de voorkeuren van potentiële deelnemers. 

 

Helaas zijn er geen onderzoeken bekend die de voorkeuren van potentiële deelnemers 

onder de loep nemen. Om belangrijke beslissingscriteria te ontdekken hebben we daarom 

in hoofdstuk 6 interviews en een panel sessie georganiseerd. Vervolgens hebben we een 

MCDA vragenlijst gemaakt om de criteriumgewichten te kunnen meten. Na de vragenlijst 

uitgezet te hebben onder een groep van ongeveer duizend Nederlanders vonden we dat de 

drie belangrijkste criteria de volgende waren: locatie, modus (beleving van onderzoek), en 

sensitiviteit. We zagen een splitsing tussen klinische georiënteerde subgroepen in 

voorkeuren aan de ene kant en praktisch georiënteerde subgroepen aan de andere kant. 

 

Omdat we afhankelijkheidsrelaties (correlaties) vonden in de voorkeuren data, hebben we 

in hoofdstuk 7 methoden vergeleken waarmee multivariate kansverdelingen geschat 

kunnen worden. We concludeerden dat de flexibele copula verdeling geschikt was voor 

onze toepassing. Het voordeel van een copula is dat de marginalen en de 

afhankelijkheidsrelaties in twee aparte stappen geschat kunnen worden. Dit betekent dat 

de best passende verdeling gekozen kan worden per criterium, in plaats van vast te zitten 

aan een bepaalde univariate verdeling die hoort bij de vooraf gekozen multivariate 

verdeling. 

 

In het 8e hoofdstuk hebben we probabilistische MCDA gebruikt om CT, ademanalyse en 

biomarkers als technologie voor bevolkingsonderzoek naar longkanker te vergelijken. We 

vergeleken de waarde hiervan voor subgroepen in voorkeuren en in risicoprofiel. Om de 

waarde van CT voor deelnemers te verhogen is het belangrijk om te kijken naar niet-

klinische factoren. 

 

In hoofdstuk 9 bespreken we onze bevindingen. We stellen dat onze modellen beleid 

kunnen ondersteunen door inzicht te geven in hoe belanghebbenden medische 

interventies waarderen als de klinische gegevens onzeker zijn. Toekomstig onderzoek zou 

zich moeten richten op value of information methoden en op de link met beleidmakers. 
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Dankwoord 

 

De afgelopen 4+ jaar was een lange en verschillend gekleurde tijd maar ik ben blij met het 

resultaat. Ik ben niet zo van de sentimentele verhalen maar uiteraard zijn er een hoop 

mensen die ik wil bedanken voor hun hulp afgelopen jaren. Mocht ik iemand per abuis niet 

noemen (vergeten is mijn specialiteit…), dan excuus. Vier jaar is een lange tijd en er zijn in 

die tijd een heleboel mensen op mijn pad langs gekomen. 

 

Allereerst wil ik graag Maarten bedanken voor de geboden kans en het getoonde 

vertrouwen. Ik vond het erg uitdagend en leuk om aan een project te werken waar van 

tevoren niet vast stond wat het eindpunt zou zijn. Toen ik in 2012 tijdens tijdens een 

werkcollege jou aansprak om te zeggen dat ik modelleren wel ‘cool’ vond en me afvroeg of 

hier ook afstudeeropdrachten over waren, had ik niet kunnen bedenken dat het uiteindelijk 

tot zo’n mooi boekje zou leiden. Ik heb een heleboel mogen leren de afgelopen tijd en heb 

een hoop interessante plekken mogen bezoeken. Bedankt dat je me steeds hebt 

uitgedaagd en fijn dat je om wist te gaan met mijn eigenwijsheid zo af en toe. 

Karin, het was erg fijn om jou als dagelijks begeleider te hebben. Ik had het idee dat je niet 

alleen mijn werk wilde ondersteunen, maar ook geïnteresseerd was in de ontwikkeling van 

mij als persoon. Jouw perfectionisme en wil om te zorgen dat alles klopte was opbouwend 

geformuleerd, maar frustreerde me soms. Ik had dat echter absoluut nodig. In mijn verdere 

werkende leven zal ik altijd een ‘kleine Karin’ in m’n hoofd (nodig) hebben die voorkomt dat 

ik te snel tevreden ben met een model of paper, die zorgt dat ik dingen goed doordenk en 

goede vragen stel. 

 

Een proefschrift schrijf je niet alleen met je begeleiders, daarom wil ik ook graag enkele co-

auteurs bedanken. Brett, thank you for working with me on the third and fourth chapter. It 

was a pleasure to discuss the models with an expert and your feedback on my papers was 

always constructive and insightful. My time at CHE in York has been great and really 

educational. Andrea, although copulas were a difficult topic I am proud we figured it out 

and were able to write a nice chapter on its application. Thanks for this opportunity. Thanks 

also to Jeroen and Sebastian for working with me on the third and fifth chapter, 

respectivelly. Janine, bedankt voor met meedenken en schrijven van de review en de 

verscheidene goede inhoudelijke gesprekken over MCDA. Graag wil ik Rozemarijn en Harry 

bedanken voor hun bijdragen aan het tweede deel van het proefschrift. Het was voor 

iemand met een methodologische achtergrond van onschatbare waarde om co-auteurs te 
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hebben die met een klinische blik naar het onderzoek keken. Hopelijk kan ons gezamelijke 

werk bijdragen aan de discussie omtrent longkankerscreening. Marjan, bedankt dat ik mee 

mocht doen met jouw onderzoekslijn naar AHP/MACBETH in panelsessies voor early HTA 

toepassingen. Ik heb het erg leerzaam en leuk gevonden. Volgens mij hebben we twee 

mooie afstudeerverslagen af mogen leveren. Voor hoofdstuk zes heb ik mensen 

geïnterviewd en een panelsessie gehouden. Bedankt aan Klaske voor technische 

ondersteuning tijdens de panelsessie en aan alle deelnemers. 

 

Members of the committee, thank you for taking the time for my work in your no doubt 

very busy schedules. 

Jan, Wouter, Rob, en Leon wil ik graag bedanken voor hun flexibiliteit in de afgelopen 

periode dat ik al wel voor hen werkte maar ook nog met de laatste dingen van de promotie 

bezig was. Ik zie er naar uit om verder met jullie samen te werken. 

 

Collega’s van HTSR, bedankt voor de goede tijd op de afdeling. Leuk om zo een tijd samen 

op te trekken als collega’s (en/of lotgenoten). Alhoewel onze onderwerpen soms heel 

anders zijn heb ik veel gehad aan de gesprekken en gezellige momenten. Alle namen 

noemen hier gaat te ver, maar een speciaal bedankje voor Rolf, Sandra, Annemieke, 

Angarath, Marieke, Michelle, en Sarah die mij als kamergenoot toelieten (ondanks dat ik 

zoveel snoep). 

 

Björn en Tjark, bedankt voor de gezellige avonden en de discussies die zowel interessant als 

vermakelijk waren. Fijn dat jullie me tijdens de verdediging als paranimfen bij willen staan! 

Andere familie en vrienden wil ik bedanken voor het luisteren naar mijn soms lastig te 

volgen werkverhalen en voor het geduld als ik soms veel bezig moest zijn met werken. Dat 

laatste geldt vooral voor Miranda; bedankt dat je me de kans en de tijd hebt gegund om te 

promoveren in het verre Enschede. Ik ben benieuwd waar de toekomst ons gaat brengen. 

 

Vader in de hemel, bedankt voor uw trouw. Er is in vier jaar veel gebeurd, bedankt dat U 

erbij was. 

 

U wijst mij een weg, als ik zelf geen uitkomst zie. 

Langs wegen die geen mens bedenkt, maakt U mij uw wil bekend. 

U geeft elke dag, nieuwe liefde, nieuwe kracht. 

Als ik mijn hand in uw hand leg, wijst U mij de weg. 

 

Getekend op 19-5-2017, Henk 
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